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PREFACE TO THE
BALLANTINE EDITION

T H E " N EW" SUN-TZU

The Sun-tzu, or ''Master Sun," is the longest existing and most widely stud
ied military classic in human history. Quite appropriately, it dates back to
the Warring States period (c. 403-22 1 B.C.), a formative phase in Chinese
civilization when contributions in literature and philosophy were rivaled
in magnitude and sophistication only by developments in an increasingly
efficient military culture.
Over the course of the preceding Spring and Autumn period (c.
722-481 B.C.), scores of small, semiautonomous states had joined in an on
going war of survival, leaving in its wake only the dozen or so "central
states" (chung-kuo) from which present-day "China" takes its actual Chi
nese-language name.1 By the fifi:h century B.C ., it had become clear to all
contenders that the only alternative to winning was to perish. And as these
rivals tor the throne of a unified China grew fewer, the stakes and the bru
tality of warfare increased exponentially.
During this period, warfare was transformed from a gentlemanly art to
an industry, and lives lost on the killing fields climbed to numbers in the
hundreds of thousands. Itinerant philosophers toured the central states of
China, offering their advice and services to the contesting ruling families.
Along with the Confucian, Mohist, and the Legalist philosophers who
joined this tour was a new breed of military specialists schooled in the
concrete tactics and strategies of waging effective warfare. Of these mili
tary experts, history has remembered best a man named Sun Wu from the
state of Wu, known honorifically as "Sun-tzu" or "Master Sun."
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A major reason why Master Sun has remained such a prominent force
in the military arts is the military treatise Sun-tzu: The Art of Waifare (Sun
tzu ping-fa), that came to be associated with his name early in the tradition.
Over the centuries, a library of commentaries has accrued around the
text, and it has been translated into many, if not most, of the world's major
languages.
Although there are several popular English translations of the Sun-tzu,
several of which are discussed below, there are reasons why a new trans
lation and study of the text is necessary at this time. The Sun-tzu offered
here in this Classics of Ancient China series differs markedly from previous
editions in several important respects.
In 1972 a new text of the Sun-tzu was uncovered in an archaeological
find in Shantung province, containing not only large sections of the thir
teen-chapter work that has come down to the present day, but also por
tions of five lost chapters of the Sun-tzu. All of these materials, previously
unavailable to the student of the Sun-tzu text, were entombed as burial
items sometime between 140 and 1 1 8 B.C.
This archaeological discovery means several things.
The English translation of the thirteen-chapter core text contained in
Part I of this book has been informed by a copy of the Sun-tzu over a thou
sand years older than those on which previous translations were based.
Prior to the excavations at Yin-ch'ueh-shan, the most recent text on which
translations could be based had been a Sung dynasty (960-1 2 79) edition.
The supplemental five chapters that have been translated below as Part II
and which in length are about 20 percent of the thirteen-chapter core
text, are entirely new, and provide us with additional insights into both the
content and the structure of the original text.
Part III of this book contains another window on the Sun-tzu provided
by traditional encyclopedic works and commentaries containing refer
ences to the Sun-tzu dating back as early as the first century A .D. In length,
this section adds more than 2,200 characters--over a third of the thirteen
chapter text. The encyclopedic works as a genre were generally compiled
by gathering citations from the classical texts around specific topics such
as the court, animals, plants, omens, courtesans, and so on. One recurring
encyclopedia topic has been warfare. Ancient commentaries written by
scholars to explain classical works have also on occasion referred to the
Sun-tzu. To this new, expanded text of Sun-tzu I have added Part III. It
contains materials from the encyclopedias, and from some of the earliest
commentaries, that have been ascribed directly to Master Sun. Now that
we can have greater confidence that the Sun-tzu was a larger, more com-
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plex text, there is good reason to believe that at least some of these attri
butions are authentic. One factor that had previously brought these mate
rials into question was a difference in style: The thirteen-chapter text is
narrative prose while the encyclopedic citations are, by and large, in dia
logue form. Now that we have confirmed "outer" commentarial chapters
of the Sun-tzu that are also structured as dialogues and that share many
stylistic features with the encyclopedic citations, our reasons for being
suspicious are less compelling. Although the authenticity of any one of
these passages is still impossible to determine, the general correspon
dence between passages found in the reconstructed Sun-tzu and those
preserved in the encyclopedias suggest that many of the citations might
well be from the lost portions of this text.
I also have included in Part III a few fragments from a 1978 archaeo
logical find in Ch'ing-hai province dating from the first or second cen
turies B.C. Six of the strips uncovered refer explicitly to "Master Sun,"
suggesting some relationship with the Sun-tzu.
In addition to working from the earliest text of the Sun-tzu now avail
able and translating newly recovered portions of the Sun-tzu, I have tried
to underscore the philosophic importance of this early work. Most ac
counts of the Sun-tzu have tended to be historical; mine is cultural. In the
Introduction that precedes the translations, I have attempted to identify
those cultural presuppositions that must be consciously entertained if we
are to place the text within its own world view. In our encounter with a
text from a tradition as different from ours as is classical China's, we must
exercise our minds and our imaginations to locate it within its own ways
of thinking and living. Otherwise we cannot help but see only our own
reflection appearing on the surface of Chinese culture when we give
prominence to what is culturally familiar and important to us, while inad
vertently ignoring precisely those more exotic elements that are essential
to an appreciation of China's differences. By contrasting our assumptions
with those of the classical Chinese world view, I have tried to secure and
lift to the surface those peculiar features of classical Chinese thought
which are in danger of receding in our interpretation of the text.
In addition to the role that philosophy plays in enabling us to distin
guish the classical Chinese world view from our own, it has another kind
of prominence. We must explain the intimate relationship in this culture
between philosophy and warfare: We need to say why almost every one of
the early Chinese philosophers took warfare to be an area of sustained
philosophical reflection and how the military texts are themselves applied
philosophy.
·
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This edition of the Sun-tzu seeks to satisfy the needs of the China spe
cialist as well as those of the generalist. To this end, a critical Chinese
language text of the Sun-tzu has been reconstructed from the available
redactions of the work on the basis of the most authoritative scholarship
available, and included with the translation. This critical text is based
upon the collective judgment of China's leading scholars in military af
fairs. For the generalist who seeks a better understanding of the text
within its broader intellectual environment, I have provided the afore
mentioned philosophic overview.
Given the long and eventful history of the Sun-tzu itself, its introduc
tion to the English-speaking world has been very recent and rather undis
tinguished.2 In spite of some illuminating criticisms by D. C. Lau ( 1965)
about the quality of the Samuel B. Griffith translation ( 1963), one would
still have to allow that Griffith's rendition of the Sun-tzu and his com
mentary on various aspects of the text was a quantum improvement over
what had gone before and to date has been our best effort to capture the
text for the English-speaking world. The first prominent English transla
tion by Captain E. F. Calthrop ( 1908) was indeed so inadequate that the
vitriolic and undignified assault that it provoked from the well-known si
nologist and translator Lionel Giles, then an assistant curator at the
British Museum, discolors the reasonable quality of Giles's own attempt.
While the Giles translation of 1 9 10 is somewhat compromised by his un
relenting unkindnesses to poor pioneering Calthrop, it is still a scholarly
first run on a difficult text and has the virtue of including a version of the
Sun-tzu in Chinese.
Not much happened in the half century between Giles and Griffith.
The strength of Griffith's work is that it is the product of a mature and in
telligent military man. Samuel B. Griffith rose to the rank of Brigadier
General in the United States Marine Corps, and wrote extensively and
well on military matters from the battle of Guadalcanal to the Chinese
People's Liberation Army. The many practical insights provided by Grif
fith's commentary are invaluable, and the quality of his translation is su
perior to Giles's and to recent popular attempts such as the Thomas
Cleary translation ( 1 988), informed as the latter is by neither practical
military wisdom nor scholarship.
Finally, I have used the occasion of this publication to introduce the
reader to recent Chinese archaeological excavations--especially those
beginning at Yin-ch'iieh-shan in 1972-in acknowledgment of the impor
tance of these discoveries for rethinking the classical period in China.
From these sites we have recovered a cache of textual materials, including
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everything from new redactions of extant classics to works that have been
lost for thousands of years. In many ways, each of these excavations cap
tures one historical moment from centuries long past, and allows us, with
imagination, to step back and steal a glimpse of a material China that has
not otherwise been available to us. And from these ancient relics and tex
tual materials we are able to reconstitute one cultural site to test our the
ories and speculations about a world that is no more.
A R C H AEOLOGY: A R E V OLU T I O N
I N T HE S T U DY O F E A R LY C H I N A

For students of culture concerned with the formative period of Chinese
civilization and its early development, the discovery of lost textual mate
rials, reported to the world in China's archaeological journals since the
resumption of their publication in 1972, has been nothing short of breath
taking. The texts that have been recovered are of several kinds.
One category of documents is that of extant texts. The texts in this
grouping are important because they have been spared the mishandling of
those perhaps well-intentioned but not always well-serving editors and
scribes responsible for a two-thousand-year transmission. For example,
the December 1973 excavation of the Ma-wang-tui Tomb #3 in Hunan
dating from c. 1 68 B.C. has yielded us two editions of the Lao-tzu3 that pre
date our earliest exemplars by five hundred years.
D. C. Lau's recently published revision of his Lao-tzu translation based
on a study of the Ma-wang-tui texts is an effective demonstration of the
value of these new documents in resolving textual problems that have
plagued commentators for these two thousand years.4 And with Robert G.
Henrick's Lao-tzu: Te-tao-ching in this same Clauicr of Ancient China series,
the careful textual work goes on. In addition to the Lao-tzu and the Sun
tzu: The Art of Warfare included here in this second volume of the series,
portions of the Book of Changer (I Ching), Intriguer of the Warring Stater
( Chan-kuo tr 'e), and The Spring and Autumn Anna/J of Marter Yen ( Yen-tzu
ch'un-ch'iu) have also been unearthed, and are undergoing the same kind of
detailed analysis. It has even been reported that a partial text of the
Analectr was recovered at a Ting county site in Hopei province in a 1973
find, but at this writing the material has not yet been made available to
foreign scholars.5
Another category of document that has been recovered is that of ex
tant texts that have long been regarded by scholars as being apocryphal;
that is, works of doubtful authorship and authority. Portions of the mili-
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tary treatises Six Strategies (Liu-t'ao) and Master Wei-liao ( Wei-liao-tzu),
found in the cache of military writings in Tomb #1 of Yin-ch'iieh-shan,
belong to this group. Of course, the discovery of these texts in a tomb dat
ing from c. 1 40 B.C. is ample evidence of their vintage. There is also the
collection of Master Wen ( Wen-tzu) fragments found at the Ting county
site that, by virtue of the important differences between the authoritative
recovered text and the altered received Master Uin, promise to relocate
this work centuries earlier than previously thought."
A third important classification of texts is works concerning astronomy
and prognostication that have hitherto been entirely unknown to us. The
Wind Direction Divination ( Feng-chiao-chan) and Portent and Omen Divination
( Tsai-i-chan) documents, and the calendrical register for 1 34 B.C. recov
ered from Yin-ch'iieh-shan Tombs #1 and #2 are examples of this kind of
material.
A fourth category of textual materials is that of works we have known
about by name, but which in substance have been lost to us for the better
part of two millennia. Undoubtedly the most important finds in this cate
gory are the four treatises collectively referred to as the Silk Manuscripts of
the Yellow Emperor (Huang-ti po shu)-Ching- fa, Shih-liu-ching, Ch'eng
and Tao-yuan-that precede the second copy of the Lao-tzu on the cloth
manuscripts recovered from Ma-wang-tui #3/ and the Sun Pin: The Art of
Warfar! found in Yin-ch'iieh-shan # 1 . Annotated translations of both of
these works are in progress, and are scheduled to appear in this same Clas
sics of Ancient China series.
-

In addition to these works that are new to us in their entirety, there are
also lost portions of extant texts that themselves have been transmitted in
some edited or otherwise abbreviated form. For example, the Sun-tzu: The
Art of Warfare from Yin-ch'iieh-shan, in addition to containing over 2, 700
characters of the received thirteen-chapter text, approximately one third
of its total length, also includes five chapters of supplemental materials
that we have not seen until now. In this same find, there are also some
forty-two bamboo strips that look like lost portions of the Master Mo (Mo
tzu).
The value of these newly discovered documents for extending and
clarifying our knowledge of early Chinese civilization cannot be exagger
ated. And the prospects of new finds are very good indeed, especially
since several important locations are already known to us-for example,
the late-third century B.C. tomb of the First Emperor of the Ch'in dynasty.
While work on these known sites proceeds slowly, with scholars awaiting
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those advances in technology necessary to maximize preservation of the
contents of the tombs, many other finds are being uncovered by accident
in unrelated construction projects. Because of the impact that this archae
ological material is having and is bound to have on the scholarship of clas
sical China, a continuing familiarity with developments in this area has
become an essential element in the training of every China classicist.
Having said this, the nature of the material, the painstaking work neces
sary to recover and analyze it, and the real possibility of new discoveries
at any time makes the work available on these documents necessarily ten
tative. For this reason, the present book is and can only be a progress re
port-an update on one particularly important find. The mission of our
Classics of Ancient China series is to continue to make the substance of these
finds available to the Western reader.
T H E EX C A V AT I O N AT Y I N - C H 'UE H · S H A N

Of the various archaeological excavations published to date that have
brought this new textual material to light, the two most important at this
writing are the Western Han (202 B.C.-A.D. 8) tombs at Ma-wang-tui in
Ch'ang-sha, Hunan, discovered in late 1 973, and those at Yin-ch'iieh-shan
near Lin-i city in Shantung. Portions of Sun-tzu: The Art of Warfare, the
focus of this study, were recovered in the ·latter excavation in 1 972.
After the initial find, the Yin-ch'iieh-shan Committee devoted some
two years of research to the 4,942 bamboo strips and strip fragments on
which the texts were written before making the preliminary results of this
work known to the world in February 1974. For details of the early re
ports, a catalog of the contents of these tombs, and the best efforts of con
temporary scholarship to date the tombs and identify the occupants, see
the appendix.
Perhaps the most significant and exciting textual material uncovered in
Tomb #1 is the additional text of the extant Sun-tzu: The Art of Warfare
and the large portions of the long-lost Sun Pin: The Art of Warfare.
The contemporary archaeologist Wu Chiu-lung, in a 1985 revision of
the earlier 1974 report, summarizes the overall content of the bamboo
strips in the following more general terms.9
The Han strips from Tomb # 1 can largely be divided into those of
which we have extant traditional texts and those where the texts have been
lost. Since the text provided by the Han strips and the extant text are often
different, it is not always possible to keep the two categories clearly sepa
rate. In the first category of extant texts there are:

16
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Sun-tzu: The Art of Waifare (Sun-tzuping-fa) and five chapters of lost text

2. Six Strategies ( Liu-t ao)-fourteen segments

3. Master Wei-liao ( Wei-liao-tzu)-five chapters
sixteen sections

4. Master Yen ( Yen-tzu)

-

In the second category of lost texts, there are:
5. Sun Pin: The Art of Waifare (Sun Pin ping fa)-sixteen chapters
6. Obeying Ordinances and Obeying Orders (Shou-fa shou-ling)-ten chapters
7. Materials on discussions of government and discussions on military
affairs-fifty chapters
8. Materials on yin-yang, calendrics, and divination-twelve chapters
9. Miscellaneous-thirteen chapters
-

In addition, there are many leftover fragments, and the process of re
construction goes on.
The 1 985 first volume of the Yin-ch'iieh-shan Committee's antici
pated three-volume set includes reconstructed texts for all of the docu
ments 1 -6 listed above; the remaining materials will be made available
with the promised publication of volumes II and III.
From Tomb #2 we have a calendar for the first year of the yiian-kuang
reign period ( 1 34 B.C.) of Emperor Wu (r. 141 -87 B.C.) of the Western
Han. It contains a total of thirty-two strips. The first strip records the year,
the second strip lists the months, beginning with the tenth month and
continuing until the following ninth month-a total of thirteen months.
Strips three to thirty-two then record the days, listing the "stem and
branches" designations for the first to the thirtieth day of each month. To
gether, these thirty-two strips constitute a complete calendar for the year.
There are varying opinions among scholars as to the dating of the texts
themselves. From the archaeological evidence (see Appendix), we can es
timate that Tomb #I dates from between 1 40 and 1 1 8 B.C., and Tomb #2
dates from between 1 34 and 1 1 8 B.C. However, the dates at which the texts
were transcribed would, of course, be earlier than the tombs in which they
were buried, and the dates at which they were first compiled, earlier yet.
One potential clue as to the dates of the copied texts is the custom of
avoiding the characters used in the emperor's name in texts transcribed
during an emperor's reign. The Western Han, however, was not strict in its
observance of such imperial taboos. The names of emperors Hui, Wen,
and Wu all occur on the strips, and there are even instances of the less
common characters of Empress Lii and Emperor Ching. The most that
can be said is that these texts from Yin-ch'iieh-shan seem to observe the
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taboo on the first emperor o f the Han dynasty, Liu Pang (r. 206-- 1 94 B.C.),
avoiding the character pang, and using kuo (which also means "state") in
stead, with one exception in the supplemental strips of Chapter 4 of Sun
Pin: The Art of Warfare, "T'ien-chi Inquires About Battlefield Defenses,"
which might have been an oversight.
The contemporary scholar Chang Chen-tse concludes that the strips
must actually have been written during the dozen years Liu Pang was on
the throne. 1 0 Other scholars are more cautious, insisting the taboos are in
conclusive evidence. Wu Chiu-lung, for example, discounts the taboo fac
tor, and instead compares the style of writing with other recent finds.11 On
this basis, he estimates the Yin-ch'iieh-shan texts were copied in the early
years of the Western Han dynasty sometime during the period covered by
the reigns of Emperor Wen (who ascended the throne in 1 79 B.C.), Em
peror Ching, and the beginning years of Emperor Wu (who began his
reign in 141 B.C.).
T H E "O N E O R TWO
'MA S T E R S U N S '" D E B AT E

Although fragmentary, the sizable portion (over one third) of the trans
mitted Sun-tzu: The Art of Warfare that was unearthed at Yin-ch'iieh-shan
is the same in general outline as the received standard Sung dynasty edi
tion: Sun-tzu with Eleven Commentaries (Shih-i chia chu Sun-tzu). This is sig
nificant because it demonstrates that by the time this text was copied
sometime in the second century B.C., the thirteen-chapter "classic" of
Sun-tzu had already become fixed as a text. Where the recovered text dif
fers from the received Sung dynasty edition, it is usually more economi
cal in its language. It frequently uses characters without their signifiers or
with alternative signifiers, and homophonous loan characters have often
been substituted for the correct forms-familiar features of those early
writings that have been unearthed-suggesting perhaps a lingering resis
tance to the standardization of the characters promoted by the Ch'in dy
nasty (221 -206 B.C.) some years earlier, and, further, the prominent role of
oral transmission in the tradition. Where the Sung dynasty edition of the
thirteen-chapter Sun-tzu is generally a fuller and more intelligible docu
ment, the opportunity to challenge problematic passages with a text dat
ing from a full millennium earlier adds important new evidence for
reconstructing a critical text. The other extraordinary value of the Yin
ch'iieh-shan text lies in the sixty-eight pieces constituting five partial
chapters that had previously been lost. A version of one of these chapters,
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translated below in Part II as [An Interview with the King of Wu], was
possibly reworked by Ssu-ma Ch'ien (c. 1 45-86 B.C.) into his biographical
account of Master Sun. These additional sections are representative of
the kinds of commentarial literature that would accrue over time around
a classic once it had found its canonical form.
Sun Pin: TheArt of Warfare, although only a partial and fragmentary text,
still compares in length to the thirteen-chapter Sun-tzu. In the earliest pub
lished reports of the archaeological dig at Yin-ch'iieh-shan in 1 975, the
thirty fragmentary chapters identified as the Sun Pin contained some 8, 700
characters. The Sun-tzu, for the sake of comparison, is approximately 6,000
characters. The revised sixteen-chapter text of the Sun Pin published in
1 985 still provides sufficient detail to give us a reasonably clear picture of
a work that has been known only by title for nearly two thousand years.
The fact that these two texts were recovered at the same time from the
same tomb helps to resolve a question that has hovered over the two mil
itarist treatises for centuries. Until this archaeological find, only the core
chapters of one of the two texts had been available-the thirteen-chapter
Sun-tzu: The Art of Warfare. Over the centuries all manner of speculation
has arisen with respect to the authorship and even authenticity of the
work, and particularly concerning its relationship to the second militarist
text, Sun Pin: The Art of Warfare.
From the historical record, it is clear that scholars of the H an dynasty
distinguished between the two military figures and their treatises, and that
the debate among scholars as to whether there was one "Master Sun" or
two (or one Sun-tzu text or two) is a post-Han dynasty phenomenon that
arose after Sun Pin: The Art of Warfare was lost.
The Historical Records (Shih-chz), completed in 91 B.C., contains a bio
graphical account that clearly separates Sun Wu (c. 54+496 B.C.), a con
temporary of Confucius at the end of the Spring and Autumn period in
the service of the state of Wu, and his descendent, Sun Pin (c. 38Q-31 6
B.c.), a contemporary of Mencius who flourished during the middle years
of the fourth century B.C. in the employ of Ch'i.1l In the biographies of
these two persons who were separated by nearly two centuries, the Histor
ical Records mentions both the Sun-tzu: The Art of Warfare in thirteen chap
ters (the same number of chapters as our extant Sung dynasty text), and
The Art of Warfare attributed to Sun Pin. The latter text eventually disap
peared from sight until portions of it were recovered in 1 972.
Further, the "Record of Literary Works" ( Yi-wen chih) of the History of
the Han Dynasty, a catalog of the imperial library completed during the
first century A.D., records the existence of two distinct texts:
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1. Sun-tzu of Wu: The Art of Warfare in eighty-two chapters and nine
scrolls of diagrams. Yen Shih-ku's (581-645) commentary states:
"This refers to Sun Wu."
2. Sun-tzu of Ch'i: The Art of Warfare in eighty-nine chapters and four
scrolls of diagrams. Yen Shih-ku comments: "This refers to Sun Pin."
In addition to this specific historical information, there are further ref
erences to the two figures in the late Warring States and Han dynasty cor
pus. In spite of the fact that these sources often refer to both men as
"Master Sun" ("Sun-tzu"), we are usually able to distinguish between
them. For example, in the Intrigues of the Warring States ( Chan-kuo ts'e),
edited by Liu Hsiang (77-6 B.C.) in the late first century B.C., and through
out Ssu-ma Ch'ien's Historical Records as well, there are references to
"Master Sun" that, from context and historical situation, can only refer to
Sun Pin.IJ In the Spring and Autumn Annals of Master Lu (Lu-shih ch'un
ch'iu), probably completed c. 240 B.C., reference is made specifically to Sun
Pin: "Sun Pin esteemed strategic advantage [shih]." This passage is glossed
by the late Eastern H an commentator, Kao Yu (fl. 205-2 1 2), who states:
"Sun Pin was a man of Ch'u [sic] who served as a minister in Ch'i working
out strategy. His eighty-nine chapters deal with the contingencies sur
rounding strategic advantage [shih]."14
From the many Ch'in and Han dynasty references to these two texts, it
would seem that at least until the end of the Eastern Han (A.D. 220), both
texts were extant and were clearly distinguished by scholars of the time.
Since the History of the Later Han (Hou-Han-shu), compiled over the third to
fifth centuries A.D., does not include a catalog of the court library, the next
logical place to expect a record of the two texts is the "Record of Classics
and Documents" ( Ching-chi chih) in the History of the Sui Dynasty (Sui-shu)
compiled in the seventh centuryY The total absence of any reference to
Sun Pin: The Art of Warfare in the History of the Sui Dynasty together with the
fact that Ts'ao Ts'ao ( 1 55-220), enthroned as King of the state of Wei
(22Q-265) during the Three Kingdoms period, makes no mention of it in
his commentary on the core thirteen chapters of Sun-tzu: The Art of War
fare, suggests rather strongly that Sun Pin: The Art of Warfare disappeared
sometime between the last years of the Eastern Han dynasty in the third
century, and the beginning of the Sui dynasty in the sixth century.
In spite of the many references and allusions to the two distinct texts
in the Ch'in and Han dynasty literature, from the southern Sung dynasty
( 1 1 27-1 279) down to the present, prominent commentators such as Yeh
Shih, Ch'en Chen-sun, Ch'uan Tsu-wang, Yao Nai, Liang Ch'i-ch'ao, and
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Ch'ien Mu have questioned both the authorship and the vintage of Sun
tzu: The Art of Warfare. Doubt concerning the historicity of Sun Wu was
certainly reinforced by the fact that the Commentary of Master Tso ( Tso
chuan), one of China's oldest narrative histories, which dates from the tur
bulent fourth century B.C. and which otherwise evidences great delight in
recounting military events, never refers to him at all. Some of these later
scholars have questioned the historicity of the strategist Sun Wu; others
have claimed Sun-tzu: The Art of Warfare perhaps originated with Sun Wu,
but was edited and revised by his mid-fourth-century descendant, Sun
Pin. Some have even suggested that Ts'ao Ts'ao, canonized as the "Martial
King," compiled Sun-tzu: The Art of Warfare on the basis of earlier works
before appending his own commentary.
The unearthing of these two texts in the same Han dynasty tomb at
Yin-ch'iieh-shan goes some way to resolving the "one or two 'Master
Suns' " dispute. Firstly, there are unquestionably two distinct texts, both
extant in the second century B.C. Secondly, the discovery supports the tra
ditional opinion that there were in fact two "Master Suns"-Sun Wu and
Sun Pin-and further lends credence to those historical records that offer
such an opinion.
There is a real danger here, however, of pursuing the wrong questions
and, in so doing, losing sight of what might be more important insights.
We really must ask, for example: What do we mean by the Sun-tzu as a
text, or even "Sun-tzu" as a historical person? The quest for a single text
authored by one person and a preoccupation with historical authenticity
is perhaps more a problem of our own time and tradition. There is a ten
dency on the part of the contemporary scholar to impose anachronisti
cally our conceptions of "text" and "single authorship" on the classical
Chinese artifact and, by doing so, to overlook the actual process whereby
a text would come into being. This is a particular concern in dealing with
cultures where oral transmission was a significant factor and in which au
thorship tended to be cumulative and corporate.
I am suggesting that works such as the Sun-tzu might have emerged
more as a process than as a single event, and those involved in its author
ship might well have been several persons over several generations. This
Yin-ch'iieh-shan find reveals what I take to be a historical moment in the
process. There is a redaction of the core thirteen-chapter Sun-tzu that
certainly predates the imperial editing of the text undertaken by Liu
Hsiang at the end of the first century B.C., and which corroborates the sev
eral early references to a thirteen-chapter work. The fact that Sun Wu is
referred to honorifically as "Master Sun" (translating the "tzu" in "Sun-
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tzu" as "Master") is evidence the text was not written by Sun Wu himself,
and is also an indication the text was compiled and transmitted by persons
who held Sun Wu in high regard as a teacher and as an authority on mili
tary matters. We can be quite sure this thirteen-chapter document was not
composed by Sun Wu, and was probably the product of some later disci
ple or disciples, probably several generations removed from the historical
Sun Wu. The text itself is at the very least a secondhand report on what
Master Sun had to say about military strategy.
In Part II, "The Qpestions of Wu" chapter refers directly to the events
surrounding the dissolution of the state of Chin that climaxed in 403 B.C.
to begin the Warring States period. Even though this chapter belongs to
the "outer" text of the Sun-tzu, which we must assume to be later com
mentary, to have Master Sun rehearsing the incidents that followed from
the collapse of Chin places this discussion well into the fourth century
B.C. at the earliest. It is clearly an anachronism.
There is also a revealing discrepancy between the Sung dynasty edi
tion of the Sun-tzu and the Han strips version that might be of some sig
nificance in dating the actual compilation of the text. The last paragraph
of Chapter 1 3 in the Sung dynasty edition reads:
Of old the rise of the Yin (Shang) dynasty was because of Yi Yin who
served the house of Hsia; the rise of the Chou dynasty was because of Li.i
Ya who served in the house of Shang. Thus only those far-sighted rulers
and their superior commanders who can get the most intelligent people as
their spies are destined to accomplish great things.
The same passage in the Han strips version can be reconstructed as:
[The rise of the] Yin (Shang) dynasty [ was becau r e of Yi Yin] who served the
house of Hsia; the rise of the Chou dynasty was because of Li.i Ya who
served [ in the houreof Shan g]; [the n'r e of the rtate of. . . ) was because of Com
mander Pi who served the state of Hsing; the rise of the state of Yen was
because of Su Ch'in who served the state of Ch'i. Thus only those far
sighted rulers and their superior [ commanderr who can g et the mor t intel ligent
people ar their rpier are der tined to accomplirh gr eat thing r].

While we have no information on the Commander Pi who served the state
of Hsing, we do know that Su Ch'in was a Warring States military figure
and statesman who, flourishing in the early years of the third century B.C.,
lived more than a century and a half after the historical Sun Wu.16 Since
Su Ch'in, in fact living a generation removed from Sun Pin, belongs to an
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era long after the historical Sun Wu, reference to him in this passage
would, on the surface, suggest that the Sun-tzu is a text from the hand of a
much later disciple or disciples. Alternatively (and this is the opinion of
many, if not most, contemporary scholars), this passage in the H an strips
text is a later interpolation.
In the introduction to his translation of the Sun-tzu, Samuel Griffith
identifies several anachronistic references within the text itself that in
sum push the date of the text well into the Warring States period: allu
sions to the scale of warfare, the professionalization of the soldier, the
separation of aristocratic status and military rank, the deployment of
shock and elite troops, the suggestion that rank-and-file troops as well as
officers wore armor, the widespread use of metal currency, and so onP
For the most part, Griffith's arguments that Sun-tzu was compiled some
time in the period 400-320 B.C. are persuasive. The two references to the
crossbow in the Sun-tzu that Griffith takes to be anachronistic, however,
are probably not an issue. In their recent study of early military technol
ogy,Joseph Needham and Robin Yates have concluded that the crossbow
was probably introduced into China by non-Han peoples in the middle
Yangtze region as early as 500 B.C.18
On the basis of the Yin-ch'iieh-shan find, we can speculate that the
eighty-two chapter Sun-tzu, a text including both the "inner" thirteen
chapter core and the "outer chapters" represented by fragments recovered
in this archaeological dig, is assuredly a composite work-the product of
many hands and many voices that accrued over an extended period of
time. The role of oral transmission cannot be discounted. The nature and
economy of the written text suggest its contents might have originally
been discussion notes, copied down, organized, and edited by several
generations of students, as was the case in the compilation of the Analects
of Confucius. These materials were probably gathered together, collated,
and subjected to a process of editorial refinement important for econom
ical transmission-that is, a deletion of redundancies and marginally rel
evant references, the removal of historical detail that might bring the
antiquity of the text into question, and so on. The main structural differ
ence between the Sun-tzu and the Analects of Confucius is that the Sun-tzu
is by and large organized thematically, while the order of the Analects is
more random, with passages only sometimes being grouped-loosely
around a discernible theme or idea. The arrangement of the Sun-tzu is
more linear, sequential, and thematic than the Analects, a characteristic in
creasingly in evidence in the texts compiled in the late fourth and third
centuries B.C.
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Another formal characteristic of the Sun-tzu that recommends a later
rather than an earlier dating is the sustained dialogue structure of the
n ewly recovered "outer" chapters. This distinctive feature suggests that
these chapters were composed considerably later than the core thineen
chapter text.
The overall congruencies between the Yin-ch'iieh-shan Sun-tzu and
our received thineen-chapter redactions suggest strongly that, by the
time of the entombment of this text, the core text of Sun-tzu had already
been edited into something closely resembling its present form, and thus
had already become "fixed." Given the early H an dynasty date of this
copy, this canonization of the Sun-tzu is what one would anticipate, fol
lowing as it does the same pattern as other important pre-Ch'in works. In
his examination of the Lao-tzu, D. C. Lau identifies the century between
the writing of the Master Han Fei (c. 240 B.C.) and the compilation of the
Master of Huai Nan ( 1 40 B.C.), as the time in which the Lao-tzu settled into
its present form. Lau offers the following explanation for the congealing
process that seems to have occurred at this particular historical juncture:
It seems then that the text [the Lao -tzu] was still in a fluid state in the sec
ond half of the third century B.C. or even later, but by the middle of the
second century B. C., at the latest, the text already assumed a form very
much like the present one. It is possible this happened in the early years of
the Western Han Dynasty. There is some reason to believe that in that pe
riod there were already specialist "professors" (po shih) devoted to the
study of individual ancient works, including the so-called philosophers
(chu tzu), as distinct from the classics (ching). . . . This would cause the text
to become standardized. . . . 1 9
In 21 3 B.C., the Ch'in court at the urging of the Legalist counsellor, Li Ssu,
decreed that all existing literature representing the writings of the various
philosophical schools, and particularly the Confucian classics, be turned
over to the governors of the commanderies to be burned. The "burning of
the books," as this event has come to be called, might well have made the
reclamation of the classical corpus a priority item for the newly estab
lished Han dynasty a few years later.
At Yin-ch'iieh-shan, in addition to the core thirteen-chapter text, how
ever, representative fragments of five commentarial chapters were also
found that are very different in structure and style. We can speculate that
these extensions of the core chapters were probably appended by later
generations in the Sun clan lineage (chia) to explain and elaborate what
the passage of time had made increasingly unclear. These "outer" chap-
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ters of the text were again probably authored by the disciples and descen
dants of Sun Wu, but at some greater distance in time from the Master
than the core chapters.
The central militarist (and later, Legalist) tenet that there are no fixed
strategic advantages (shih) or positions (hsiniJ that can, in all cases, be relied
upon to achieve victory, must be considered when we decide what kind of
coherence we can expect from what was a growing body of work. Consis
tent with the stated principle that each situation must be taken on its own
terms, different periods with different social, political, and material condi
tions would require different military strategies to be effective. The mili
tary philosophers, like any school that continued over time, would
necessarily have to reflect changing historical conditions in the articulation
of their doctrines. Reference to a specific historical site and occasion soft
ens the otherwise more rigid demands of theoretical abstractions and cat
egorical imperatives.
On the basis of the shared tenet that different circumstances require
different strategies for success, we can make the claim that even where the
Sun-tzu and the Sun Pin seem clearly to contradict each other, they are
still entirely consistent. For example, Sun-tzu is explicit in discouraging
the strategy of attacking walled cities:
Therefore the best military policy is to attack strategies; the next to attack
alliances; the next to attack soldiers; and the worst to assault walled cities.
Resort to assaulting walled cities only when there is no other choice.20
Sun Pin, on the contrary, regards siege as a viable strategy.2 1

In what at present are regarded as supplemental chapters to the core
text, the Sun Pin even recommends assaulting "female" fortifications.22
The distinction between "male" and "female" fortifications is illustrated
in the following terms:
A walled fortification situated in the midst of a low-lying swamp which,
even without high mountains or deep valleys around it, is still surrounded
on all sides by crouching hills, is a male fortification, and cannot be at
tacked. [A walledfortification in which] the troops have access to fresh, flowing
water [has a vital water supply, and cannot be attackedj. A walled fortification
which has a deep valley in front of it and high mountains behind is a male
fortification, and cannot be attacked. A walled fortification within which
there is high ground while beyond its walls the land falls away is a male for
tification and cannot be attacked. A walled fortification within which there
are crouching hills is a male fortification, and cannot be attacked.
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When troops on the march in setting up camp for the night are not in
the vicinity of some source of water, their morale will flag and their pur
poses will be weakened, and they can be attacked. A walled fortification
which has a deep valley behind it and no high mountains on its flanks is a
weak fortification and can be attacked. [An army camped] on the ashes of
scorched land is on dead ground, and can be attacked. Troops who have ac
cess only to standing pools of water have dead water, and can be attacked.
A walled fortification situated in the midst of broad swamplands without
deep valleys or crouching hills around it is a female fortification, and can
be attacked. A walled fortification which is situated between two high
mountains without deep valleys or crouching hills around it is a female
fortification, and can be attacked. A walled fortification which fronts a high
mountain and has a deep valley to the rear, which is high in front but falls
away to the rear, is a female fortification, and can be attacked.
This seeming inconsistency between Sun-tzu and Sun Pin is understand
able if we factor into our assessment developments in military technology
that made siege more effective, and the development of walled cities as
centers of wealth and commerce that made siege more profitable.
Chariots, ineffective against high walls, were a central military tech
nology for Master Sun; a cavalry equipped with crossbows was an innova
tion important to Sun Pin. Do we conclude that we have competing
opinions here, or can such seeming inconsistencies be adequately ex
plained by the assertion, shared by both texts, that different situations re
quire different strategies for success?
Somewhere in this process of the eighty-two-chapter Sun-tzu being
composed, transcribed, edited, and transmitted to succeeding generations,
the Sun Pin emerges as a second text that, while seeming to belong to the
Sun-tzu lineage, at the same time achieved an increasingly significant de
gree of distinction and, in due course, independence. The differentiation
of Sun Pin from the then still-growing Sun-tzu corpus was at least in part
due to the military successes of Sun Pin himself that became an integral
part of the historical record and set his textual materials off from the ear
lier Sun-tzu. Having achieved this relative independence, Sun Pin: The Art
of Waifare then probably followed the pattern of the Sun-tzu: The Art of
Waifare in first becoming "fixed" as a core text, and then accruing a com
mentarial tradition around itself. The History of the Han Dynasty reports
that the Sun Pin comprised eighty-nine chapters, probably a mixture of
"inner" core chapters and later commentarial appendixes.
The sixteen-chapter Sun Pin that has been reconstructed from the Yin
ch'iieh-shan find differs from the more consistently theoretical Sun-tzu by
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beginning from chapters that report on specific historical incidents. It
then generalizes from these battles and strategy sessions to outline certain
basic tenets of military theory. In the Yin-ch'iieh-shan Committee's first
report on the Sun Pin (1974), it had reconstructed the Sun Pin text in thirty
chapters. In the committee's 1 985 review of these materials, one reason
given for reducing the thirty-chapter text to sixteen is that some chapters
that are not demonstrably Sun Pin might well belong to the "outer chap
ters" of the Sun-tzu. The line separating the two texts is, at best, often un
clear. In fact, it is possible that the lineage of authors who contributed to
the Sun-tzu might well have included Sun P in himself, and some of the
materials that came to constitute the Sun Pin: The Art of Warfa re might
have, at one time and in some form or another, been part of the "outer
chapters" of the Sun-tzu. Indeed, the entire body of textual materials
might, under different circumstances, have been revised and edited to
constitute the one Sun-tzu. Instead, the materials were divided to become
the two separate treatises on warfare, the Sun-tzu and the Sun Pin.
How else has the Yin-ch'iieh-shan archaeological dig shed light on the
early years of the Han dynasty? In addition to the value of the Han strips
in assessing the historicity of the classical corpus, they are an important
resource for investigating the changing forms of written Chinese charac
ters, especially during the early years in which the clerical form (ti shu)
was being institutionalized. The strips also offer up new loan characters,
and new insights into rhyme patterns current in the formative period of
Chinese civiliz'ation.
Perhaps the most important consequence of the Yin-ch'iieh-shan find
is not the specific resolution of the "two Master Suns" debate, but a more
general principle: That is, we must take the process of textual "growth"
into account and give greater credence to the traditional dating of these
early works. In addition to the Sun-tzu and Sun Pin, we have recovered
portions of other texts previously dismissed as apocryphal. The fact that
the fragments of the Master Yen, Master Wei-liao, and Six Strategies all have
text very similar to the received redactions suggests a greater respect is
due traditional claims of authenticity.
S U N W U A S A H I S T O R I CA L PE R S O N

According to the biography i n the Historical Records, the first comprehen
sive history of China completed in 91 B.C., Sun Wu was born in the state
of Ch'i (in the area of present-day Shantung province) as a contemporary
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o f Confucius (551-479 B.C.) a t the end of the Spring and Autumn period,
and came into the employ of King Ho-lu of Wu (r. 5 14-496 B.c.) as a mil
itary commander. He gained an audience with King Ho-lu who, after hav
ing read the thirteen chapters of the Sun-tzu: The Art of Warfare,
summoned him to court. Putting Sun Wu to the test, the King requested
that Sun Wu demonstrate his military skill by conducting a drill using the
women of his court. An alternative version of this same story was re
claimed in the Yin-ch'iieh-shan dig, and has been translated below in Part
II as "[An Interview with the King of Wu]." This must be one of the best
known anecdotes in Chinese military lore:
The King . . . dispatched 1 80 of his court beauties from the palace. Sun Wu
divided them into two contingents, placed the King's two favorite concu
bines as unit commanders, and armed them all with halberds. He then in
structed the women, "Do you know where your heart, your right and left
hands and your back are?" The women replied, "We do indeed." "When I
say 'Front'," he said, "face in the direction of your heart; when I say 'Left,'
face in the direction of your left hand; when I say 'Right,' face in the di
rection of your right hand; when I say 'Back,' face in the direction of your
back." The women agreed. Having set out the various drill commands, he
then laid out the commander's broad-axe, and went through and explained
his orders several times. Thereupon, he drummed for them to face right,
but the women just burst into laughter.
Master Sun said, "Where drill orders are less than clear and the troops
are not familiar enough with the commands, it is the fault of their comman
der." Again going through and explaining his orders several times, he then
drummed for them to face left. Again the women just burst into laughter.
Master Sun addressed them, "Where the drill orders are less than clear
and the troops are not familiar enough with the commands, it is the fault of
their commander. But where they have already been made clear and yet
are not obeyed, it is the fault of their supervising officers." He then called
for the beheading of the right and left unit commanders.
The King, viewing the proceedings from his balcony, saw that Master
Sun was in the process of executing his two favorite concubines, and was
appalled. He rushed an attendant down to Master Sun with the command,
"I am already convinced of the Commander's ability in the use of the mil
itary. If I don't have these two concubines, my food will be tasteless. It is
my wish that you do not behead them."
Master Sun responded, "I have already received your mandate as Com
mander, and while I am in command of the troops, I am not bound by your
orders." He thereupon beheaded the two unit commanders as an object
lesson.
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Appointing the next two in line as the new unit commanders, he again
drilled them. Left, right, front, back, kneel, stand-at every rurn the
women performed with the precision of the square and compass, and did
not dare to utter a sound. Master Sun thereupon sent a messenger to report
to the King, "The troops have now been properly disciplined. Your
Majesty can come down to inspect them. Do as you like with them-you
can even send them through fire and water!"
The King of Wu replied, "The Commander may rerum to his cham
bers to rest. I have no desire to descend and review the troops."
Master Sun said, "The King is only fond of words, but has no stomach
for their real application." At this, Ho-lu knew Master Sun's ability at
military affairs, and ultimately made him his Commander. That Wu
crushed the strong state of Ch'u to the west and occupied its capital at
Ying, intimidated Ch'i and Chin to the north and rose to prominence
among the various states, was in good measure due to Master Sun's mili
tary acumen.ll
Elsewhere in his Historical Records, Ssu-ma Ch'ien records Sun Wu's
counsel to King Ho-lu in the campaign against the state of Ch'u.24 Fol
lowing Sun Wu's advice, the state of Wu was able to occupy the Ch'u cap
ital within six years. Evident from these historical reports is the fact that
Sun Wu was not only a military tactician, but also a very capable strategist
who was able to lead his state to victory.
Although the details of Sun Wu's life are for the most part lost, the
place of his Sun-tzu: The Art of Waifare as the fundamental work in classi
cal military literarure is u nassailable. The military chapters of the Book of
Lord Shang, a Legalist text dating primarily from the third cenrury B.C./5
are heavily indebted to material adapted from the Sun-tzu.26 The Master
Hsiin's "Debate on Warfare" treatise is in fact a very specific Confucian as
sault mounted by Master Hsiin (c. 320-2 3 5 B.C.) against those prevailing
military concepts and attitudes clearly drawn from the Sun-tzu: The Art of
Waifare.27 The Legalist Han Fei, a student of Master Hsiin, reports on the
popularity of the Sun-tzu: The Art of Waifare in a world that had been
scorched with centuries of unrelenting military strife: "Everyone in the
realm discusses military affairs, and every family keeps a copy of the Mas
ter Wu and the Sun-tzu on hand."28 The "Military Strategies" treatise in the
Master of Huai Nan, certainly one of the most lucid statements on early
military ideas, evidences an intimate familiarity with the Sun-tzu: The Art
of Waifare and builds upon it. From the centuries leading up to the found
ing of imperial China, over its two-millennia-long career, and during the
decades of unprecedented military intensity in the twentieth century, the
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Sun-tzu: The Art of Warfare has maintained its starus as the world's fore

most classic on military strategy.
T H E RE C O N S T R U C TED S UN · TZ U :

T H E A R T OF WA R FA R E

The 1985 volume of the Yin-ch'iieh-shan Committee's reconstruction of
the Sun-tzu divides it into two parts. Part I includes the remnants of the
thirteen-chapter edition (over 2,700 characters) with representative text
from all of the chapters except Chapter 1 0, "The Disposition of the Ter
rain" (ti-hsingJ; Part II comprises five additional chapters unknown to us
previously, one of which relates the story found in the Historical Records bi
ography of Master Sun where Sun Wu disciplines the concubines of King
Ho-lu of the state of Wu.
There are also six fragmentary segments of wood that, when pieced to
gether, constirute a table of contents for the scrolls of bamboo strips con
taining the core Sun-tzu text.
From appearances, the bamboo manuscript was divided into two por
tions, with a table of contents and a character tally for each one. From what
remains of the table of contents, we can still identify eight chapter titles of
what, from all appearances, was a list of thirteen. This would suggest the
table of contents of the Sun-tzu was the same then as our present Sung dy
nasty edition, although there seem to be discrepancies in the order of the
chapters. The comparative similarity between the recovered text and the
traditional text means that Sun-tzu was not edited into its present thirteen
chapters by later commentators such as Ts'ao Ts'ao ( 1 5 5-220) or Tu Mu
(803-852) as traditionally thought, but had this arrangement much earlier.
Part II's five newly recovered chapters, a total of over 1 ,200 characters
or some additional 20 percent of the received text, have a commentarial
relationship to the thirteen-chapter core. "The Questions of Wu" chapter
records a dialogue between Master Sun and the King of Wu on the state
of Chin and on governmental policies. Although this dialogue format is
not found in the existing thirteen-chapter text, it is familiar from the long
citations of Sun-tzu preserved in the T'ang dynasty (61 8-907) encyclope
dic work on laws and institutions, the T'ung-tien, translated below in Part
III of the present volume.
"The Yellow Emperor Attacks the Red Emperor" chapter begins with
the "Master Sun said . . ." formula, and seems related in content to Chap
ter 9, "Deploying the Army" (hsing chiin), which also alludes to the Yellow
Emperor's victory over the emperors of the four quarters.
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"[The Four Contingencies] " chapter further elaborates on sections of
Chapter 8, "Adapting to the Nine Contingencies"; the fragments of "The
Disposition [of the Terrain) II" seems related in content to Chapter 9,
"Deploying the Army," and to Chapter I I , "The Nine Kinds of Terrain."
These chapters are all appended to the present text because, like much
of the materials attributed to Sun-tzu recovered from other sources in the
early corpus and the later encyclopedic works, they too elaborate on and
explain the core thirteen-chapter text.
As we saw above, the "Record of Literary Works" ( Yi-wen chih) of the
History of the Han Dynasty lists in the category of "Military Strategists" the
Sun-tzu of Wu: The Art of Warfore in eighty-two chapters and nine scrolls of
diagrams. This certainly refers to a larger compilation than the familiar
thirteen-chapter text. In the commentary of Chang Shou-chieh (fl . .'\.D.
7 3 7) to the biography of Master Sun in the Historical Records, he comments:
"The Ch'i-lu of Juan Hsiao-hsi.i of the Liang dynasty (502-556) lists the
Sun-tzu: TheArt of Warfore in three scrolls. The thirteen-chapter text is the
first scroll, and there are also a second and a third scroll."29 It is possible
that the last two scrolls were comprised of explanatory chapters that in
cluded among them the lost text recovered on these bamboo manuscripts.
The contemporary scholar Li Ling, in describing the compilation of
the eighty-two-chapter Sun-tzu, compares it to the original inner and
outer books of the Mencius. 30 Our present Mencius was edited by the Han
dynasty commentator Chao Ch'i (d. A.D. 201), who expunged four "outer
books" that he took to be the spurious work of a later age rather than the
authentic work of Mencius. Ch'ing dynasty ( 1 644-19 1 1 ) collections have
been made of passages attributed to Mencius but not contained in our
present text, which might be remnants of those lost "outer" books.
Another analogous compilation is the Master Kuan (Kuan-tzu) (com
piled c. 250 B.C.). Although more explicitly commentarial, the chronolog
ically later "explanatory" (chieh) chapters of the Master Kuan serve a
function similar to that of the "outer chapters" of the Sun-tzu.
It is most unlikely that the eighty-two-chapter Sun-tzu was one text by
a single author. A plausible story is that the expository thirteen-chapter
Sun-tzu differed substantially in date, content, and structure from the later
outer books. Following the editing of the father-and-son Han dynasty
bibliographers, Liu Hsiang (77-6 B.c. ) and Liu Hsin (d . .\.D. 2 3), the inner
thirteen-chapter core and the outer chapters were brought together in the
eighty-two-chapter text. The military strategist and scholar Ts'ao Ts'ao
( 1 5 5-2 20) wrote commentary only on the thirteen inner chapters, and
subsequently, the outer chapters, supplementary to the inner chapters,
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were lost. Much of what has been preserved of the outer chapters recov
ered from the Yin-ch'i.ieh-shan (Sun-tzu: Part If, below) and from the later
encyclopedic works and Ta-t'ung county archaeological finds (Sun-tzu:
Part III, below) does differ in style and content from the thirteen inner
chapters, although most of these materials bear a recognizable commen
tarial relationship.
A N ALYS I S O F S UN - TZ U :

T H E A R T OF WA R FA R E

W I S D O M A N D WA R FA R E

Discussion of military affairs i s pervasive i n early Chinese philosophical
literature. This in itself is a fair indication of the perceived importance of
warfare as a topic of philosophic reflection in China, a concern that is not
paralleled in Western philosophical literature. It is a seldom-advertised
fact that many if not most of the classical Chinese philosophical works
contain lengthy treatises on military thought: the Master Mo, Master Hsiin,
Master Kuan, the Book of Lord Shang, the Spn"ng and Autumn Annals of Master
Lii, the Master of Huai Nan, and so on. In addition, other central texts such
as the Analects, Mencius, Lao-tzu, Master Han Fei, and the recently recovered
Silk Manuscripts of the Yellow Emperor contain extended statements on mili
tary thought. In fact, in the imperial catalog included in the History of the
Han Dynasty, the military writers are listed under the "philosophers" (tzu)
classification.31 It might be fair speculation to say that, in the philosophi
cal literature of the classical period, a text would be perceived as less than
complete if the conversation did not at some point turn to an extended
discussion of military strategies and even tactics.
This abiding interest in military affairs is a particularly curious situa
tion for a culture in which warfare is neither celebrated nor glorified, and
in which military heroism is a rather undeveloped idea. When it comes to
social status, the warrior in China did not have the benefit of having
Greek and Roman forebears. 32 Even in those Chinese treatises that deal
exclusively with military affairs, we generally find the same paternalistic
concern for the welfare of the people familiar to us from the Confucian
literature, and an explicit characterization of warfare as an always unfor
tunate last resort. There is no self-promoting militarism.
The question that emerges, then, is this: Given the general disparity in
status between civil and martial virtue in the Chinese tradition, how do
we explain the intimate, even interdependent relationship between the
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occupations of philosopher and warrior assumed by the early Chinese
thinkers?
The military experience, early and late, was important in the culture.
Armies up to the late Spring and Autumn period were still constituted by
aristocratic families living in the vicinity of the capital, and ordinary peo
ple played a relatively minor role in the actual fighting. The merchant
class was also largely excluded. The armies would be led personally by
representatives of the ruling families and by high-ranking ministers of
royal blood who would be educated from an early age in both civil and
military arts. Even with Confucius, whose death in 48 1 B.C. usually marks
the end of the Spring and Autumn period, it is clear from the profile pre
served in the Analects by his disciples that he was trained for both a liter
ary and military career.JJ
During the increasingly more frequent and brutal conflicts of the War
ring States period, a real separation emerged between the civil and the
military, with mercenaries from lower classes selling their talents to the
highest bidder. Warfare moved from an honorable occupation to a profes
sion, 34 and the numbers of those slaughtered on the battlefield and in the
reprisals that sometimes followed increased from the hundreds to hun
dreds of thousands. 3 5
The simple explanation for the relationship between philosophy and
warfare is that military strategy, like any of the other "arts" (culinary, div
inatory, musical, literary, and so on), can be used as a source of metaphors
from which to shape philosophical distinctions and categories.36 Further,
military campaigns-particularly at that juncture in Chinese history
when political survival was on the line-were a critical preoccupation in
which the full range of human resources, including philosophical sensi
bilities, could be profitably applied. The resolutely pragmatic nature of
classical Chinese philosophy resists any severe distinction between theory
and application and, as a consequence, philosophizing in this culture is
not merely theoretical-it entails practice, "doing." Hence warfare, to the
extent that it is philosophical, is necessarily applied philosophy.
Such speculations are undoubtedly part of the answer. But is it simply
that military practices can provide grist for philosophical reflection, and
philosophy can be applied as some organizing apparatus for military ac
tion? Such surely is the case, but the relationship runs deeper. I want to
suggest that beneath the rather obvious divergence in subject matter be
tween the cultivation of wisdom in one's person and the cultivation of
victory on the battlefield, there is an identifiable correlativity: There is a
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peculiarly Chinese model of "harmony" or achieved order (ho) both fun
damental to and pervasive in the classical culture that is pursued by
philosopher and military commander alike.
There is a more concrete way of reformulating this question about the
intimate relationship between wisdom and warfare that underscores this
shared sense of an achieved harmony. How can we explain the clear as
sumption in this classical Chinese culture that the quality of character
which renders a person consummate and exemplary in the various roles of
social, political, and cultural leader will also serve him equally well in the
role of military commander? We might recall two relevant Confucian
precepts:
l.

The exemplary person is not a functionary (ch't).

2. The exemplary person pursues harmony (ho), not sameness.37

What it means to be exemplary, then, is not determined by what function
one serves or by what specific skills one possesses, but by one's character.
The assumption is that persons of superior character will be exemplary in
whatever occupation they turn their hand to-an assumption that is alive
and well today. We need only recall the way in which cultural and politi
cal leaders are portrayed in the contemporary expression of the Chinese
tradition. Mao Tse-tung, as a familiar recent example, was profiled for
public view as a great statesman, a poet, a calligrapher, a military strate
gist, a philosopher, an economist-even an athlete swimming the Yangtze
river. It is the ability of the leader to achieve "harmony," however it is de
fined, that is signatory of what it means to be a person of superior charac
ter, whether this harmony is expressed through communal leadership or
through military prowess.
To u nderstand the close relationship between warfare and philosophy
in classical China, then, we must look to the dynamics of an underlying
and pervasive conception of harmony (ho) that, for the classical Chinese
world view, grounds human experience generally.
T H E C L A S S I C A L C H I N E SE WORLD VIEW:
THE U NC O M M O N A S S U M P T I O N S

I n Chinese there is a n expression, "We cannot see the true face of Mount
Lu because we are standing on top of it." Although virtually all cultural
traditions and historical epochs are complex and diverse, there are certain
fundamental and often unannounced assumptions on which they stand
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that give them their specific genetic identity and continuities. These as
sumptions, extraordinarily important as they are for understanding the
culture, are often concealed from the consciousness of the members of
the culture who are inscribed by them, and become obvious only from a
perspective external to the particular tradition or epoch. Often a tradition
suspends within itself competing and even conflicting elements that, al
though at odds with one another, still reflect a pattern of importances in
tegral to and constitutive of its cultural identity. These underlying strands
are not necessarily or even typically logically coherent or systematic, yet
they do have a coherence as the defining fabric of a specific and unique
culture.
Within a given epoch, even where two members of a tradition might
disagree in some very basic ways-the Confucian and the follower of
Master Sun, for example-there are still some common assumptions
more fundamental than their disagreements that identify them as mem
bers of that culture and have allowed meaningful communication, even
where it is disagreement, to occur.
Looking at and trying to understand elements of the classical Chinese
culture from the distance of Western traditions, then, embedded as we are
within our own pattern of cultural assumptions, has both advantages and
disadvantages. One disadvantage is obvious and inescapable. To the extent
that we are unconscious of the difference between our own fundamental
assumptions and those that have shaped the emergence of classical Chi
nese thought, we are sure to impose upon China our own presuppositions
about the nature of the world, making what is exotic familiar and what is
distant near. On the other hand, a clear advantage of an external perspec
tive is that we are able to see with greater clarity at least some aspects of
"the true face of Mount Lu"-we are able to discern, however imper
fectly, the common ground on which the Confucian and the follower of
Master Sun stand in debating their differences, ground that is in impor
tant measure concealed from them as unconscious assumptions.
While it is always dangerous to make generalizations about complex
cultural epochs and traditions, it is even more dangerous not to. In pur
suit of understanding, we have no choice but to attempt to identify and
excavate these uncommon assumptions, and to factor them into our un
derstanding of the Chinese tradition broadly, and in this instance, into
our assessment of the Chinese art of warfare. The differences between
the classical Chinese world view and those classical Greek, Roman, and
Judaeo-Christian assumptions that dominate and ground Western tradi-
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tio ns are fundamental, and can be drawn in broad strokes in the follow
ing term s.
S O :\f E C L A S S I C .\ L W E S T E R :\"

.\ S S U M P T I O :\" S :

:\ " T W O - W O R L D " T H E O R Y

We can call the world view that by the time of Plato and Aristotle had
come to dominate classical Greek thinking a "two-world" theory. Later,
with the melding of Greek philosophy and the Judaeo-Christian tradi
tion, this "dualistic" mode of thinking became firmly entrenched in West
ern civilization as its dominant underlying paradigm. In fact, this way of
thinking is so second nature to us in the Judaeo-Christian tradition that
we do not have to be professional philosophers to recognize ourselves re
flected in its outline. A significant concern among the most influential
Greek thinkers and later the Christian Church Fathers was to discover
and distinguish the world of reality from the world of change, a distinc
tion that fostered both a "two-world theory" and a dualistic way of think
ing about it. These thinkers sought that permanent and unchanging first
principle that had overcome initial chaos to give unity, order, and design
to a changing world, and which they believed makes experience of this
changing world intelligible to the human mind. They sought the "real"
structure behind change-called variously Platonic Ideas, natural or Di
vine law, moral principle, God, and so on-which, when understood,
made life predictable and secure. The centrality of "metaphysics" in clas
sical Greek philosophy, the "science" of these first principles, reflects a
presumption that there is some originative and independent source of
order that, when discovered and understood, will provide coherent expla
nation for the human experience.
There were many diverse answers to the basic question: What is the
One behind the many? What is the unity that brings everything together as
a "universe"? What-or Who-has set the agenda that makes human life
coherent, and thus meaningful? For the Jewish prophets and scribes, and
later for the Christian Church Fathers, it was the existence of the one tran
scendent Deity who through Divine Will overcame the formless void and
created the world, and in whom truth, beauty, and goodness reside. It is this
One who is the permanence behind change, and who unifies our world as a
single-ordered "universe." It is this One who allows for objective and uni
versal knowledge, and guarantees the truth of our understanding. Because
thi s One is permanent and unchanging, it is more real than the chaotic
world of change and appearances that it disciplines and informs. The high-
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est kind of knowledge, then, is the discovery and contemplation (theoria) of
what is in itself perfect, self-evident, and infallible. It is on the basis of this
fundamental and pervasive distinction between a permanently real world
and a changing world of appearance, then, that our classical tradition can
be said to be dominated by a "two-world theory."
Another way of thinking about this "two-world" theory that has its ori
gins in classical Greece begins from a fundamental separation between
"that which creates" and "that which is created," "that which orders" and
"that which is ordered," "that which moves" and "that which is moved."
There is an assumption that there exists some preassigned design that
stands independent of the world it seeks to order. The contrast between
the real One-the First Cause, the Creator, the Good-and the less-real
world of change, is the source of the familiar dualistic categories that or
ganize our experience of the world: reality/ appearance, knowledge/opin
ion, truth/falsity, Being/Non-being, Creatorjcrearure, soul/body,
reason/experience, cause/effect, objective/subjective, theory/practice,
agent/action, narurejculrure, form/matter, universaljparticular, logi
caljrhetorical, cognitive/affective, masculine/feminine, and so on. What
is common among these binary pairs of opposites is that the world de
fined by the first member is thought to stand independent of, and be su
perior to, the second. This primary world, defined in terms of "reality,"
"knowledge," and "truth," is positive, necessary, and self-sufficient, while
the derivative world described by the second members as "appearance,"
"opinion," and "falsity" is negative, contingent, and dependent for its ex
planation upon the first. After all, it is reality that informs and explains
what only appears to be the case, and allows us to separates the true from
the false, fact from fiction. On the other hand, appearances are shadows
the false, the fictive. And like shadows, at best they are incidental to what
is real; at worst, not only are they of no help to us in arriving at clear
knowledge, they obscure it from us. Because the secondary world is ut
terly dependent on the first, we can say that the primary world is neces
sary and essential, the "Being" behind the "beings," and the secondary
world is only contingent and passing. There is a fundamental discontinu
ity in this world view between what is real and what is less so.
It is because the first world determines the second that the first world
is generally construed as the originative source-a creative, determinative
principle, easily translatable into the Judaeo-Christian Deity, that brings
both narural and moral order out of chaos. Hence, our early tradition
tends to be both cosmogonic, meaning it assumes some original act of cre
ation and initial beginning, and teleological, meaning it assumes some final
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purpose or goal, some design to which initial creation aspires. God cre
ated the world, and human life is made meaningful by the fact that God's
creation has some design and purpose. It is from this notion of determi
native principle that we tend to take explanation of events in the world to
be linear and causal, entailing the identification of a premise behind a
conclusion, a cause behind an effect, some agency behind an activity.
Perhaps a concrete example will help bring this dominant Western
world view into clearer definition. The way in which we think about the
human being serves this need because in many ways humanity is a micro
cosm of this "two-world" universe. In this tradition, we might generalize
in the following terms. A particular person is a discrete individual by
virtue of some inherent nature-a psyche or soul or mind-that guaran
tees a quality of reality and permanence behind the changing conditions
of the body. The human being, as such, straddles the "two worlds" with
the soul belonging to the higher, originative, and enduring world, and the
body belonging to the realm of appearance. The soul, being the same in
kind as the permanent principles that order the cosmos, has access to
them through reason and revelation, and thus has a claim to knowledge. It
is through the discovery of the underlying order that the universe be
comes intelligible and predictable for the human being.
S O M E C L A S S I C A L C H ! l\' E S E A S S U M P T I O N S :
A "T H I S-WORLD" VIEW

Turning to the dominant world view of classical China, we begin not from
a "two-world" theory, but from the assumption that there is only the one
continuous concrete world that is the source and locus of all of our expe
rience. Order within the classical Chinese world view is "immanental"
indwelling in things themselves-like the grain in wood, like striations in
stone, like the cadence of the surf, like the veins in a leaf. The classical
Chinese believed that the power of creativity resides in the world itself,
and that the order and regularity this world evidences is not derived from
or imposed upon it by some independent, activating power, but inheres in
the world. Change and continuity are equally "real."
The world, then, is the efficient cause of itself. It is resolutely dynamic,
autogenerative, self-organizing, and in a real sense, alive. This one world
is constituted as a sea of ch'i-psychophysical energy that disposes itself
in various concentrations, configurations, and perturbations. The intelli
gible pattern that can be discerned and mapped from each different per
spective within the world is faa---a "pathway" that can, in varying degrees,
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be traced out to make one's place and one's context coherent. Tao is, at any
given time, both what the world is, and how it is. In this tradition, there is
no final distinction between some independent source of order, and what
it orders. There is no determinative beginning or teleological end. The
world and its order at any particular time is self-causing, "so-of-itself"
(tzu-jan). It is for this reason Confucius would say that "It is the person
who extends order in the world (tao), not order that extends the person."38
Truth, beauty, and goodness as standards of order are not "givens"-they
are historically emergent, something done, a cultural product.
The "two-world" order of classical Greece has given our tradition a
theoretical basis for objectivity--the possibility of standing outside and
taking a wholly external view of things. Objectivity allows us to decon
textualize things as "objects" in our world. By contrast, in the "this world"
of classical China, instead of starting abstractly from some u nderlying,
unifying, and originating principle, we begin from our own specific place
within the world. Without objectivity, "objects" dissolve into the flux and
flow, and existence becomes a continuous, uninterrupted process. Each of
us is invariably experiencing the world as one perspective within the con
text of many. Since there is only this world, we cannot get outside of it.
From the always unique place one occupies within the continuum of clas
sical China, one interprets the order of the world around one as con
trastive "thises" and "thats"-"this person" and "that person"-more or
less proximate to oneself. Since each and every person or thing or event in
the field of existence is perceived from some position or other, and hence
is continuous with the position that entertains it, each thing is related to
and a condition of every other. All human relationships are continuous
from ruler and subject to friend and friend, relating everyone as an ex
tended "family." Similarly, all "things," like all members of a family, are
correlated and interdependent. Every thing is what it is at the pleasure of
everything else. Whatever can be predicated of one thing or one person is
a function of a network of relationships, all of which conspire to give it its
role and to constitute its place and its definition. A father is "this" good
father by virtue of the quality of the relationships that locate him in this
role and the deference of "these" children and "that" mother, who all sus
tain him in it.
Because all things are unique, there is no strict notion of identity in the
sense of some self-same identical characteristic that makes all members of
a class or category or species the same. For example, there is no essential
defining feature--no divinely endowed soul, rational capacity, or natural
locus of rights-that makes all human beings equal. In the absence of
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such equ ality that would make us essentially the same, the various rela
tionships that define one thing in relation to another tend to be hierarchi
cal and contrastive: bigger or smaller, more noble or more base, harder or
softer, stronger or weaker, more senior or more junior. Change in the qual
ity of relationships between things always occurs on a continuum as
movement between such polar oppositions. The general and most basic
language for articulating such correlations among things is metaphorical:
In some particular aspect at some specific point in time, one person or
thing is "overshadowed" by another; that is, made yin to another's yang.
Literally, yin means "shady" and yang means "sunny," defining in the most
general terms those contrasting and hierarchical relationships that consti
tute indwelling order and regularity.
It is important to recognize the interdependence and correlative charac
ter of the yin/yang kind of polar opposites, and to distinguish this con
trastive tension from the dualistic opposition implicit in the vocabulary of
the classical Greek world we explored above, where one primary member
of a set such as Creator stands independent of and is more "real" than the
world He creates. The implications of this difference between dualism
and polar contrast are fundamental and pervasive.
One such implication is the way in which things are categorized. In
what came to be the dominant Western world view, categories were con
stituted analytically by an assumed formal and essential identity-all
human beings who qualify for the category "human beings" are defined as
having an essential psyche or soul. All just or pious actions share some es
sential element in common. The many diverse things or actions can be re
duced to one essential identical feature or defining function.
In the dominant Chinese world view, "categories" (lei) are constituted
not by "essences," but by analogy. One thing is associated with another by
virtue of the contrastive and hierarchical relations that sets it off from
other things. This particular human being evokes an association with
other similar creatures in contrast with other less similar things, and
hence gathers around itself a collection of analogous particulars as a gen
eral category. "This" evokes "that"; one evokes many. Coherence in this
world, then, is not so much analytic or formally abstract. Rather it tends to
be synthetic and constitutive--the pattern of continuities that lead from
one particular phenomenon to some association with others. It is a "con
crete" coherence that begins from the full consequence of the particular
itself, and carries on through the category that it evokes.
If we were going to compare these two senses of "categorization," in
stead of "hammer, chisel, screwdriver, saw" being defined as "tool" by the
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assumption of some identical formal and abstract function, we are more
likely to have a Chinese category that includes "hammer, nail, board,
pound, blister, bandage, house, whitewash"-a category of "building a
house" constituted by a perceived interdependence of factors in the
process of successfully completing a given project. Where the former sense
of category, defined by abstract essences, tends to be descriptive--what
something "is"-the latter Chinese "category" is usually prescriptive and
normative--what something "should be" in order to be successful.
The relative absence in the Chinese tradition of Western-style teleol
ogy that assumes a given "end" has encouraged the perception among
Western historians that the Chinese, with libraries of carefully recorded
yet seemingly random detail, are inadequate chroniclers of their own
past. There seems to be little concern to recover an intelligible pattern
from what seriously threatens to remain formless and meaningless. Jorge
Luis Borges captures this Western perception in his well-known citation
of "a certain Chinese encyclopedia" in which the category "animals" is di
vided into: 1 ) belonging to the Emperor, 2) embalmed, 3) tame, 4) suckling
pigs, 5) sirens, 6) fabulous, 7) stray dogs, 8) included in the present classi
fication, 9) frenzied, 1 0) innumerable, 1 1 ) drawn with a very fine camel
hair brush, 1 2) et cetera, 1 3) having just broken the water pitcher, and 1 4)
that from a long way off look like flies.39 From the perspective of the more
rationalistic Western world view, the penalty the Chinese must pay for the
absence of that underlying metaphysical infrastructure necessary to guar
antee a single-ordered universe is what we take to be intelligibility and
predictability. The compensation for this absence in the Chinese world is
perhaps a heightened awareness of the immediacy and wonder of change,
and one's complicity in it-the motive for revering the Book of Changes as
the ultimate defining statement of the tradition, and as an apparatus for
shaping a propitious world.
For the classical Greek philosophers, knowledge entailed the discovery
and "grasping" of the defining "essence" or "form" or "function" behind
elusively changing appearances. Hence the language of knowing includes
"concept," "conceive," "comprehend." Reality is what is permanent, and
hence its natural state is inertia. The paradigm for knowledge, then, is
mathematics, and more specifically, geometry. Over the door of Plato's
Academy was written: "Let none who have not studied geometry enter
here." Visual and spatial language tends to predominate in the philosoph
ical vocabulary, and knowledge tends to be understood in representa
tional terms that are isomorphic and unambiguous-a true copy
impressed on one's mind of that which exists externally and objectively.
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In the classical Chinese model, knowledge is conceived somewhat dif
ferently. Form is not some permanent strucmre to be discovered behind a
changing process, but a perceived intelligibility and continuity that can be
mapped within the dynamic process itself. Spatial forms--or "things"
are temporal flows. "Things" and "events" are mumally shaping and being
shaped, and exist as a dynamic calculus of contrasting foci emerging in
tension with each other. Changing at varying degrees of speed and inten
sity, the tensions constimtive of things reveal a site-specific regularity and
pattern, like currents in the water, sound waves in the air, or weather sys
tl'�ms in the sky. Etymologically, the character ch'i-"the smff of exis
tence"-is probably acoustic, making "resonance" and "tensions" a
panicularly appropriate way of describing the relations that obtain
among things. In contrast with the more static visual language of classical
Greek thought typified by geometry, classical Chinese tends to favor a dy
namic aural vocabulary, where wisdom is closely linked with communica
tion-that keenness of hearing and those powers of oral persuasion that
will enable one to encourage the most productive harmony out of rele
vant circumstances. Much of the key philosophic vocabulary suggests et
ymologically that the sage orchestrates communal harmony as a virmoso
in communicative action.
"Reason" is not a human faculty independent of experience that can
qiscover the essences of things, but the palpable determinacy that per
vades both the human experience and the world experienced. Reason is
coherence-the pattern of things and fu nctions. Rational explanation
does not lie in the discovery of some antecedent agency or the isolation
and disclosure of relevant causes, but in mapping out the local conditions
that collaborate to sponsor any particular event or phenomenon. And
these same conditions, once understood, can be manipulated to anticipate
the next moment.
An important factor in classical Chinese "knowing" is comprehensive
ness. Without an assumed separation between the source of order in the
world and the world itself, causal agency is not so immediately construed
in terms of relevant cause and effect. All conditions interrelate and col
laborate in greater or lesser degree to constimte a particular event as a
confluence of experiences. "Knowing" is thus being able to trace out and
manipulate those conditions far or near that will come to affect the shift
ing configuration of one's own place. There is a direct and immediate
affinity between the human being and the namral world so that no firm
distinction is made between namral and man-made conditions-they are
all open to cultivation and manipulation. In fact, it is because of the fun-
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damental continuity between the human pattern and the natural pattern
that all of the conditions, human and otherwise, that define a situation
such as battle can be brought into sharp focus. In the absence of a severe
animate/inanimate dualism, the battlefield with its complex of conditions
is very much alive.
The inventory of philosophical vocabulary used in classical China to
define this kind of "knowing" tends to be one of tracing out, unraveling,
penetrating, and getting through. Knowing entails "undoing" something,
not in an analytic sense to discover what it essentially "is," but to trace out
the connections among its joints and sinews, to discern the patterns in
things, and, on becoming fully aware of the changing shapes and condi
tions of things, to anticipate what will ensue from them. The underlying
metaphor of "tracing a pattern" is implicit in the basic epistemic vocabu
lary of the tradition such as "to tread a pathway, a way" (tao), "to trace our,
coherence" (li), "to figure, image, model" (hsianiJ, "to unravel, to undo"
(chieh), "to penetrate" (t'uniJ, "to break through" (ta), "to name, to make a
name, to inscribe" (ming), "to ritualize" (li), "to inscribe, markings, culture"
(wen), and so on. In contrast with its classical Greek counterpart where
"knowing" assumes a mirroring correspondence between an idea and an
objective world, this Chinese "knowing" is resolutely participatory and
creative-"tracing" in both the sense of etching a pattern and of follow
ing it. To know is "to realize," to "make real." The path is not a "given," but
is made in the treading of it. Thus, one's own actions are always a signifi
cant factor in the shaping of one's world.
Because this emergent pattern invariably arises from within the
process itself, the tension that establishes the line between one's own focus
and one's field gives one a physical, psychological, social, and cosmologi
cal "skin"-a shape, a continuing, insistently particular identity. This dy
namic pattern is reflexive in the sense that one's own dispositions are
implicate in and affect the shaping of one's environment. One's own
"shape" is constantly being reconstrued in tension with what is most im
mediately pressing in upon one and vice versa.
To continue the "person" example from our discussion of the classical
Greek world view, generally in classical Chinese philosophy a particular
person is not a discrete individual defined in terms of some inherent nature
familiar in recent liberal democratic theory, but is a configuration of consti
tutive roles and relationships: Yang Ta-wei's father, An Lo-che's teacher,
Kao Ta-jen's neighbor, a resident of Yung-ho village, and so on. These roles
and relationships are dynamic, constantly being enacted, reinforced, and
ideally deepened through the multiple levels of communal discourse: em-
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bodying (t'i), rirualizing (li), speaking (yen), playing music (yiieh), and so on.
Each of these levels of discourse is implicit in every other, so there is a sense
in which a person can be fairly described as a nexus of specific patterns of
discourse. By virrue of these specific roles and relationships, a person comes
to occupy a place and posrure in the context of family and community. The
human being is not shaped by some given design that underlies narural and
moral order in the cosmos and that stands as the ultimate objective of
human growth and experience. Rather, the "purpose" of the human experi
ence, if it can be so described, is more immediate: to coordinate the various
ingredients that constirute one's particular world here and now, and to ne
gotiate the most productive harmony out of them. Simply put, it is to get the
most out of what you've got here and now.
Creativity also has a different place in the classical Chinese world.
Again, in gross terms, the preassigned design and ultimate purpose as
sumed in classical Western cosmology means that there is a large invest
ment of creativity "up front" in the "birth" of a phenomenon-a
condition reflected rather clearly in the preestablished "Ideas" of Plato,
the "potentialityjacruality" distinction of Aristotle, or the Creatorjcrea
rure dualism of the Judaeo-Christian tradition. For the classical Chinese
world view, in the absence of an initial creative act that establishes a given
design and a purpose governing change in the cosmos, the order and reg
ularity of the world emerges from the productive juxtapositions of differ
ent things over the full compass of their existence. No two patterns are the
same, and some dispositions are more fruitfully creative than others. For
this reason, human knowledge is fundamentally performative-one
"knows" a world not only passively in the sense of recognizing it, but also
in the active shaping and "realizing" of it. It is the capacity to anticipate
the patterned flow of circumstance, to encourage those dispositions most
conducive to a productive harmony, and ultimately to participate in nego
tiating a world order that makes best advantage of its creative possibilities.
Harmony is attained through the art of contexrualizing.
A major theme in Confucius and in Confucianism alluded to earlier is
caprured in the phrase, "the exemplary person pursues harmony (ho), not
sameness."40 This Confucian conception of "harmony" is explained in the
classical commentaries by appeal to the culinary arts. In the classical pe
riod, a common food staple was keng--a kind of a millet gruel in which var
ious locally available and seasonal ingredients were brought into
relationship with one another. The goal was for each ingredient-the cab
bage, the squash, the bit of pork-to retain its own color, texrure, and fla
vor, but at the same time to be enhanced by its relationship with the other
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ingredients. The key to this sense of harmony is that it begins from the
unique conditions of a specific geographical site and the full contribution
of those particular ingredients readily at hand-this piece of cabbage, this
fresh young squash, this tender bit of pork-and relies upon artistry rather
than recipe for its success. In the Spring and Autumn Annals of Master Lii,
cooking as the art of contextualizing is described in the following terms:
In combining your ingredients to achieve a harmony (ho), you have to use
the sweet, sour, bitter, acrid and the salty, and you have to mix them in an
appropriate sequence and proportion. Bringing the various ingredients to
gether is an extremely subtle art in which each of them has its own ex
pression. The variations within the cooking pot are so delicate and subtle
that they cannot be captured in words or fairly conceptualized.41
The Confucian distinction between an inclusive harmony and an exclu
sive sameness has an obvious social and political application. There is a
passage in the Discourses of the States ( Kuo-yii), a collection of historical nar
ratives probably compiled around the fourth century B.C., which under
scores the fertility of the kind of harmony that maximizes difference:
Where harmony (ho) is fecund, sameness is barren. Things accommodating
each other on equal terms is called blending in harmony, and in so doing
they are able to flourish and grow, and other things are drawn to them. But
when same is added to same, once it is used up, there is no more. Hence,
the Former Kings blended earth with metal, wood, fire, and water to make
their products. They thereby harmonized the five flavors to satisfy their
palate, strengthened the four limbs to protect the body, attuned the six
notes to please the ear, integrated their various senses to nourish their
hearts and minds, coordinated the various sectors of the body to complete
their persons, established the nine main visceral meridians to situate their
pure potency, instituted the ten official ranks to organize and evaluate the
bureaucracy . . . and harmony and pleasure prevailed to make them as one.
To be like this is to attain the utmost in harmony. In all of this, the Former
Kings took their consortS from other clans, required as tribute those prod
ucts which distinguished each region, and selected ministers and counsel
lors who would express a variety of opinions on issues, and made every
effort to bring things into harmony. . . . There is no music in a single note,
no decoration in a single item, no relish in a single taste.42
A contemporary poet, Wing Tek Lum, reflects on the importation of this
enduring Chinese sensibility to the new ways of immigrant life in his
"Chinese Hot Pot":
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My dream of America
is like dd bt'n liJUh
with people of all persuasions and tastes
sitting down around a common pot
chopsticks and basket scoops here and there
some cooking squid and others beef
some tofu or watercress
all in one broth
like a stew that really isn't
as each one chooses what he wishes to eat
only that the pot and fire are shared
along with the good company
and the sweet soup
spooned out at the end of the meal.43
This "harmony" is not a given in some preassigned cosmic design, but it is
the quality of the combination at any one moment created by effectively
correlating and contextualizing the available ingredients, whether they be
foodstuffs, farmers, or infantry. It is not a quest of discovery, grasping an
unchanging reality behind the shadows of appearance, but a profoundly
creative journey where the quality of the journey is itself the end. It is
making the most of any situation.
In summary, at the core of the classical Chinese world view is the
cultivation of harmony-a specifically "center-seeking" or "centripetal"
harmony. This harmony begins from what is most concrete and immedi
ate--t hat is, from the perspective of any particular human being-and
draws from the outside in toward its center. Hence there is the almost
pervasive emphasis on personal cultivation and refinement as the starting
point for familial, social, political, and as we shall see, military order. A
preoccupation in classical Chinese philosophy, then, is the cultivation of
this centripetal harmony as it begins with oneself, and radiates outward.
The cultivation of this radial harmony is fundamentally aesthetic. Just as
Leon ardo arranged those specific bits of paint to constitute the one and
only Mona Lisa, so one coordinates those particular details that consti
tute one's own self and context, and in so doing seeks a harmony that
maximizes their creative possibilities.
The Chinese world view is thus dominated by this "bottom-up" and
emergent sense of order that begins from the coordination of concrete de
tail. It can be described as an "aestheticism," exhibiting concern for the art
ful way in which particular things can be correlated efficaciously to
thereby consti tute the ethos or character of concrete historical events and
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culrural achievements. Order, like a work of art, begins with always-unique
details, from "this bit" and "that," and emerges out of the way in which
these details are juxtaposed and harmonized. As such, the order is embed
ded and concrete-the coloration that differentiates the various layers of
earth, the symphony of the morning garden, the striations in a wall of
stone, the veins in the leaf of a plant, the wind piping through the orifices
of the earth, the riruals and roles that constirute a communal grammar to
give community meaning. Such an achieved harmony is always particular
and specific-resistant to notions of formula and replication.
CENTRIPETAL H A RM O N Y A N D AUTHORITY
We begin from the premise in classical Chinese culrure that human beings
are irreducibly communal. The human being is a center of a radial pattern
of roles and relationships. The question that emerges, then, is how do
these overlapping yet disparate human "centers," having defined them
selves as persons, families, and communities, come to be interrelated? And
how is authority among them established and continued?
The answer: Authority is constiruted as other centers are drawn up into
one encompassing center and suspended within it through patterns of
deference. This calculus of centers through their interplay produces a
balancing centripetal center that tends to distribute the forces of its field
symmetrically around its own axis. Authority has several parts. It resides
in a role ("father," "commander," "ruler"), in the scope and quality of the
extended pattern of relationships this role entails ("family members,"
"soldiers," "subjects"), and in the culrural tradition as it is conveyed within
these relationships. Effective application of the culrural wealth of the tra
dition to prevailing circumstances through one's roles and relationships
inspires deference and extends one's influence.
The analog to the hierarchical complex of relationships that make up
a family or community can be found and illustrated in the political world
by appeal to any number of concrete historical examples. Within the sub
continent that was Warring States China, the full spectrum of peoples
some paying their allegiance to traditional hereditary houses, some ruled
by locally powerful warlords, others organized around religious doctrines,
yet others governed by clan or tribal regulation-was suspended in the
Han harmony, with each of them contributing in greater or lesser degree
to the definition of Han culrure. This political order was one in which all
of the diversity and difference characteristic of the multiple, competing
centers of the Warring States period was drawn up and suspended in the
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harmony of the Han dynasty. Moving from the radial extremes toward the
center, the very disparate "zones" contributed to the imperial order in in
creasing degree to influence the authority at the center, shaping and
bringing into focus the character of the social and political entity-its
standards and values. Whatever constitutes the authority at the center is
holographic. In this political example, the ruler derives his authority from
having his field of influence implicate within him. He is the empire. The
attraction of the center is such that, with varying degrees of success, it
draws into its field and suspends within its web the disparate and diverse
centers that constitute its world. It is the quality of these suspended cen
ters in relationship to one another that defines the harmony of the field.
This same dynamic that defines Han culture politically can be dis
cerned in its intellectual character. During the Warring States period,
philosophical diversity flourished and schools of thought proliferated to
become what the Chuang-tzu describes as "the doctrines of the Hundred
Schools."44 As the Han dynasty became established, the intellectual contest
of the Hundred Schools gave way to a syncretic Confucianism-centered
doctrine. This state ideology absorbed into itself (and in important degree
concealed) the richness of what were competing elements, and out of this
diversity articulated the philosophical and religious character of the pe
riod. The syncretism of Han dynasty Confucianism is harmony teased out
of difference. This transition from diversity in the late Chou to coherent
order in the Han is better expressed in the language of incorporation and
accommodation than of suppression.
As the centripetal center of the Han court weakened in the second
century A.D., and as the political order gradually dissolved into a period of
disunity, disparate foci reasserted themselves, and what had been their
contribution to a harmonious diversity became the energy of contest
among them. What was a tightening centripetal spire in the early Han dy
nasty became a centrifugal gyre, disgorging itself of its now disassociated
contents. It is not surprising that during this same period, there was a
resurgence and interplay of competing philosophical schools and reli
gious movements that reflected a contemporaneous disintegration of the
centrally driven intellectual order. This is the familiar pattern of dynasty
and interregnum repeated throughout the career of imperial China.45
Given the commitment to a centripetal sense of order pervasive at
every level in the classical Confucian world view, a father or a magis
trate or a commander or a ruler would derive his authority from being
at the center, and having implicate within him the order of the whole. It
is for this reason that "the exemplary person's errors are like an eclipse:
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When he errs, everyone sees him; when he rights himself, everyone
looks up to him."46
John Fairbank's essay, "The Grip of History on China's Leadership,"
makes a convincing argument that the social and political order of China
under Mao Tse-tung was fully consistent with the tradition, from "the
Chinese readiness to accept a supreme personality" to the phenomenon of
a population continuing to struggle for proximity to the center.47 It is by
virtue of the supreme personality's embodiment of his world, as in the
case of Mao Tse-tung, that he is able to lay claim to impartiality-his ac
tions are not self-interested (li) but always appropriate (yi), accommodat
ing the interests of all. Just as the traditional conception of Heaven (t'ien),
encompassing within itself the world order, is credited with total impar
tiality, so the "Son of Heaven" (t'ien-tzu) with similar compass is devoid of
a divisive egoism. As long as the center is strong enough to draw the def
erence and tribute of its surrounding spheres of influence, it retains its
authoritativeness-that is, not only do these spheres willingly acknowl
edge this order, but actively participate in reinforcing it. Standing at the
center, the ruler acts imperceptibly, a pole star that serves as a bearing for
the ongoing negotiation of the human order while appearing to be un
moved and unmoving himself.48
WA R FA R E A S T H E A RT O F C O N T E X T UA L I Z I N G
To return to the central contention, then, I want to suggest that the
achieved harmony that we have identified as the goal of personal, social,
and political cultivation in classical Confucianism is not limited to this
school of thought or historical period, but is a signatory feature of the
Chinese tradition more broadly construed. Centripetal harmony as the
model of order operating in the classical Chinese world view is pervasive.
To illustrate this, I want to juxtapose what for us might seem to be only
marginally related concerns of personal cultivation and of effectiveness in
battle in order to attempt to understand why concepts central to philoso
phy and to military affairs cannot be separated and, in fact, can only be
fully explicated by appeal to one another. How then does this conception
of achieved centripetal harmony figure into the military experience?
Beginning from the most general attitudes toward warfare in early
China, John Fairbank makes the following observation:
Since the ideal of proper conduct was built into the Chinese concept of
the cosmos, a rupture of this ideal threatened to break down the whole
cosmic system. Consequently, the Chinese "right of rebellion" could not
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be asserted simply in the name of individual or corporate freedom against
ruling class tyranny. It had to be asserted in the name of the system, alleg
ing that the ruler had forfeited Heaven's mandate by not maintaining the
social order adequately and correctly. . . . Rebels usually rose in the name of
the social order, which was the great legitimizing myth of the state and the
underlying moral sanction for all resort to warfare.49
Stated in another way, what makes any military action "appropriate" and
"proper" (yi) as opposed to "self-seeking" (li) is the claim that it serves the
quality of the sociopolitical order as a whole rather than any particular in
terest group within it. Those persons promoting military engagement
must make their argument on the necessity of such action to revive and
reshape the shared world order.
A note of explanation is needed to avoid a possible equivocation. The
notion of sociopolitical order here is not justified as service to some uni
versally applicable standard independent of oneself that sanctions conduct
within its jurisdiction, as is the case where such service is devotion to the
One True God, commitment to some doctrine of natural law, or respect
for a u niversal Bill of Rights. Rather, it is a notion of sociopolitical order
in which all orders are interdependent and mutually entailing, so that real
ization for oneself, one's family, one's community, and for one's state are
codetermining and coextensive. The "legitimizing myth" is symbiosis,
where service to oneself and to one's community is the same. There is no
"means/end" distinction that subordinates one's personal achievement to
the social or political end, or vice versa. Hence, any assertion on behalf of
any part is always an assertion on behalf of the whole. And by the same
token, any protest is ultimately self-referential-a criticism of an order in
which one's self is a constitutive factor.
Perhaps an analogy that might be illustrative here is the relationship
that exists between any particular note in a symphonic performance and
the symphony as a whole. There is a sense in which the value and mean
ing of each note can only be understood within the context of the entire
symphony. In these terms, then, each note has the entire symphony impli
cate within it. At the same time, the symphony is only available through
one note at a time as particular perspectives on the symphony, and the
only sense of "objective" vantage point from which the entire symphony
can be entertained lies in the presumption that each note appropriately
executed serves the interests of the symphony as a whole.
The qualification on "order" that needs to be introduced here, then, is
that even righteous war in service to the social order as a whole is invari-
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ably pursued from some particular perspective within the whole-some
claim to authority that occupies or seeks to occupy the center. At the same
time, it is impartial and "objective" in that it claims as one perspective to
represent all interests. Military action, then, is generally seen as an at
tunement on the existing order from within-ideally it is always respon
sive, always punitive, always pro-social.
There is a deep and abiding association in the Chinese world between
the execution of punishments and of warfare. In both instances, the cen
tral authority is acting in the interests of the whole to define the sociopo
litical order at its boundaries. The character used for "punishment" (hsing)
is homophonous and often used interchangeably with the character
meaning "to shape," and carries with it a strong sense of drawing a line
and configuring a defined order by excluding those who are antisocial,
usually by amputating something or disfiguring them, and thus, quite lit
erally, reshaping them. Similarly, warfare frequently occurs on the borders
as a final effort to define what belongs within one's circle and what lies be
yond it. There is an obvious cognate relationship between the characters
"to order" (cheng), "to govern" (cheng), and "to dispatch a punitive expedi
tion" (cheng). Warfare is an attempt to redefine sociopolitical order.
S T R AT E G I C A D VA K T A G E ( SHIH)
The key and defining idea in the Sun-tzu: The Art of Warfare is shih (pro
nounced like the affirmative, "sure").50 Although I have translated shih
consistently as "strategic advantage," it is a complex idea peculiar to the
Chinese tradition, and resists easy formulaic translation. 51 In fact, an under
standing of shih entails not only the collation of an inventory of seemingly
alternative meanings, but also a familiarity with those presuppositions out
lined above that make the classical Chinese world view so very different
from our own. Shih, like ritual practices and role playing (li), speaking (yen),
playing music (yiieh), and embodying (t'i ) , is a level of discourse through
which one actively determines and cultivates the leverage and influence of
one's particular place.
In studying the Chinese corpus, one consults dictionaries that encourage
us to believe that many if not most of the characters such as shih have "mul
tiple" alternative meanings from which the translator, informed by the con
text, is required to select the most appropriate one. This approach to the
language, so familiar to the translator, signals precisely the problem that I
have worried over in the introductory comments about alternative world
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views. The irony is that we serve clarity in highlighting what makes sense in
our own conceptual vocabulary only to bury the unfamiliar implications
that, in themselves, are the most important justification for the translation.
I would suggest that with the appearance of any given character in the
text, with varying degree of emphasis, the full seamless range of its mean
ing is introduced. And our project as interpreters and translators is to ne
gotiate an understanding and rendering that is sensitive to this full
undifferentiated range of meaning. In fact, it is this effort to reconstitute
the several meanings as an integrated whole and to fathom how the char
acter in question can carry what for us might well be a curious, often un
expected, and sometimes even incongruous combination of meanings that
leads us most directly to a recognition of difference.
For example, the character shen does not sometimes mean "human spiri
tuality" and sometimes "divinity." It always means both and, moreover, it is
our business to try and understand philosophically how it can mean both.
Given the prominence of transcendent Deity in our tradition, human be
ings do not generally get to be gods. Reflection on the range of meaning
represented by shen reveals that gods in the Chinese world are by and
large dead people-they are ancestors who have embodied, enriched, and
transmitted the cultural tradition. They are cultural heroes, as in the case
of Confucius, who do the work of our transcendent Deity by establishing
the enduring standards of truth, beauty, and goodness. Culturally produc
tive ancestors such as Confucius are not like gods-they are precisely what
the word "gods" conveys in this alternative tradition. Gods are historical,
geographical, and cultural. They grow out of the ground, and when ne
glected, fade and die. Such gods have little to do with the notion of a tran
scendent Creator Deity that has dominated the Western religious
experience, and unless we are sensitive to the "this-world" presupposi
tions that ground the classical Chinese world view, we stand the risk of
willy-nilly translating Chinese religiousness into our own.
The key militarist idea, shih, is as complex as shen, "spirituality/divin
ity," and, fortunately for our grasp of the tradition, as revealing of the un
derlying sense of order. We must struggle to understand how shih can
combine in one idea the following cluster of meanings:
I.

"aspect," "situation," "circumstances," "conditions"

2. "disposition," "configuration," "outward shape"
3. "force," "influence," "momentum," "authority"
4. "strategic advantage," "purchase"
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In defining shih or any of the other key ideas, the military texts such as
the Sun-tzu and Sun Pin do not rely solely or even primarily upon the cur
rency of abstract concepts and theoretical programs. Rather, these texts,
emerging as they do out of concrete historical experience, tend to com
municate through the mediums of image, historical allusion, and analogy.
What constitutes evidence and makes things clear in the text is often an
effectively focused image, not a theory; an inexpressible and inimitable
experience, not an argument; an evocative metaphor, not a logically
demonstrated truth. The style, then, respects the priority of the unique
particular-a defining characteristic of emergent harmony. It resists the
abstractness of universalizing principles in favor of the concrete image.
The aphoristic statements seek, with the assistance of a sympathetic read
ing, to make points rather than lay down categorical imperatives. The
readers, on their part, are required to generate a specific set of circum
stances that make the assertions meaningful and important.
This claim that image has an important role is illustrated in the puta
tive origins of the term shih itself. The Sun Pin states:
Thus, animals not equipped with natural "weapons" have to fashion them
for themselves. Such were the contributions of the sages. . . . Yi created the
bow and crossbow and derived the notion of strategic advantage (shih)
from them . . . . How do we know that the notion of strategic advantage is
derived from the bow and crossbow? An archer shoots from between shoul
der and chest and kills a soldier over a hundred paces away who does not
even know where the bolt came from. Hence it can be said: the bow and
crossbow exemplify strategic advantage (shih).51
The images used to express shih in these texts are many, each of them
focused in such a way as to suggest some specific area in its range of
meaning. Round boulders and logs avalanching down a precipitous
ravine and cascading water sending boulders bobbing about underscore
the sense of fluidity and momentum.51 The taut trigger on the drawn
crossbow emphasizes timing and precision.54 The bird of prey swooping
down to knock its victim out of the air stresses the agility that gives one
full control over one's own movement, the coordination of this move
ment and that of one's target, and the resolutely aggressive posture one
assumes throughout. The drawn crossbow locates one well beyond the
range of the enemy. The scales tilting in one's favor highlights the logis
tical advantage of one's position relative to one's enemy.55 The "sudden
striker" snake suggests the flexibility and the total preparedness that
turns defense into offense.;r,
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Line drawing of a crossbow and its tn'gger device datingfrom the Warn'ng
States period (403-221 B.c.) unearthed in a 1952 excavation at Ch'ang
hsia Tomb #138

Lifting the discussion from the metaphorical to a more theoretical
level, the first point that can be made is shih (like immanental order gen
erally) begins from the concrete detail. It begins from a recognition that
the business of war does not occur as some independent and isolated
event, but unfolds within a broad field of unique natural, social, and po
litical conditions. These conditions and the relations that exist among
them are ever changing. Further, although the changes that occur within
any local field of conditions are always unique to it, they proceed accord
ing to a general pattern that can not only be anticipated, but can be ma
nipulated to one's advantage. It is the changing configuration of these
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specific conditions that determines one's place at any point in time, and
gives one a defining disposition and "shape."
The constantly shifting "disposition" of any thing or event is consti
tuted in tension with environing others, where their dispositions condi
tion one's own. The enemy is always implicated in one's own shifting
position. The "skin" that defines one's "innerjouter" circle and separates
one from the enemy also conjoins one to him, making any change mutual
and pervasive. If he moves, one is thereby moved. And more importantly,
if one moves, he is moved. This presumption of continuity between self
and other means that each focus is holographic in the sense that the entire
field is implicate in every one. Each position brings the whole into focus
from its own unique perspective.
One of the "supplemental chapters" to the Sun Pin: The Art of Warfare
provides us with a cosmological explanation for how shih functions. This
treatise on the complementarity of "straightforward and surprise opera
tions" begins from a description of how, in an immanental cosmos, change
is always movement between polar opposites on a continuum. This expla
nation of change is fundamental to the classical Chinese world view, and
although probably most familiar to us from the Taoist sources, is pervasive
in the culture.57
In the pattern of the heavens and the earth: when something has reached
its extreme, it then rerurns; when something has waxed full, it then wanes.
This is exemplified by [the sun and the moon]. Flourishing and fading suc
ceed each other. This is exemplified in the succession of the four seasons.
Something prevails only to then be prevailed over. This is exemplified in
the succession of the five phases (wu hsiniJ. Life and death succeed one an
other. This is exemplified in the life cycle of the myriad things. Capacity
and incapacity succeed each other. This is exemplified in the maruration
process of the myriad life-forms. And that while some things are had in
surplus, there is a deficiency in others-this is exemplified in the dynam
ics of shapes or dispositions (hsing), and strategic advantages (shih).58
It is because change is always movement between polar opposites that the
fluid dispositions that obtain among phenomena can be described in the
language of yin-yang "sunny/shady" contrasts. Since these contrasts can
only be explained by reference to each other, they are correlative (as op
posed to dualistic) opposites. The vocabulary used to express military in
sights in these treatises depends heavily upon a cluster of just such
correlations: us/enemy ( wojti ); aggressor/ defender (chuj k'o); attack/de
fend (kung/shou); many/few (chung/ kua); strong/weak (ch'iangjjo); courage/
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timidity (yungjch'ieh), intimate/distant (chijshu); full/empty (yingjhsii);
slow/fast (hsii/ chi) ; movement/stillness (tung/chiniJ; rested/exhausted
(yi/lao); order/disorder ( chih/Juan); viable/fatal (shengjssu); victory/defeat
(sheng/pai) ; surprise/straightforward (ch'ijcheniJ; advance/retreat (chin/
t'ui) ; and so on. This correlative vocabulary reflects the assumption that
any situation definable on a continuum can be manipulated into its polar
opposite: Order can be teased out of disorder, courage can be stoked out of
timidity, largeness can be conjured out of smallness, victory can be lifted
out of defeat. As the Sun-tzu observes:
Disorder is born from order; cowardice from courage; weakness from
strength. The line between disorder and order lies in logistics (shu); be
tween cowardice and courage, in strategic advantage (shih); and between
weakness and strength, in strategic positioning (hsiniJ.59
All determinate situations can be turned to advantage. The able comman
der is able to create differentials and thus opportunities by manipulating
his position and the position of the enemy. By developing a full under
standing of those factors that define one's relationship with the enemy,
and by actively controlling and shaping the situation so that the weak
nesses of the enemy are exposed to one's acquired strength, one is able to
ride the force of circumstances to victory.
All things and events that have a distinguishing shape or disposition can be
named, and all things that can be named can be prevailed over. Thus, because
the sages would use that characteristic in which any one thing excels to pre
vail over all other things, they were always successful in whatever they did.60
This general observation, of course, has an immediate military application:
Battle then is simply one disposition trying to prevail over another. All dis
tinguishable dispositions can be prevailed over. The problem lies in knowing
which disposition will enable one to prevail. The changing calculus of dis
positions that can lead one thing to prevail over another is as inexhaustible as
all that happens between the heavens and eanh. These dispositions that can
lead one thing to prevail over another could not be fully described if you
were to write on all of the bamboo that could be cut from the states of Ch'u
and Yiieh. Such dispositions are, in all cases, using that characteristic in
which a panicular thing excels to prevail over other things.61
While the military strategist can articulate general principles concerning
the nature of change and how to manipulate it to one's own advantage, a
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real limitation on what can be said arises from the fact that each siruation
is site-specific; it is local and unique, and must be dealt with on its own
terms.
But you will never find a winning characteristic of one particular disposi
tion that will enable you to prevail in all siruations. The need to figure out
a disposition is in principle the same, but what disposition will acrually
prevail is always different.62
A central theme of both the Sun-tzu and the Sun Pin is the need for flexi
bility and negotiation in dealing with the specific conditions that make
each siruation particular.
In the business of war, there is no invariable strategic advantage (shih)
which can be relied upon at all times.63
In fact, a fundamental insight into narure that one must accord with in
prosecuting military affairs is the irrepressibility of change itself. One
must find security by revising and redefining one's own strength by im
mediate yet unannounced responsiveness to the enemy's shifting position.
Thus an army does not have fixed strategic advantages (shih) or an invari
able position (hsing). To be able to take the victory by varying one's posi
tion according to the enemy's is called being inscrutable (shen). Thus of the
five phases (wu hsing), none is the constant victor; of the four seasons, none
occupies a constant position; the days are both short and long; the moon
waxes and wanes.64
The able commander does not resist the rhythm of change, but, finding its
pulse, translates defining conditions into correlative terms as a means of
controlling the siruation, anticipating the enemy's movements, and mak
ing his victory inevitable.
Thus, the expert at warfare can infer the enemy's weaknesses from observ
ing his strengths, and can infer his surpluses from observing his deficien
cies. He can see the victory as clearly as the sun or moon, and can grasp it
as certainly as water douses fire.65
If we allow that there are several different ways in which we can look at

shih, it enables us to bring its cluster of meanings together. When looked
at spatially from outside of one's own "skin," shih is that set of conditions
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that is defining of one's situation. It is one's context in relationship to one
self. When looked at from an internal perspective, shih is one's own place
and posture relative to one's context. When looked at temporally, taking
into account the full calculus of dispositions, shih is the tension of forces
and the momentum that brings one position in i mmediate contact with
another. And, of course, what brings these various dimensions of meaning
together is the acknowledgment that, in this classical Chinese world view,
the spatial (yu) and the temporal (chou) are themselves correlatives that
require reference to each other for explanation. In fact, the combination of
these two terms as "space-time" means "cosmos" (yu-chou) in the classical
language.
S T R AT E G I C A DVA N T A G E ( SHIH)
A N D S T R AT E G I C P O S I T I O N I N G ( HSING)
What is the difference, then, between strategic advantage (shih) and strate
gic positioning (hsing)? As D. C. Lau has indicated, in the Sun-tzu there are
passages in which these two terms are used as near-synonyms.66 This is
because shih overlaps with hsing in having the connotation of physical po
sition-not position as specific location, but rather as a fluid disposition
ever responsive to context. Where hsing is limited to the tangible and de
terminate shape of physical strength, shih includes intangibles such as
morale, opportunity, timing, psychology, and logistics. Effective strategic
positioning (hsing) creates a situation where we can use "the undivided
whole to attack his one,"67 "weigh in a full hundredweight against a few
ounces,"68 and "use many to strike a few"69-that is, to win the war before
joining battle.70 Strategic advantage (shih), by contrast, is the full concen
trated release of that latent energy inherent in one's position, physical and
otherwise.
The military treatise in the Han dynasty work, the Master of Huai Nan,
describes in some detail those several factors implied by shih that go be
yond one's physical position:
When the commander is full of courage and regards the enemy with con
tempt, when his troops are steeled in their resolve and delight in the
prospect of battle, when the determination of his troops, countless in
number, outstrips the skies, when their fury is like a tempest and their bat
tle cries ring out like thunder, when utterly committed they thoroughly in
timidate the enemy-this is called a morale advantage (ch'i shih).
A narrow crossing in the mountain gorges, a well-known obstruction in
high and mountainous terrain, a snaking and coiling pathway, the summit
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of a rise, a road that spirals like a ram's horn, a bottleneck through which
there is entry but no retreat, a point at which one man holds a thousand
enemy at bay-this is called a terrain advantage (ti shih).
Capitalizing fully on the enemy's fatigue, his ill-preparedness and dis
order, his hunger and thirst, and his exposure to the elements, to press in
upon him where he has lost his footing, and to give him no quarter where
he is most vulnerable-this is called an opportunity advantage (yin shih).71
A C C O R D I N G W I T H T H E E r-i E M Y

( Yl:\')

Another elusive notion essential to an u nderstanding of classical Chinese
philosophy in general, and militarist thought specifically, is yin, conven
tionally translated "to avail oneself of," "to make the best of," "to rely
upon." Every situation has its "give and take," and, as such, can be parlayed
into an opportunity. The basic meaning of yin is responsiveness to one's
context: to adapt oneself to a situation in such a manner as to take full ad
vantage of the defining circumstances, and to avail oneself of the possi
bilities of the situation in achieving one's own purposes.
Yin requires sensitivity and adaptability. Sensitivity is necessary to regis
ter the full range of forces that define one's situation, and, on the basis of
this awareness, to anticipate the various possibilities that can ensue. Adapt
ability refers to the conscious fluidity of one's own disposition. One can
only turn prevailing circumstances to account if one maintains an attitude
of readiness and flexibility. One must adapt oneself to the enemy's chang
ing posture as naturally and as effortlessly as flowing water winding down a
hillside:
As water varies its flow according to (yin) the fall of the land, so an army
varies its method of gaining victory according to (yin) the enemy.72

Yin means feeding your army from the enemy's fields;73 yin means taking
advantage of inflammable materials in the vicinity of the enemy's camp;74
yin means shifting your posture so adroitly and imperceptibly that, from
the enemy's perspective, you are inscrutable.7;
When this notion of yin is applied to espionage, it designates a "local"
spy-the enemy's own countrymen in our employ. It means using the
enemy against himself.
A N A T T I T U D E T O WA R D WA R FA R E

Both the Sun-tzu and its literary descendant, the Sun Pin, are military
treatises that share a fundamental distaste for warfare. Warfare always
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constitutes a loss. As the Sun-tzu observes, "If one is not fully cognizant
of the evils of waging war, he cannot be fully cognizant either of how to
turn it to best account."76 It is on this principle that the Sun Pin claims
that "a distaste for war is the most basic principle of the True King."77
This being the case, "you must go to war only when there is no alterna
tive."78 At times, however, virtuous government is not enough to main
tain social and political order, and it can become necessary to resort to
arms.79 This unfortunate reality is tempered by the assertion that even
military victory is "defeat" in the sense that it requires an expenditure
of a state's manpower and resources. As the Sun-tzu states, "To win a
hundred victories in a hundred battles is not the highest excellence; the
highest excellence is to subdue the enemy's army without fighting at
all."80 Similarly, the Sun Pin insists that "even ten victories out of ten,
while evidencing an able commander, is still a source of national mis
fortune."81 For this reason, war is justifiable only when all possible alter
natives have been exhausted, and must be entertained with the utmost
seriousness. The first line of the Sun-tzu declares: "War is a vital matter
of state."82 The first priority is the avoidance of warfare if at all possi
ble. Once, however, a commitment has been made to a military course
of action, the project becomes to achieve victory at the minimum cost.
The able commander's first concern is to guarantee the integrity of his
own forces: " He must use the principle of keeping himself intact to
compete in the world."83 After all, "invincibility depends on oneself."84
The ruler commissions the able commander as a means of achieving
victory with minimum loss. From the perspective of his cultivated hu
manity, he, like his ruler, regards warfare as a losing proposition that
must be approached with the utmost caution and gravity, and with ab
solute control.
A second characteristic of the able commander is that he is active
rather than reactive-he takes the offense and controls the situation: The
expert in battle moves the enemy, and is not moved by him.85 Such control
is evident where defense itself is always offense:
Do not depend on the enemy not coming; depend rather on being ready
for him. Do not depend on the enemy not attacking; depend rather on hav
ing a position that cannot be attacked.86
Always maintaining the offense requires precision: "War is such that the
supreme consideration is speed."87 Speed is certainly defined in terms of
ti ming:
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In advancing he cannot be resisted because he bursts through the enemy's
weak points; in withdrawing he cannot be pursued because, being so quick,
he cannot be caught.8H
Moreover, speed in the sense of a short duration of battle is also desirable:
In joining battle, seek the quick victory. . . . I have heard tell of a foolish
haste, but I have yet to see a case of cleverly dragging on the hostilities.
There never has been a state that has benefited from an extended war.H9
Any deviation from this attitude represents military adventu rism, and is
outrightly condemned: ". . . one who takes pleasure in military affairs shall
ultimately perish, while one who seeks to profit from victory shall incur
disgrace. "90
The fund amental question the Sun-tzu seeks to respond to is how does
the enlightened ruler achieve victory at the minimum cost? The answer,
then, is the ruler must give free rein to the consummate military com
mander.
T H E E X E M P L A RY C O M M A N D E R

The emphasis i n the Sun-tzu placed o n the effective selection o f military
personnel reflects a fundamental assumption in the tradition. The first
and foremost defining feature of the consummate military commander is
that he must be an exemplary person (chiin tzu), and must ply his military
skills from a foundation of superior character. In this respect, the military
commander is like any other officer in the service of the state. His ability
to achieve great things within the parameters of his office-his efficacy
is a function of his cultivated humanity rather than any specific set of
skills:

A commander who advances without any thought of winning personal
fame and withdraws in spite of certain punishment, whose only concern is
to protect his people and promote the interests of his ruler, is the nation's
treasure.91
What it means to be a person of exemplary character is defined in the text
in the standard Confucian "virtue" vocabulary of "wisdom, integrity, hu
manity, courage, and discipline."9' A commander defined in such holistic
terms "is the side-guard on the carriage of state. Where this guard is in
place, the state will certainly be strong. . . . ""1 It is by virtue of his status as
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an exemplary person, and the consonance this gives him with the tradition
as embodied in his ruler, that the commander has sufficient authority on
the battlefield to place him at the center of the centripetal field. It is from
this particular perspective in the hierarchy, then, that he sets about the
configuring of an optimal harmony.
The exemplary commander in the context of warfare stands as the self
organizing center, where the chaos of battle, far from interfering with
order, feeds into and stimulates it. For the Sun-tzu, "the commander who
understands war is the final arbiter of people's lives, and lord over the se
curity of the state."94 The first condition of effective command is that this
commander must have complete control of the campaign, unchallenged
even by the authority of the ruler at home: "The side on which the com
mander is able and the ruler does not interfere will take the victory."9; The
Sun-tzu is both explicit and emphatic on this point: "There are . . . com
mands from the ruler not to be obeyed."96
The reason why, in this model, the commander must have sole control
over his localized area is because an effective harmony must be pursued
through the coordination of the immediate constituent elements, un
mediated by some distant and undoubtedly less informed perspective:
Thus, if the way (tao) of battle guarantees you victory, it is right for you to
insist on fighting even if the ruler has said not to; where the way (tao) of
battle does not allow victory, it is right for you to refuse to fight even if the
ruler has said you must.97
If the military command has to take its orders from a source that cannot
possibly be apprised of the full circumstances, the situation is tantamount
to making decisions without a comprehensive understanding of the bat
tlefield.
F O R E K :-.J O W L E D G E

( Cll!H)

The nature and effectiveness of the commander's "wisdom" requires
comment. The commander must understand that any set of circum
stances is the consequence of a dynamic process of organically related,
mutually determining conditions. All of the characteristics of the able
military commander follow from this insight into the interdependent na
ture of circumstances. He is aware that conditions constituting a situation
are correlative and interdependent, and that what affects any one situation
in th is process to some greater or lesser degree has an effect on the whole
field of conditions.
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The complex of forces that define a battle situation are organically re
lated, and hence, in spite of analogies that might be made with other
seemingly similar engagements, each event must be respected for its par
ticularity. Familiar patterns can be u npredictable because slight varia
tions, when magnified through this organic relationship, can have massive
consequences; minute fluctuations can amplify into dramatic changes.
The uniqueness of each and any situation makes globalization precarious,
and forces the commander to take each engagement on its own terms.
Complex systems such as battle conditions are rich in information
information that must be acquired immediately. The commander's wis
dom must be funded by direct access to persons who serve him as eyes on
the site-specific conditions, and who enable him to anticipate the out
come. To be reliable, information must be firsthand. The commander in
defining the configuration of his forces treats his spatial form as a tempo
ral flow. There is thus an important relationship between intelligence and
timing. Once the specific time has past, information loses its strategic
function and importance, and at best retains only historical value.
The effective gathering and dissemination of information can consti
tute an additional, albeit intangible, battle line:
Intelligence is of the essence in warfare-it is what the armies depend
upon in their every move.98
Ideally, effective intelligence provides clear discernment of the enemy's
situation and a full concealment of one's own:
If we can make the enemy show his position (hsing) while concealing ours
from him, we will be at full force where he is divided.99
Such intelligence is by its immediacy distinguished from other apparent
sources of information, such as the application of historical precedents, or
revelatory knowledge gained from divination practices:
Thus the reason the farsighted ruler and his superior commander conquer
the enemy at every move, and achieve successes far beyond the reach of
the common crowd, is foreknowledge. Such foreknowledge cannot be had
from ghosts and spirits, educed by comparison with past events, or verified
by astrological calculations. It must come from people-people who know
the enemy's situation.100
Even though Sun-tzu advocates seeking victory from strategic advantage
rather than from one's men, he also makes it clear that it is only by select-
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ing the right person that one is able to exploit the strategic advantage.101
The commander must spare no cost in finding the right person and in ac
quiring reliable intelligence:
If, begrudging the outlay of ranks, emoluments, and a hundred pieces of
gold, a commander does not know the enemy's situation, his is the height
of inhumanity. Such a person is no man's commander, no ruler's counsel
lor, and no master of victory.102
Front-line reconnaissance must be fortified by covert operations. Of partic
ular importance is the selection of operatives and saboteurs for espionage.
Thus only those farsighted rulers and their superior commanders who can
get the most intelligent people as their spies are destined to accomplish
great things.103
It is because the commander's wisdom is resolutely performative that it is
foreknowledge--it creates the victory. This wisdom entails a cognitive
understanding of those circumstances that bear on the local situation, an
awareness of possible futures, the deliberate selection of one of these fu
tures, and the capacity to manipulate the prevailing circumstances and to
dispose of them in such a way as to realize the desired future. The em
phasis here is on the commander's access to intelligence acquired directly
from the specific situation, and his capacity to thus control events.
Given that warfare is always defeat, the commander in pursuing the
best possible outcome seeks to disarm the enemy without ever joining him
on the battlefield:
. . . the expert in using the military subdues the enemy's forces without
going to battle, takes the enemy's walled cities without launching an attack,
and crushes the enemy's state without a protracted war.104
The Sun-tzu defines military wisdom in terms of sober and methodical
deliberation and planning. Where at all possible, the commander attempts
to defeat the enemy with this careful planning rather than military might:
. . . the best military policy is to attack strategies; the next to attack al
liances; the next to attack soldiers; and the worst to assault walled cities.105
In any case, the commander never enters a battle where there is any ques
tion of defeat. Victory must be a predetermined certainty:
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. . . the victorious army only enters battle after having first won the victory,
while the defeated army only seeks victory after having first entered the
fray.loo
As a consequence, the able commander is nor the one who is celebrated
for daring and courage, for his victory requires neither:
He whom the ancients called an expert in battle gained victory where vic
tory was easily gained. Thus the battle of the expert is never an excep
tional victory, nor does it win him reputation for wisdom or credit for
courage. His victories in barrie are unerring. Unerring means that he acts
where victory is certain, and conquers an enemy that has already lost.1 07
The foreknowledge required to be in complete control of events is gained
by acquiring complete information, by anticipating the ensuing situations,
and by going over and scoring the battle strategy in a formal exercise:
It is by scoring many points that one wins the war beforehand in the tem
ple rehearsal of the battle. . . . 1 0B
This is a somewhat obscure passage, which seems to describe "mock
battles" acted out in advance. But it likely refers to the practice of as
sessing relative battlefield strengths by identifying a set of relevant cat
egories, and then using counting rods or some similar device to indicate
an advantage on one side or the other, enabling one to rhus predict the
outcome.109
Since all yin-like correlations can only be fu lly fathomed by reference
to yang, understanding the local situation completely entails understand
ing both sides of all correlative pairs:
. . . the deliberations of the wise commander are sure to assess jointly both
advantages and disadvantages. In raking full account of what is advanta
geous, he can fulfill his responsibilities; in raking full account of what is
disadvantageous, his difficulties become resolvable. 1 10
It is as important ro keep information from the enemy as ir is to acquire in
formation about him. In the absence of information, the enemy has only
unconcentrared force that is dissipated across the lines of arrack:
If our army is united as one and the enemy's is fragmented, in using the
undil'ided whole to arrack his one, we are many to his fe�-·. 1 1 1
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The integrity of one's position conceals the details of his battle configu
ration from the enemy's view, and makes one impenetrable:
The ultimate skill in taking up a strategic position (hsing) is to have no
form (hsing). If your position is formless (hsing), the most carefully con
cealed spies will not be able to get a look at it, and the wisest counsellors
will not be able to lay plans against it. 1 11
Another way to achieve this desired "formlessness" is through deceit. De
ceit is used to become "one" by reconciling correlations. If one is close but
seems far to the enemy, his distance is indeterminate. If one is slow but
seems fast to the enemy, his speed is indeterminate.
Warfare is the art (tao) of deceit. Therefore, when able, seem to be unable;
when ready, seem unready; when nearby, seem far away; and when far
away, seem near. If the enemy seeks some advantage, entice him with it. If
he is in disorder, attack him and take him. If he is formidable, prepare
against him. If he is strong, evade him. If he is incensed, provoke him. If he
is humble, encourage his arrogance. If he is rested, wear him down. If he is
internally harmonious, sow divisiveness in his ranks. Attack where he is not
prepared; go by way of places where it would never occur to him you
would go. 1 1 3
The consummate commander is able to achieve and retain control of a
military situation in a way analogous to an able ruler's control of the civil
situation and a farmer's control over his crops: by a thorough understand
ing of the conditions determining the situation and the manipulation of
these circumstances to his chosen end:
He who knows the enemy and himself
Will never in a hundred battles be at risk.1 14

INTRODUCTION TO THE
TRANSLATIONS

In translating the core thirteen chapters of the Sun-tzu. The Art of Warfare
that comprise Part I of this volume, I have relied upon the Sun-tzu chiao
shih edited by Wu Chiu-lung et al. and published in 1 990. It reflects the
judgment of a group of China's most prominent scholars presently work
ing on the reconstruction of the military texts and is informed by a de
tailed knowledge of the recent archaeological finds. I have followed this
work for the Chinese text with a few typographical corrections.
In translating the five additional chapters recovered in the Yin-ch'iieh
shan dig that comprise Part II, I have followed the authoritative Yin
ch'iieh-shan Han-mu chu-chien (Bamboo strips recovered from the Han
tombs at Silver Sparrow mountain) Collection, Vol. I prepared by the Yin
ch'iieh-shan Han-mu chu-chien cheng-li hsiao-tsu (Committee for the
Reconstruction of the Yin-ch'iich-shan Han strips) and published by
Wen-wu Publishing House in 1 985.
For the encyclopedic materials I have translated in Parr IJJ, I worked
from the appendixes of Yang Ping-an's Sun-tzu hui-chien ( 1 986) and
H u ang K'uei's Sun-tzu tao-tu ( 1 9fl9) which are based on the Ch'ing dy
n asty collections of Pi 1-hsiin, Sun-tzu bsii-lu ( Citatiousfrom Sun-tzu) , and
Wang Jen-chiin, Surt-tzu i-wm (unpublished text preserved in the
archives of the Shanghai Library). I have then checked these citations
agai nst authoritative editions of the encyclopedias and corrected them
accordingly (see Bibliography). These Ch'ing dynasty collections have
been a ugmented from the cache of strips dating from the late Western
H a n dvnastv discon�red in 1 978 in Tomb # 1 1 5 of the Sun familv como
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pound in Ta-t'ung county, Ch'ing-hai province. Of the sixty-odd frag
ments reported in the Wen-wu (Cultural Relics 1 9 8 1 :2) description of this
find, six strips had "Master Sun" on them, suggesting some relationship
with the Sun-tzu. The contemporary scholar Li Ling ( 1 983) rejects am
suggestion that these strips are lost text of the Sun-tzu or some related
military treatise, as was suggested in first reports of this find in IVen-wu
He argues that these strips are works on military regulations that cite the
Sun-tzu.
The disorderly and corrupt condition of the bamboo strips and the facr
that there has not always been an extant text that can be used for compar
ison has made the project of arranging these strips and reconstructing an
intelligible text from them a task fraught with difficulties. Given the nec
essary amount of speculation involved in reassembling the strips, conclu
sions can often be no more than tentative. There is a good possibility, for
example, that material from texts other than the original Sun-tzu has crept
into the reconstructed text.
Even where it is clear that certain strips belong together in a given
chapter, the position of the chapter relative to the other chapters cannot
always be determined with any confidence. Further, there are some strips
that for one reason or another seem to belong to a given chapter, but are
devoid of any further context. Where these fragments make sense and add
to our understanding of the chapter, they have been translated and ap
pended separately at the end of the chapter. Otherwise, they have been
omitted.
Chapter titles that have been added at the discretion of the Yin
ch'iieh-shan Committee are provided in square brackets. Where it is ap
parent that the bamboo strips contained in any one chapter, in spite of
missing characters or strips, constitute a continuous passage, they are
translated accordingly. Where there is a break in a passage, the translation
is also broken at this point. If the text is interrupted with lacunae, this i�
indicated by ellipses. Where what is missing can be restored from context
with some degree of confidence, a translation is provided in italics within
square brackets.
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S U N '" T Z U :
PA R T

I

THE
TH IRTEEN�CHAPTER
TEXT

C H A P TER 1

ON AssESSMENTs

Master Sun said:
War1n is a vital matter of state. It is the field on which life or death is
determined and the road that leads to either survival or ruin, and must be
examined with the greatest care.
Therefore, to gauge the outcome of war we must appraise the situation
on the basis of the following five criteria, and compare the two sides by as
sessing their relative strengths. The first of the five criteria is the way (tao),
the second is climate, the third is terrain, the fourth is command, and the
fifth is regulation.
The way (tao) is what brings the thinking of the people in line with
their superiors. l-Ienee, you can send them to their deaths or let them live,
and they will have no misgivings one way or the other.
Climate is light and shadow, heat and cold, and the rotation of the sea
son s. t t 6
Terrain refers to the fall of the land,1 1 7 proximate distances, difficulty
of passage, the degree of openness, and the viability of the land for de
ploying troops.
Command is a matter of wisdom, integrity, humanity, courage, and
discipline.
And regul ation entails organizational effectiveness, a chain of com
ma nd, and a structure for logistical support.
All commanders are familiar with these five criteria, yet it is he who
masters them who rakes the victory, while he who does not will not pre
vail.
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Therefore, to gauge the outcome of war we must compare the two
sides by assessing their relative strengths. This is to ask the following
questions:
Which ruler has the way (tao)'
Which commander has the greater ability?
Which side has the advantages of climate and terrain?
Which army follows regulations and obeys orders more strictly?
Which army has superior strength?
Whose officers and men are better trained?
Which side is more strict and impartial in meting out rewards and punish
ments?
On the basis of this comparison I know who will win and who will lose.
If you heed my assessments, dispatching troops into battle would mean
certain victory, and I will stay. If you do not heed them, dispatching troops
would mean certain defeat, and I will leave.'1H
H aving heard what can be gained from my assessments, shape a strate
gic advantage (shih) from them to strengthen our position. By "strategic
advantage" I mean making the most of favorable conditions (yin) and tilt
ing the scales in our favor.
Warfare is the art (tao) of deceit. Therefore, when able, seem to be un
able; when ready, seem unready; when nearby, seem far away; and when
far away, seem near. If the enemy seeks some advantage, entice him with
it. If he is in disorder, attack him and take him. If he is formidable, prepare
against him. If he is strong, evade him. If he is incensed, provoke him. If
he is humble, encourage his arrogance. If he is rested, wear him down. If
he is internally harmonious, sow divisiveness in his ranks. Attack where he
is not prepared; go by way of places where it would never occur to him
you would go. These are the military strategist's calculations for victory
they cannot be settled in advance.
It is by scoring many points that one wins the war beforehand in the
temple rehearsal of the battle; it is by scoring few points that one loses the
war beforehand in the temple rehearsal of the battle. The side that scores
many points will win; the side that scores few points will not win, let alone
the side that scores no points at all. When I examine it in this way, the out
come of the war becomes apparent.1 1 "

C H A PT E R 2

ON WAGING BATTLE

Master Sun said:
The art of warfare is this:120
For an army of one thousand fast four-horse chariots, one thousand
four-horse leather-covered wagons, and one hundred thousand armor
clad troops, and for the provisioning of this army over a distance of a
thousand /i,121 what with expenses at home and on the field, including for
eign envoys and advisors, materials such as glue and lacquer, and the
maintenance of chariots and armor, only when you have in hand one
thousand pieces of gold for each day can the hundred thousand troops be
mobilized.
In joining battle, seek the quick victory. If battle is protracted, your
weapons will be blunted and your troops demoralized. If you lay siege to
a walled city, you exhaust your strength. If your armies are kept in the
field for a long time, your national reserves will not suffice. Where you
have blunted your weapons, demoralized your troops, exhausted your
strength and depleted all available resources, the neighboring rulers will
take advantage of your adversity to strike. And even with the wisest of
cou nsel, you will not be able to rurn the ensuing consequences to the
good.
Thus in war, I have heard tell of a foolish haste, but I have yet to see a
case of cleverly dragging on the hostilities. There has never been a state
that has benefited from an extended war. Hence, if one is not fully cog
nizant of the evils of waging war, he cannot be fully cognizant either of
how to m rn it to best account.
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The expert in using the military does not conscript soldiers more than
once or transport his provisions repeatedly from home. He carries his mil
ita ry equipment with him, and commandeers (yin) his provisions from the
enemy. Thus he has what he needs to feed his army.
A state is impoverished by its armies when it has to supply them at a
great distance. To supply an army at a great distance is to impoverish one's
people. On the other hand, in the vicinity of the armies, the price of goods
goes up. Where goods are expensive, you exhaust your resources, and once
you have exhausted your resources, you will be forced to increase district
exactions for the military. All your strength is spent on the battlefield, and
the families on the home front are left destitute. The toll to the people will
have been some 70 percent of their property; the toll to the public coffers
in terms of broken-down chariots and worn-out horses, body armor and
helmets, crossbows and bolts, halberds and bucklers, lances and shields,
draft oxen and heavy supply wagons will be some 60 percent of its re
serves.
Therefore, the wise commander does his best to feed his army from
enemy soil. To consume one measure of the enemy's provisions is equal to
twenty of our own; to use up one bale of the enemy's fodder is equal to
twenty of our own.
Killing the enemy is a matter of arousing the anger of our men; snatch
ing the enemy's wealth is a matter of dispensing the spoils. I ll Thus, in a
chariot battle where more than ten war chariots have been captured, re
ward those who captured the first one and replace the enemy's flags and
standards with our own. Mix the chariots in with our ranks and send them
back into battle; provide for the captured soldiers and treat them well.
This is called increasing our own strength in the process of defeating the
army.
Hence, in war prize the quick victory, not the protracted engagement.
Thus, the commander who understands war is the final arbiter of people's
lives, and lord over the security of the state.
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C H A P TER J

PLANNING THE ATTACK

Master Sun said:
The art of warfare is this:
It is best to keep one's own state intact; to crush the enemy's state is
only a second best. It is best to keep one's own army, battalion, company,
or five-man squad intact; to crush the enemy's army, battalion, company,
or five-man squad is only a second best.llJ So to win a hundred victories in
a hundred battles is not the highest excellence; the highest excellence is to
subdue the enemy's army without fighting at all.
Therefore, the best military policy is to attack strategies; the next to at
tack alliances; the next to attack soldiers; and the worst to assault walled
cities.
Resort to assaulting walled cities only when there is no other choice.
To construct siege screens and armored personnel vehicles and to assem
ble all of the military equipment and weaponry necessary will take three
months, and to amass earthen mounds against the walls will take another
three months. And if your commander, unable to control his temper,
sends your troops swarming at the walls, your casualties will be one in
three and still you will not have taken the city. This is the kind of calamity
that befalls you in laying siege.
Therefore, the expert in using the military subdues the enemy's forces
Without going to battle, takes the enemy's walled cities without launching
an attack, and crushes the enemy's state without a protracted war. He must
use the principle of keeping himself intact to compete in the world. Thus,
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his weapons will not be blunted and he can keep his edge intact. This then
is the art of planning the attack.1 24
Therefore the art of using troops is this:
When ten times the enemy strength, surround him; when five times, at
tack him; when double, engage him; when you and the enemy are equally
matched, be able to divide him; 1 25 when you are inferior in numbers, be
able to take the defensive; and when you are no match for the enemy, be
able to avoid him. Thus what serves as secure defense against a small army
will only be capmred by a large one.126
The commander is the side-guard on the carriage of state.127 Where
this guard is in place, the state will certainly be strong; where it is defec
tive, the state will certainly be weak.
There are three ways in which the ruler can bring grief to his army:m
To order an advance, not realizing the army is in no position to do so,
or to order a retreat, not realizing the army is in no position to with
draw-this is called "hobbling the army."
To interfere in the administration of the army while being ignorant of
its internal affairs will confuse officers and soldiers alike.
To interfere in military assignments while being ignorant of exigencies
will lose him the confidence of his men.
Once his army has become confused and he has lost the confidence of
his men, aggression from his neighboring rulers will be upon him. This is
called sowing disorder in your own ranks and throwing away the victory.
Therefore there are five factors in anticipating which side will win:
The side that knows when to fight and when not to will take the vic
tory.
The side that understands how to deal with numerical superiority and
inferiority in the deployment of troops will take the victory.
The side that has superiors and subordinates united in purpose will
take the victory.
The side that fields a fully prepared army against one that is not will
take the victory.
The side on which the commander is able and the ruler does not inter
fere will take the victory.
These five factors are the way (tao) of anticipating victory.
Thus it is said:
He who knows the enemy and himself
Will never in a hundred battles be at risk;
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He who does not know the enemy but knows himself
Will sometimes win and sometimes lose;
He who knows neither the enemy nor himself
Will be at risk in every battle. 1 19
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C H A PT E R 4

STRATEGIC PosiTIONS

(HsiNG(o

Master Sun said:
Of old the expert in battle would first make himself invincible and
then wait for the enemy to expose his vulnerability. Invincibility depends
on oneself; vulnerability lies with the enemy.111 Therefore the expert in
battle can make himself invincible, but cannot guarantee for certain the
vulnerability of the enemy. Hence it is said:
Victory can be anticipated,
But it cannot be forced.

Being invincible lies with defense; the vulnerability of the enemy comes
with the attack.1 3� If one assumes a defensive posrure, it is because the
enemy's strength is overwhelming; if one launches the attack, it is because
the enemy's strength is deficient.1 \J The expert at defense conceals himself
in the deepest recesses of the earth; the expert on the attack strikes from
our of the highest reaches of the heavens. Thus he is able to both protect
hi mself and to take the complete victory.
To anticipate the victory is not going beyond the understanding of the
co mmon run; it is not the highest excellence. To win in battle so that the
who le world says "Excellent!" is not the highest excellence. Hence, to lift
an autumn hair is no mark of strength; to see the sun and moon is no mark
of clear-sightedness; to hear a thunder clap is no mark of keen hearing.
H e whom the ancients called an expert in battle gained victory where vic
tory was easily gained. Thus the hattie of the expert is never an excep-
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tiona! victory, nor does it win him reputation for wisdom or credit for
courage.1H His victories in battle are unerring.IJi Unerring means that he
acts where victory is certain, and conquers an enemy that has already lost.
Therefore, the expert in battle takes his stand on ground that is unas
sailable, and does not miss his chance to defeat the enemy. For this reason,
the victorious army only enters battle after having first won the victory,
while the defeated army only seeks victory after having first entered the
fray.1 36
The expert in using the military builds upon the way (tao) and holds
fast to military regul ations, 1 3; and thus is able to be the arbiter of victory
and defeat. l lR
Factors in the art of warfare are: First, calculations; second, quantities;
third, logistics; fourth, the balance of power; and fifth, the possibility of
victory. Calculations are based on the terrain, estimates of available quan
tities of goods are based on these calculations, logistical strength is based
on estimates of available quantities of goods, the balance of power is
based on logistical strength, and the possibility of victory is based on the
balance of power.
Thus a victorious army is like weighing in a full hundredweight against
a few ounces, and a defeated army is like pitting a few ounces against a
hundredweight. 1 3" It is a matter of strategic positioning (hsing) that the
army that has this weight of victory on its side, in launching its men into
battle, can be likened to the cascading of pent-up waters thundering
through a steep gorge.140

C H A PT E R 5

STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE

(SHIH)

Master Sun said:
In general, it is organization 1 41 that makes managing many soldiers the
same as managing a few. It is communication with flags and pennants 1 42
that makes fighting with many soldiers the same as fighting with a few. It
is "surprise" (ch'z) and "straightforward" (cheniJ operations that enable
one's army to withstand the full assault of the enemy force 1 43 and remain
undefeated.144 It is the distinction between "weak points" and "strong
points" that makes one's army falling upon the enemy a whetstone being
hurled at eggs.
Generally in battle use the "straightforward" to engage the enemy and
the "surprise" to win the victory. Thus the expert at delivering the sur
prise assault is as boundless as the heavens and earth, and as inexhaustible
as the rivers and seas.14; Like the sun and moon, he sets only to rise again;
like the four seasons, he passes only to return again.
There are no more than five cardinal notes, yet in combination, they
produce more sounds than could possibly be heard; there are no more
than five cardinal colors, yet in combination, they produce more shades
and hues than could possibly be seen; there are no more than five cardinal
tastes, yet in combination, they produce more flavors than could possibly
be tasted. For gaining strategic advantage (shih) in battle, there are no
more than "surprise" and "straightforward" operations, yet in combina
tion, they produce inexhaustible possibilities. "Surprise" and "straightfor
ward" operations give rise to each other endlessly just as a ring is without
a beginning or an end.146 And who can exhaust their possibilities?
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That the velocity of cascading water can send boulders bobbing about
is due to its strategic advantage (shih). That a bird of prey when it strikes147
can smash its victim to pieces is due to its timing. So it is with the expert
at battle that his strategic advantage (shih) is channeled and his timing is
precise. His strategic advantage (shih) is like a drawn crossbow and his
timing is like releasing the trigger. Even amidst the tumult and the clamor
of battle, in all its confusion, he cannot be confused. Even amidst the
melee and the brawl of battle, with positions shifting every which way, he
cannot be defeated.
Disorder is born from order; cowardice from courage; weakness from
strength. The line between disorder and order lies in logistics (shu); be
tween cowardice and courage, in strategic advantage (shih); and between
weakness and strength, in strategic positioning (hsiniJ. Thus the expert at
getting the enemy to make his move shows himself (hsing), and the enemy
is certain to follow. He baits the enemy, and the enemy is certain to take it.
In so doing,148 he moves the enemy, and lies in wait for him with his full
force.
The expert at battle seeks his victory from strategic advantage (shih)
and does not demand it from his men. He is thus able to select the right
men and exploit the strategic advantage (shih).149 He who exploits the
strategic advantage (shih) sends his men into battle like rolling logs and
boulders. It is the nature of logs and boulders that on flat ground, they are
stationary, but on steep ground, they roll; the square in shape tends to stop
but the round tends to roll. Thus, that the strategic advantage (shih) of the
expert commander in exploiting his men in battle can be likened to rolling
round boulders down a steep ravine thousands of feet high says some
thing about his strategic advantage (shih).150
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C H A PT E R 6

WEAK PoiNTS AND STRONG PoiNTS

Master Sun said:
Generally he who fi rst occupies the field of battle to await the enemy
will be rested; he who comes later and hastens into battle will he weary.
Thus the expert in battle moves the enemy, and is not moved by him. Get
ting the enemy to come of his own accord is a matter of making things
easy for him; stopping him from coming is a matter of obstructing him.
Thus being able to wear down a well-rested enemy, to starve one that is
well-provisioned, and to move one that is settled, lies in going by way of
places where the enemy must hasten in defenseY 1
To march a thousand li without becoming weary is because one
marches through territory where there is no enemy presence. To attack
with the confidence of taking one's objective is because one attacks what
the enemy does not defend. To defend with the confidence of keeping
one's charge secure is because one defends where the enemy will not at
tack.1 ;2 Thus against the expert in the attack, the enemy does not know
where to defend, and against the expert in defense, the enemy does not
know where to strike.
So veiled and subtle,
To the point of having no form (h.ri11g);
So mysterious and miraculous,
To the point of making no sound.
Therefore he can be arbiter of the enemy's fate.
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In advancing he cannot be resisted because he bursts through the enemy's
weak points; in withdrawing he cannot be pursued because, being so
quick, he cannot be caught.
Thus, if we want to fight, the enemy has no choice but to engage us,
even though safe behind his high walls and deep moats, because we strike
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at what he must rescue. If we do not want to fight, the enemy cannot en
gage us, even though we have no more around us than a drawn line, be
cause we divert him to a different objective.
If we can make the enemy show his position (hsing) while concealing
ou rs from him, we will be at full force where he is divided.m If our army is
united as one and the enemy's is fragmented, in using the undivided whole
to anack his one, we are many to his few. If we are able to use many to strike
few, anyone we take the battle to will be in desperate circumstances.1H
The place we have chosen to give the enemy battle must be kept from
him. If he cannot anticipate us, the positions the enemy must prepare to
defend will be many. And if the positions he must prepare to defend are
many, then any unit we engage in battle will be few in number.
Thus if the enemy makes preparations by reinforcing his numbers at
the front, his rear is weakened; if he makes preparations at the rear, his
front is weakened; if he makes them on his left fl ank, his right is weakened;
if he makes them on his right flank, his left is weakened. To be prepared
everywhere is to be weak everywhere.
One is weak because he makes preparations against others; he has
strength because he makes others prepare against him.
Thus if one can anticipate the place and the day of battle, he can
march a thousand /i to join the battle. But if one cannot anticipate either
the place or the day of battle, his left flank cannot even rescue his right, or
his right his left; his front cannot even rescue his rear, or his rear his front.
How much more is this so when your reinforcements are separated by at
least a few /i, or even tens of /i.
The way I estimate it, even though the troops of Yi.ieh are many, what
good is this to them in respect to victory?155 Thus it is said: Victory can be
created. For even though the enemy has the strength of numbers, we can
prevent him from fighting us.
Therefore, analyze the enemy's battle plan to understand its merits and
its weaknesses; provoke him to find out the panern of his movements; make
him show himself (hsing) to discover the viability of his battle position; skir
mish with him to find out where he is strong and where he is vulnerable.
The ultimate skill in taking up a strategic position (hsing) is to have no
form (hsing).1 56 If your position is formless (hsing), the most carefully con
cealed spies will not be able to get a look at it, and the wisest counsellors
will not be able to lay plans against it. I present the rank and file with vic
tories gained through (yin) strategic positioning (hsing), yet they are not
able to understand them. Everyone knows the position (hsing) that has
Won me victory, yet none fathom how I came to settle on this winning po-
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sirion (bsing). Thus one's victories in barrie cannor be repeared-rhey rakl'
rheir form (hsing) in response to inexhaustibly changing circumstances.
The positioning (bsing) of rroops can be likened ro warer: Jusr as rlw
flow of warer avoids high ground and rushes ro rhe lowesr poinr, so on rhc
parh ro vicrory avoid rhe enemy's strong poinrs and strike where he i�
weak.w As warer varies irs tlow according ro (yin) rhe fall of rhe land, S P
an army varies irs method of gaining vicrory according ro (yin) rhe enemv.
Thus an army dues nor have tlxed srraregic advanrages (shib) or an in
variable position (bsing) Y' To be able ro rake rhe victory by varying one's
position according ro (yin) rhe enemy's is called being inscrutable (shen).1 <••
Thus, of rhe tlve phases ( wu hsing), none is rhe consranr vicror; of rht·
four seasons, none occupies a consranr position; rhe days are borh short
and long; rhe moon waxes and wanes.160

C H A PT E R 7

ARM ED CoNTEST

Master Sun said:
The art of using troops is this: In the process of the commander's re
ceiving his orders from the ruler, assembling his armies, mobilizing the
population for war, and setting up his camp facing the enemy, there is
nothing of comparable difficulty to the armed contest itself. What is dif
ficult in the armed contest is to turn the long and tortuous route into the
direct, and to turn adversity into advantage. Thus, making the enemy's
road long and tortuous, lure him along it by baiting him with easy gains.
Set out after he does, yet arrive before him. This is to understand the tac
tic of converting the tortuous and the direct.
Armed contest can be both a source of advantage and of danger. 1 61 If
you mobilize your entire force to contend for some advantage, you arrive
too late; if you abandon your base camp to contend for advantage, your
equipment and stores will be lost. For this reason, if an army were to stow
its armor and set off in haste, and stopping neither day nor night, force
m arch at double time for a hundred li to contend for some advantage, its
co m manders would all be taken, its strongest men would be out in front,
the exhausted ones would lag behind, and as a rule only one tenth of its
strength would reach the target.
Were it to travel fifty /i at such a pace to contend for some advantage,
the commander of the advance force would be lost, and as a rule only half
of its strength would reach the target. Were it to travel thirty /i at such a
pace to contend for some advantage, only two thirds of its strength would
reach the target. For this reason, if an army is without its equipment and
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stores, it will perish; if it is without provisions, it will perish; if it is with
out its material support, it will perish.

[ Therefore, unlessyou know the intentions of the rulers of the neighboring states,
you cannot enter into preparatory alliances with them; unlessyou know the lay of the
land-its mountains andforests, its passes and natural hazards, its wetlands and
swamps----you cannot deploy the army on it; unless you can employ local scouts, you
cannot turn the terrain toyour advantage.] 162
Therefore, in warfare rely on deceptive maneuvers to establish your
ground, calculate advantages in deciding your movements, and divide up
and consolidate your forces to make your strategic changes.
Thus, advancing at a pace, such an army is like the wind; slow and ma
jestic, it is like a forest; invading and plundering, it is like fire; sedentary, it
is like a mountain; unpredictable, it is like a shadow; moving, it is like
lightning and thunder.
In plundering the countryside, divide up your numbers;163 in extending
your territory, divide up and hold the strategic positions; weigh the pros
and cons before moving into action.
He who first understands the tactic of converting the tortuous and the
direct will take the victory. This is the art of armed contest.164
The Book of Military Policies165 states: It is because commands cannot be
heard in the din of battle that drums and gongs are used; it is because units
cannot identify each other in battle that flags and pennants are used. Thus,
in night battle make extensive use of torches and drums, and in battle dur
ing the day make extensive use of flags and pennants.166 Drums, gongs,
flags, and pennants are the way to coordinate the ears and eyes of the
men.167 Once the men have been consolidated as one body, the courageous
will not have to advance alone, and the cowardly will not get to retreat
alone.168 This is the art of employing large numbers of troops.
An entire enemy army can be demoralized, and its commander can be
made to lose heart.169 Now, in the morning of the war, the enemy's morale
is high; by noon, it begins to flag; by evening, it has drained away.170 Thus
the expert in using the military avoids the enemy when his morale is high,
and strikes when his morale has flagged and has drained away. This is the
way to manage morale.
Use your proper order to await the enemy's disorder; use your calm
ness to await his clamor. This is the way to manage the heart-and-mind.
Use your closeness to the battlefield to await the far-off enemy; use
your well-rested troops to await his fatigued; use your well-fed troops to
await his hungry. This is the way to manage strength.
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Do not intercept an enemy that is perfectly uniform in its array of
banners; do not launch the attack on an enemy that is full and disciplined
in its formations. This is the way to manage changing conditions.
Therefore, the art of using troops is this:
Do not attack an enemy who has the high ground; do not go against an
enemy that has his back to a hill; do not follow an enemy that feigns re
treat; do not attack the enemy's finest; do not swallow the enemy's bait; do
not obstruct an enemy returning home; in surrounding the enemy, leave
him a way out; do not press an enemy that is cornered. This is the art of
using troops. (465 characters)17 1

C H A PT E R 8

ADAPTING TO THE N I N E
CoNTINGENCIES

(PIEN)171

Master Sun said:
The art of using troops is this: When the commander receives his or
ders from the ruler, assembles his armies, and mobilizes the population for
war,173 he should not make camp on difficult terrain;m he should join with
his allies on strategically vital intersections;175 he should not linger on cut
off terrain;176 he should have contingency plans on terrain vulnerable to
ambush;1 77 and he should take the fight to the enemy on terrain from
which there is no way our.178 There are roadways not to be traveled, 1 79
armies not to be attacked, 1 80 walled cities not to be assaulted, 1 8 1 territory
not to be contested, 1 8! and commands from the ruler not to be obeyed. 1 83
Thus, a commander fully conversant with the advantages to be gained
in adapting to these nine contingencies will know how to employ troops;
a commander who is not, even if he knows the lay of the land, will not be
able to use it to his advantage. One who commands troops without know
ing the art of adapting to these nine contingencies, even if he knows the
five advantages,1 84 will not be able to get the most from his men.
For this reason, the deliberations of the wise commander are sure to
assess jointly both advantages and disadvantages. In taking full account of
what is advantageous, he can fulfill his responsibilities; in taking full ac
cou nt of what is disadvantageous, his difficulties become resolvable.
. For this reason, to subjugate neighboring states, use the threat of in
Jury; to keep them in service, drive them on; to lure them out, use the
prospect of gain.
Th e art of using troops is this:1"
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Do not depend on the enemy not coming; depend rather on being
ready for him. Do not depend on the enemy not attacking; depend rather
on having a position that cannot be attacked.
There are five traits that are dangerous in a commander:186 If he has a
reckless disregard for life, he can be killed; if he is determined to live at all
costs, he can be captured; if he has a volatile temper, he can be provoked;
if he is a man of uncompromising honor, he is open to insult; if he loves
his people, he can be easily troubled and upset. These five traits are gen
erally faults in a commander, and can prove disastrous in the conduct of
war. Since an army's being routed and its commander slain is invariably
the consequence of these five dangerous traits, they must be given careful
consideration.
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C H A PT E R 9

DEPLOYING THE ARMY

Master Sun said:
In positioning your armies and assessing the enemy:
Pass through the mountains keeping to the valleys; pitch camp on high
ground facing the sunny side; and joining battle in the hills, do not ascend
to engage the enemy.1 8 7 This is positioning an army when in the moun
tains.
Crossing water, you must move to distance yourself from it. When the
invading army crosses water in his advance, do not meet him in the water.
It is to your advantage to let him get halfway across and then attack him.
Wanting to join the enemy in battle, do not meet his invading force near
Water. Take up a position on high ground facing the sunny side that is not
downstream from the enemy. This is positioning an army when near
water.
Crossing salt marshes, simply get through them in all haste and with
out delay. If you engage the enemy's force on the salt marshes, you must
take your position near grass and water and with your back to the woods.
This is positioning an army when on salt marshes.
On the flatlands, position yourself on open ground, with your right
flank backing on high ground, and with dangerous ground in front and
s afe ground behind.1 88 This is positioning an army when on flatlands.
Gaining the advantageous position for his army in these four different
s itu ations was the way the Yellow Emperor defeated the emperors of the
fou r qua rters.1 8"
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Generally speaking, an army prefers high ground and dislikes the low,
riz
p es the sunny side and shuns the shady side, seeks a place in which food
and water are readily available and ample to supply its needs, and wants to
be free of the numerous diseases. These conditions mean certain victory.
Encountering rises, hills, embankments, and dikes, you must position
yourself on the sunny side and on your right flank have your back to the
slope. This is an advantage for the troops, and is exploiting whatever help
the terrain affords.
When it is raining upstream and churning waters descend, do not try to
cross, but wait for the waters to subside.190
Encountering steep river gorges, natural wells, box canyons, dense
ground cover, quagmires, or natural defiles, 1 91 quit such places with haste.
Do not approach them. In keeping our distance from them, we can ma
neuver the enemy near to them; in keeping them to our front, we can ma
neuver the enemy to have them at his back.
If the army is flanked by precipitous ravines, stagnant ponds, reeds and
rushes, mountain forests, and tangled undergrowth, these places must be
searched carefully and repeatedly, for they are where ambushes are laid
and spies are hidden.
If the enemy is close and yet quiet,
He occupies a strategic position;
If he is at a distance and yet acts provocatively,
He wants us to advance.
Where he has positioned himself on level ground,
He is harboring some advantage;
If there is movement in the trees,
He is coming;
If there are many blinds in the bushes,
He is looking to confuse us;
If birds take to flight,
He is lying in ambush;
If animals stampede in fear,
He is mounting a surprise attack;
If the dust peaks up high,
His chariots are coming;
If the dust spreads out low to the ground,
His infantry is coming;
If the dust reaches out in scattered ribbons,
His firewood details have been dispatched;
If a few clouds of dust come and go,
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He is making camp.
If his envoys are modest of word yet he continues to increase his readi
ness for war,
He will advance;
If his language is belligerent and he advances aggressively,
He will withdraw;
If his light chariots move out first
And take up position on the flanks,
He is moving into formation;
If he has suffered no setback and yet sues for peace,1 92
He is plotting;
If he moves rapidly with his troops in formation, 1 9 l
He is setting the time for battle;
If some of his troops advance and some retreat,
He is seeking to lure us forward.
If the enemy soldiers lean on their weapons,
They are hungry;
If those sent for water first drink themselves,
They are thirsty;
If there is an advantage to be had yet they do not advance to secure it,
They are weary;
Where birds gather,
The enemy position is unoccupied;
Where there are shouts in the n ight,
The enemy is frightened;
Where there are disturbances in the ranks,
The enemy commander is not respected;
Where their flags and pennants are shifted about,
The enemy is in disorder;
Where his officers are easily angered,
The enemy is exhausted.
Where the enemy feeds his horses grain and his men meat,
And where his men no longer bother to hang up their water vessels,
Or return to camp,
The now-desperate enemy is ready to fight to the death.
Where, hemming and hawing,
The enemy commander speaks to his subordinates in a meek and halting
\'oice,
He has lost his men.
Meting out too many rewards
Means the enemy is in trouble,
And meting out too many punishments
:\ leans he is in dire straits.
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The commander who erupts l'iolently at his subordinates,
Only then to fear them,
Is totally inept.
When the enemy's emissary comes with conciliatory words
He wants to end hostilities.
When an angry enemy confronts you for an extended time, without ei
ther joining you in battle or quitting his position, you must watch him
with the utmost care.
In war it is not numbers that give the advantage. If you do not advance
recklessly, and are able to consolidate your own strength, get a clear pic
ture of the enemy's situation, and secure the full support of your men, it
is enough. It is only the one who has no plan and takes his enemy lightly
who is certain to be captured by him. If you punish troops who are not yet
devoted to you, they will not obey, and if they do not obey, they are diffi
cult to use. But once you have their devotion, if discipline is not enforced,
you cannot use them either. Therefore, bring them together by treating
them humanely and keep them in line with strict military discipline. This
will assure their allegiance.
If commands are consistently enforced in the training of the men, they
will obey; if commands are not enforced in their training, they will not
obey. The consistent enforcement of commands promotes a complemen
tary relationship between the commander and his men.
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CHAPTE R 1 0

THE TERRAIN

Master Sun said:
Kinds of terrain include the accessible, that which entangles, that
which leads to a stand-off, the narrow pass, the precipitous defile and the
distant.
Terrain that both armies can approach freely is called accessible. On
accessible terrain, the army that enters the battle having been first to oc
cupy high ground on the sunny side and to establish convenient supply
lines, fights with the advantage.
Terrain that allows your advance but hampers your return is entan
gling. On entangling ground, if you go out and engage the enemy when he
is not prepared, you might defeat him. But when the enemy is prepared, if
you go out and engage him and fail to defeat him, you will be hard
pressed to get out, and will be in trouble.
Terrain that when entered disadvantages both our side and the enemy
is grou nd that will lead to a stand-off. On this kind of terrain, even if the
enemy tempts us out, we must not take the bait, but should quit the posi
tion and withdraw. H aving lured the enemy halfway out, we can then
strike to our advantage.
With the narrow pass, if we can occupy it first, we must fully garrison it
an d await the enemy. Where the enemy has occupied it first, if he garrisons
it completely, do not follow him, but if he fails to, we can go after him.
With the precipitous defile, if we can occupy it first, we must take the
high ground on the sunny side and await the enemy. Where the enemy has
occu pied it first, quit the position and withdraw, and do not follow him.
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When the enemy is at some distance, if the strategic advantages of both
sides are about the same, it is not easy to provoke him to fight, and taking
the battle to him is not to our advantage.
Now these are the six guidelines (tao) governing the use of terrain.
They are the commander's utmost responsibility, and must be thoroughly
investigated.
In warfare there is flight, insubordination, deterioration, ruin, chaos,
and rout. 1 94 These six situations are not natural catastrophes but the fault
of the commander.
Where the strategic advantages of both sides are about the same, for an
army to attack an enemy ten times its size will result in flight.
If the troops are strong but the officers weak, the result will be insub
ordination.
If the officers are strong but the troops weak, the result will be deteri
oration.
If your ranking officers are angry and insubordinate and, on encoun
tering the enemy, allow their rancor to spur them into unauthorized en
gagements so that their commander does not know the strength of his own
forces, the result will be ruin.
If the commander is weak and lax, his instructions and leadership un
enlightened, his officers and troops undisciplined, and his military forma
tions in disarray, the result will be chaos.
If the commander, unable to assess his enemy, sends a small force to
engage a large one, sends his weak troops to attack the enemy's best, and
operates without a vanguard of crack troops, the result will be rout.
These are six ways (tao) to certain defeat. They are the commander's
Utmost responsibility, and must be thoroughly investigated.
Strategic position (hsing) is an ally in battle. To assess the enemy's sit
uation and create conditions that lead to victory, to analyze natural haz
ards and proximate distances-this is the way (tao) of the superior
com mander. 1 9; He who fights with full knowledge of these factors is cer
tain to win; he who fights without it is certain to lose.
Thus, if the way (tao) of battle guarantees you victory, it is right for you
to insist on fighting even if the ruler has said not to; where the way (tao) of
battle does not allow victory, it is right for you to refuse to fight even if the
ruler has said you must.
Hence a commander who advances without any thought of winning
personal fame and withdraws in spite of certain punishment, whose only
concern is to protect his people and promote the interests of his ruler, is
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the nation's treasure. Because he fusses over his men as if they were in
fants, they will accompany him into the deepest valleys; because he fusse'
over his men as if they were his own beloved sons, they wilJ die by his side.
lf he is generous with them and yet they do not do as he tells them, if h l·
loves them and yet they do not obey his commands, if he is so undisci 
plined with them that he cannot bring them into proper order, they will he
like spoiled children who can be put to no good use at all.
To know our troops can attack and yet be unaware that the enemy i�
not open to attack, reduces our chances of victory to half; to know the
enemy is open to attack and yet be unaware that our own troops cannot ar
rack, reduces our chances of victory again to half; to know the enemy is
open to attack and our troops can attack, and yet be unaware that the ter
rain does not favor us in battle, reduces the chances of victory once again
to half.
Thus when one who understands war moves, he does not go the wrong
way, and when he takes action, he does not reach a dead end.
Hence it is said:
Know the other, know yourself,
And the victory will not be at risk;
Know the ground, know the natural conditions,
And the victory can be total.196

C H A PT E R 1 1

THE N I N E KINDS OF TERRAIN

Master Sun said:
In the art of employing troops, the kinds of terrain include scattering
terrain, marginal terrain, contested terrain, intermediate terrain, the
strategically vital intersection, critical terrain, difficult terrain, terrain
vulnerable to ambush, and terrain from which there is no way out.
Where a feudal ruler does battle within his own territory, it is a terrain
that permits the scattering of his troops.
Where one has penetrated only barely into enemy territory, it is mar
ginal terrain.
Ground that gives us or the enemy the advantage in occupying it is
contested terrain.
Ground accessible to both sides is intermediate terrain.
The territory of several neighboring states at which their borders meet
is a strategically vital intersection. The first to reach it will gain the alle
giance of the other states of the empire.
When an army has penetrated deep into enemy territory, and has many
of the enemy's walled cities and towns at its back, it is on critical terrain.
Mountains and forests, passes and natural hazards, wetlands and
swa mps, and any such roads difficult to traverse constitute difficult ter
rain.
Ground that gives access through a narrow defile, and where exit is
tortuous, allowing an enemy in small numbers to attack our main force, is
terrain vulnerable to ambush.
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Ground on which you will survive only if you fight with all your
might, but will perish if you fail to do so, is terrain with no way out.
This being the case, do not fight on scattering terrain; do not stay on
m argin al terrain; do not attack the enemy on contested terrain; do not get
cut off on intermediate terrain; form alliances with the neighboring states
at strategically vital intersections; plunder the enemy's resources on criti
cal terrain; press ahead on difficult terrain; devise contingency plans on
terrain vulnerable to ambush; and on terrain from which there is no way
out, take the battle to the enemy.
The commanders of old said to be expert at the use of the military
were able to ensure that with the enemy:
His vanguard and rearguard could not relieve each other,
The main body of his army and its special detachments could not sup
port each other,
Officers and men could not come to each other's aid,
And superiors and subordinates could not maintain their lines of com
munication.
The enemy forces when scattered could not regroup,
And when their army assembled, it could not form ranks.
If it was to the advantage of these expert commanders, they would move
into action; if not, they would remain in place. Suppose I am asked: If the
enemy, in great numbers and with strict discipline in the ranks, is about to
advance on us, how do we deal with him? I would reply: If you get ahead
of him to seize something he cannot afford to lose, he will do your bid
ding.
War is such that the supreme consideration is speed. This is to take ad
vantage of what is beyond the reach of the enemy, to go by way of routes
where he least expects you, and to attack where he has made no prepara
tions.''r
The general methods of operation (tao) for an invading army are:
The deeper you penetrate into enemy territory, the greater the cohe
sion of your troops, and the less likely the host army will prevail over you.
Plunder the enemy's most fertile fields, and your army will have ample
provisiom.
Attend to the nourishment of your troops and do not let them get worn
down; lift their morale and build up their strength.
Deploy your troops and plan out your strategies in such a way that the
en emy cannot fathom your movements.
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Throw your troops into situations from which there i s n o way out, and
they will choose death over desertion. Once they are ready to die, how
could you get less than maximum exertion from your officers and men?
Even where your troops are in the most desperate straits,
They will have no fear,
And with nowhere else to turn,
They will stand firm;
Having penetrated deep into enemy territory,
They are linked together,
And if need be,
They will fight.
For this reason, with no need of admonishment, they are vigilant; 1 98
Without compulsion, they carry out their duties;
Without tying them down, they are devoted;
With no need for orders, they follow army discipline.
Proscribe talk of omens and get rid of rumors,
And even to the death they will not retreat.
Our soldiers do not have an abundance of wealth, but it is not because
they despise worldly goods; their life expectancy is not long, but it is not
because they despise longevity. On the day these men are ordered into
battle, those sitting have tears soaking their collars, and those lying on
their backs have tears crossing on their cheeks. But throw them into a sit
uation where there is no way out and they will show the courage of any
Chuan Chu or Ts'ao Kuei. 1 99
Therefore, those who are expert at employing the military are like the
"sudden striker." The "sudden striker" is a snake indigenous to Mount
Heng.200 If you strike its head, its tail comes to its aid; if you strike its tail,
its head comes to its aid; if you strike its middle, both head and tail come
to its aid.201
Suppose I am asked: Can troops be trained to be like this "sudden
striker" snake? I would reply: They can. The men of Wu and Yueh hate
each other. Yet if they were crossing the river in the same boat and were
caught by gale winds, they would go to each other's aid like the right hand
helping the left.
For this reason, it has never been enough to depend on tethered horses
and buried chariot wheels.202 The object (tao) of military management is to
effect a unified standard of courage. The principle of exploiting terrain is
to get value from the soft as well as the hard.203 Thus the expert in using
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the military leads his legions as though he were leading one person by the
hand. The person cannot but follow.
As for the urgent business of the commander:
He is calm and remote, correct and disciplined. He is able to blinker
the ears and eyes of his officers and men, and to keep people ignorant. He
makes changes in his arrangements and alters his plans, keeping people in
the dark.204 He changes his camp, and takes circuitous routes, keeping
people from anticipating him. On the day he leads his troops into battle, it
is like climbing up high and throwing away the ladder. He leads his troops
deep into the territory of the neighboring states and releases the trigger.20 5
Like herding a flock of sheep, he drives them this way and that, so no one
knows where they are going. He assembles the rank and file of his armies,
and throws them into danger.
This then is the urgent business of the commander.
The measures needed to cope with the nine kinds of terrain, the ad
vantages that can be gained by flexibility in maneuvering the army, and
the basic patterns of the human character must all be thoroughly investi
gated.
The general methods of operation (tao) for an invading force are:
The deeper you penetrate into enemy territory, the greater the cohe
sion of your troops; the more shallow the penetration, the more easily you
are scattered. When you quit your own territory and lead your troops
across the border, you have entered cut-off terrain. When you are vulner
able on all four sides, you are at a strategically vital intersection. When
you have penetrated deep into enemy territory, you are on critical terrain;
when you have penetrated only a short distance, you are on marginal ter
rain. When your back is to heavily secured ground, and you face a narrow
defile, you are on terrain vulnerable to ambush. When you have nowhere
to turn, you are on terrain with no way out.
Therefore, on terrain where the troops are easily scattered, I would
work to make them one of purpose; on marginal terrain, I would keep the
troops together; on contested terrain, I would pick up the pace of our rear
divisions;206 on intermediate terrain, I would pay particular attention to
defense/07 at a strategically vital intersection, I would make sure of my al
liances/08 on critical terrain, I would maintain a continuous line of provi
sio ns;209 on difficult terrain, I would continue the advance along the road;
on terrain vulnerable to ambush, I would block off the paths of access and
retreat; on terrain from which there is no way out, I would show our
troops my resolve to fight to the death.
Thus the psychology of the soldier�1 0 is:
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Resist when surrounded,
Fight when you have ro,
And obey orders explicitly when in danger.
Unless you know the intentions of the rulers of the neighboring states,
you cannot enter into preparatory alliances with them/ 1 1 unless you know
the lay of the land (hsing)-its mountains and forests, its passes and nat
ural hazards, its wetlands and swamps-you cannot deploy the army on it;
unless you can employ local scouts, you cannot turn the terrain to your
advantage.m If an army is ignorant of even one of these several points, it
is not the army of a king or a hegemon.m
When the army of a king or hegemon attacks a large state, it does nor
allow the enemy to assemble his forces; when it brings its prestige and in
fluence to bear on the enemy, it prevents his allies from joining with him.
For this reason, one need not contend for alliances with the other states in
the empire or try to promote one's own place vis-a-vis these states. If you
pursue your own program, and bring your prestige and influence to bear
on the enemy, you can take his walled cities and lay waste to his state.
Confer extraordinary rewards and post extraordinary orders, and you
can command the entire army as if it were but one man. Give the troops
their charges, but do not reveal your plans; get them to face the dangers,
but do not reveal the advantages.m Only if you throw them into life-and
death situations will they survive; only if you plunge them into places
where there is no way out will they stay alive. Only if the rank and file
have plunged into danger can they turn defeat into victory.
Therefore, the business of waging war lies in carefully studying the de
signs of the enemy.m
Focus your strength on the enemy
And you can slay his commander at a thousand li.
This is called realizing your objective by your wits and your skill.
For this reason, on the day a declaration of war is made, close off the
passes, destroy all instruments of agreement, and forbid any further con
tact with enemy emissaries. Rehearse your plans thoroughly in the ances
tral temple and finalize your strategy. When the enemy gives you the
opening, you must rush in on him. Go first for something that he cannot
afford to lose, and do not let him know the timing of your attack. Revise
your strategy according to the changing posture of the enemy to deter
mine the course and outcome of the battle.!1r' For this reason,
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At first be like a modest maiden,
And the enemy will open his door;
Afterward be as swift as a scurrying rabbit,
And the enemy will be too late to resist you.
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C H A PT E R 1 2

INCENDIARY ATTACK

Master Sun said:
There are five kinds of incendiary attack: The first is called setting fire
to personnel; the second, to stores; the third, to transport vehicles and
equipment; the fourth, to munitions; the fifth, to supply installations.
In order to use fire there must be some inflammable fuel (yin), and such
fuel must always be kept in readiness.21 7 There are appropriate seasons for
using fire, and appropriate days that will help fan the flames. The appro
priate season is when the weather is hot and dry; the appropriate days are
those when the moon passes through the constellations of the Winnowing
Basket, the Wall, the Wings, and the Chariot Platform.!IH Generally these
four constellations mark days when the winds rise.
With the incendiary attack, you must vary your response to the enemy
according to (yin) the different changes in his situation induced by each of
the five kinds of attack. When the fire is set within the enemy's camp, re
spond from without at the earliest possible moment. If in spite of the out
brea k of fire, the enemy's troops remain calm, bide your time and do not
attack. Let the fire reach its height, and if you can follow through, do so.
If you cannot, stay where you are. If you are able to raise a fire from out
si de, do not wait to get inside, but set it when the time is right. If the fire
is set from upwind, do not attack from downwind. If the wind blows per
sistently during the day, it will die down at night.! 10 In all cases an army
must understand the changes induced by the five kinds of incendiary at
tack, and make use of logistical calculations to address them.
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He who uses fire to aid the attack is powerful;
He who uses water to aid the attack is forceful.220
Water can be used to cut the enemy off,
But cannot be used to deprive him of his supplies.m
To be victorious in battle and win the spoils, and yet fail to exploit your
achievement, is disastrous. The name for it is wasting resources.
Thus it is said:
The farsighted ruler thinks the situation through carefully;
The good commander exploits it fully.
If there is no advantage, do not move into action;
If then; is no gain, do not deploy the troops;
If it is not critical, do not send them into battle.
A ruler cannot mobilize his armies in a rage; a commander cannot incite a
battle in the heat of the moment.222 Move if it is to your advantage; bide
your time if it is not. A person in a fit of rage can be restored to good
humor and a person in the heat of passion can be restored to good cheer,
but a state that has perished cannot be revived, and the dead cannot be
brought back to life. Thus the farsighted ruler approaches battle with pru
dence, and the good commander moves with caution. This is the way (tao)
to keep the state secure and to preserve the army intact.

C H A P TE R 1 3

USING SPIES

Master Sun said:
In general, the cost to the people and to the public coffers to mobilize
an army of 1 00,000 and dispatch it on a punitory expedition of a thousand
li is a thousand pieces of gold per day. There will be upheaval at home and
abroad, with people trekking exhausted on the roadways and some
700,000 households kept from their work in the fields. Two sides will
quarrel with each other for several years in order to fight a decisive battle
on a single day. If, begrudging the outlay of ranks, emoluments, and a
hundred pieces of gold, a commander does not know the enemy's situa
tion, his is the height of inhumanity. Such a person is no man's comman
der, no ruler's counsellor, and no master of victory.
Thus the reason the farsighted ruler and his superior commander con
quer the enemy at every move, and achieve successes far beyond the reach
of the common crowd, is foreknowledge. Such foreknowledge cannot be
had from ghosts and spirits, educed by comparison with past events, or
verified by astrological calculations. It must come from people-people
who know the enemy's situation.
There are five kinds of spies that can be employed:223 local (yin) spies,
i nside agents, double agents, expendable spies, and unexpendable spies.
When the five kinds of spies are all active, and no one knows their meth
ods of operation (tao), this is called the imperceptible web,m and is the
rul er's treasure.
Local spies are the enemy's own countrymen in our employ.
Inside agents are enemy officials we employ.
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Double agents are enemy spies who report to our side.
Expendable spies are our own agents who obtain false information we
have deliberately leaked to them, and who then pass it on to the enemy
spies.
Unexpendable spies are those who return from the enemy camp to rert.
o
p
Thus, of those close to the army command, no one should have more
direct access than spies/15 no one should be more liberally rewarded than
spies, and no matters should be held in greater secrecy than those con
cerning spies.
Only the most sagacious ruler is able to employ spies; only the most
humane and just commander is able to put them into service; only the
most sensitive and alert person can get the truth out of spies.
So delicate! So secretive! There is nowhere that you cannot put spies to
good use. Where a matter of espionage has been divulged prematurely,
both the spy and all those he told should be put to death.
In general terms, whether it is armies we want to attack, walled cities
we want to besiege, or persons we want to assassinate, it is necessary to
first know the identities of the defending commander, his retainers, coun
sellors, gate officers, and sentries. We must direct our agents to find a way
to secure this information for us.
It is necessary to find out who the enemy has sent as agents to spy on
us. If we take care of them (yin) with generous bribes, win them over and
send them back,226 they can thus be brought into our employ as double
agents. On the basis of what we learn from (yin) these double agents, we
can recruit and employ local and inside spies. Also, from (yin) this infor
mation we will know what false information to feed our expendable spies
to pass on to the enemy. Moreover, on what we know from (yin) this same
source, our unexpendable spies can complete their assignments according
to schedule. The ruler must have full knowledge of the covert operations
of these five kinds of spies. And since the key to all intelligence is the dou
ble agent, this operative must be treated with the utmost generosity.
Of old the rise of the Yin (Shang) dynasty was because of Yi Yin who
served the house of Hsia; the rise of the Chou dynasty was because of Lii
Ya who served in the house of Shang.227 Thus only those farsighted rulers
and their superior commanders who can get the most intelligent people as
their spies are destined to accomplish great things. Intelligence is of the
essence in warfare-it is what the armies depend upon in their every
move.

SUN "TZU :
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CII APTER I

THE QuESTIONS OF Wu

The King of Wu asked Master Sun: "Which of the six commanders229 who
divided up the territory of the state of Chin were the first to perish? And
which succeeded in holding on to their lands?"
Master Sun replied: "Fan and Chung-hang were the first to perish."
"Who was next?"
"Chih was next."
"And who was next?"
"Han and Wei were next. It was because Chao did not abandon the tra
ditional laws that the state of Chin rurned to him."
The King of Wu said: "Could you explain this to me?" Master Sun
repl ied: "Indeed. In regulating the measurement of land area, Fan and
Chung-hang took eighty square paces as a yuan, and took one hundred
and sixty square paces as a chen, and then made five households their basic
tax unit.� ;o The land area was small and the officials in office were many.
With five households as the basic tax unit, the public coffers prospered.
With the public coffers prospering and the officials in office many, the
ruler became arrogant and his ministers wasteful. And in pursuit of great
exploits they embarked on frequent wars. Thus I say they were the first to
perish.
"[In regulati11g the mmsurement of land an·a, Chih took ninety square paces as
a yiian and took one hundred and eighty squarepaces as a chen, and then madefive
households hi.r basic tax 1111it. 'J 'he land area wa.r a!Jo .rmall and the officials in office
Were also many. U 'ith fh•t bousebolds as tbe btiJ'ic tax unit, the public coffers pros
pered. J \Vith the public coffers prospering and the officials in office many,
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the ruler became arrogant and his ministers wasteful. And in pursuit f l !
great exploits they embarked o n frequent wars. Thus I say h e was the nex\
to perish after Fan and Chung-hang.
"In regulating the measurement of land area, Han and Wei took Oih
hundred square paces as a yiian, and took two hundred square paces as ; 1
chen, and then made five households their basic tax unit. The land area w a :
again small and the officials in office were again many. With five house
holds as the basic tax unit, the public coffers prospered. With the publil
coffers prospering and the officials in office many, the ruler became arro
gant and his ministers wasteful. And in pursuit of great exploits they em
barked on frequent wars. Thus I say they were the next to perish after
Chih.
"In regulating the measurement of land area, Chao took one hundred
and twenty square paces as a yiian, and took two hundred and forty square
paces as a chen, and so there were no new taxes forthcoming for the public
coffers. With the public coffers empty and the officials in office few, the
ruler was frugal and his ministers humble in their management of what
was a prosperous people. Thus I say that he held on to his lands, and the
whole state of Chin turned to him."
The King of Wu said: "Excellent! The way (tao) of the True King i:-.
[that he shouldj love the people generously." (284 characters)

C H A PT E R 2

[THE FouR CoNTINGENCIEs]

2Jl

[ There are roadways not to be traveled, armies not to be attacked,] walled cities not
to be assaulted, territory not to be contested, and commands from the
ruler [not to be obeyedj.
That there are roadways not to be traveled refers to a roadway where if
we penetrate only a short distance we cannot bring the operations of our
vanguard into full play, and if we penetrate too deeply we cannot link up
effectively with our rearguard. If we move, it is not to our advantage, and
if we stop, we will be captured. Given these conditions, we do not travel it.
That there are armies not to be attacked refers to a situation in which
the two armies make camp and face off. We estimate we have enough
strength to crush the opposing army and to capture its commander. Tak
ing the long view, however, there is some surprise advantage (shih) and
clever dodge he has, so his army . . . irs commander. Given these condi
tions, even though we can attack, we do not do so.
That there are walled cities not to be assaulted refers to a situation in
which we estimate we have enough strength to take the city. If we rake it,
it gives us no immediate advantage, and having gotten it, we would not be
able to garrison it. If we are [lacking] in strength,232 the walled city must by
no means be taken. If in the first instance we gain advantage, the city will
surrender of its own accord; and if we do not gain advantage, it will not be
a source of harm afterward. Given these conditions, even though we can
l aunch an assault, we do not do so.
That there is territory not to be contested refers to mountains and
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gorges . . . that are not able to sustain life . . . vacant. Given these conditions,
do not contest it.
That there are commands from the ruler not to be obeyed means that
if the commands of the ruler are contrary to these four contingencies, do
not obey them . . . obey them. Where affairs . . . contingencies, one under
stands how to use troops.
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C H A PTE R 3

THE YELLOW EMPEROR ATTACKS
THE RED EMPERORLJ:l

Master Sun said: [ The Yellow Emperor to the south attacked the Red Emperor, pen
etrated asfar as . . . ] and did battle on the steppes of Mount Pan.234 Advanc
ing with the yin conditions on his right, following the roadway, and
keeping his back to strategic groundm he exterminated the enemy and
annexed his territory. For [ . . . years] he gave his people respite, allowed the
grains to ripen, and gave amnesty to the criminals.
Then to the east he attacked the [ Green] Emperor, penetrated as far as
Hsiang-p'ing, and did battle at P'ing. . . . Advancing with the .Yin conditions
[on his rightJ, following the roadway, and keeping his back to strategic
ground, he exterminated the enemy [and a11nexed his territory. For . . . ] years
he gave his people respite, allowed the grains to ripen, and gave amnesty
to the criminals.
Then to the north he attacked the Black Emperor, penetrated as far as
Wu-sui, and did battle at . . . Advancing with the )'in conditions on his
right, following the roadway, [and keeping his back to strategic ground, he exter
minated the enem.Y and annexed bis territory. For . . . years be ga've bis people respite,
allowed tbe grains to ripen, and gave amnesty to tbe criminals] .
Then to the west he attacked the White Emperor, penetrated as far as
Wu-ka ng, and did battle at [ . . . Advancing witb the yin conditions on bis rigbt,
following tbe roadway, and keeping his back to strategic ground, be exterminated tbe
enemy and amzexedJ his territory. Having defeated the four emperors he
ruled over all under heaven. The violent . . . tiJr the advantage of the em
pire, and the people under hea\·en from all fimr directions turned to him.
When King T'ang of Shang attacked King Chich of l lsia, J be peltctmtt·d
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as far as . . . ) , and did battle at Po-t'ien. Advancing with the yin condition .
on his right, following the roadway, and keeping his back to strateg <
ground, he exterminated the enemy and annexed his territory.
When King Wu of Chou attacked King Chou of Shang, he penetrate d
as far as Shu-sui, and did battle on the fields of Mu. Advancing with t h .
yin conditions on his right, following the roadway, [and keeping his back , ,
strategic ground, he exterminated the enemy] and annexed his territory.
This one emperor and these two kings all realized the way (tao) , 1 1
heaven, . . . the basic nature of the people. Thus . . .

C HAPTE R 4

THE DISPOSITION
[OF THE TERRAIN] I I

236

. . . in the disposition of terrain, east is left and west is [right] . . .
. . . head, on terrain that is flat, use the left, and the army . . .
. . . is terrain from which there is no way out. Places that produce grasses . . .
. . . the ground is hard, do not . . .
. . . [natura� net, natural well, and natural prison . .m
.

. . . This is called an important advantage. If it is in front, this is called a
concealed guard; if it is on the right, it is called a natural fortification; if it
is on the left, it is called . . .
. . . what dwells on high is said to be the Constant Hall, . . . is said to be . . .
. . . follow, water on the left is said to be advantageous, and water on the
right is said to be pent up . . .
. . when the army enters into formation, regardless of the time of day, on
the right flank to its back should be rises and hills, and on its left flank to
its front should be waters and marshes. Those who follow . . .
·

· · . the measures needed to cope with the nine kinds of terrain, and the
basic patterns of the human character must all be [thoroughly investi
gated.] 2Js
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C H A PT E R 5

[AN INTERVIEW WITH
THE KING oF Wu]

239

[EDITOR' s NOTE: This passage is similar in content to the story recorded in
the Historical Records biography of Sun Wu, where he has an interview
with King Ho-lu of Wu and where he applies his military artS to disci
pline the court beauties. See the section entitled "Sun Wu as a H istorical
Person" in the Introduction above.
In comparing these two accounts, to the extent that they overlap, the
language in the Historical Records biography is more summary, and also
more polished. The account preserved in the archaeological dig is more
didactic, portraying Sun Wu as a serious-minded teacher addressing
King Ho-lu of Wu in a way reminiscent of Mencius's lecturing King Hui
of Liang in the opening chapter of the Mencius. The surface difference
between Sun Wu and Mencius is that Sun Wu espouses a positive posi
tion on "advantage" where Mencius condemns it. Sun Wu makes a dis
tinction between pursuing "advantage" in warfare that redounds to the
national good, and treating the brutality of warfare as a kind of royal
blood sport. Mencius, on the other hand, rejects "advantage" as an un
Worthy consideration for a ruler when morality should be his first and
major concern. Both Sun Wu and Mencius at a more fundamental level
would agree that warfare, taking its toll in lives and property, is invariably
a national sacrifice, and must be pursued only as a last and unavoidable
resort.
We can speculate thar the Historical Records might be a revised version of
an earlier and more primitive account similar to the one preserved here.
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The references to the "thirteen chapters" and The Art of Warfore indi
cate that both versions of this story are later than the core text.]
. . . to Master Sun's guest house, the King of Wu asked: "I am fond
of . . . the use of the military?" Again he inquired: "Sun . . . ? My fondnes,
for using the military . . . is using them properly and being fond of them."
Master Sun replied: "Using the military is to gain the advantage; it is
not a marter of being fond of it. Using the military is to . . . ; it is not a mat
ter of sport. If Your Majesty wants to ask about war in terms of fondness
and sport, I dare not reply."
King Ho-lu said: "I have never been told about the way of warfare; I
dare not go after advantage and . . .
Master Sun responded: "It is only important that it be what Your
Majesty wants to do. We can use noble persons, we can use common folk,
we can use your court ladies. We will train the men on the right and the
ladies on the left. . . . "
[King Ho-lu] said: "I want to use my court ladies."
Master Sun replied: "Many of rhe court ladies lack the stamina. I
would rather use . . . "
[King Ho-lu replied·] " . . . awe, what is there to regret?"
Master Sun said: "In that case, then from your palace please let me
have . . . , to go to the outer hunting park to the east side of the capital . . . ,
and get them to form two lines. . . ."
[Master Sun] said: "When they have not yet been drilled in their forma
tions, they are not ready for parade. Once they have been drilled, . . . can
not excuse their difficulties. [ Could Your Majesty please go to the high balcot{)'
and wait therefor us.?. . . at midday I will ask for Your orders. Once they have bem
drilled in their formations, following commands . . . not . . . not difficult.] "2"10
The ruler replied: "I consent."
Master Sun used his chariot driver as [his ma;or] and his arms bearer as
field officer, and instructed the driver and the arms bearer, saying: " . . . "
[Master Sun tbe11 turned to] the court ladies and instructed them, saying:
"Do you know which is your right hand?"
" [ We know] it, [they replied] ."
"Do you know your heart?"
"We know it," they replied.
"Do you know your back?"
"We know it," they replied.
[ "Doyou knou• u·hicb isyour ltft band?"
"ll i· k11ou· it, " tb1:y rl'plicd.]
"
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. . . " ( When I tellyou 'Left, follow the direction of] your left hand. When I tell
you 'Front,' follow the direction of your heart. When I tell you [ 'Back, ' fol
low the direction ofyour back. When I tellyou 'Right, · follow the direction ofyour
right hand.] . . . it is your life. [But my commands are to be obeyed Those who do not
obey will be executed . . . f4 1 those who do not obey commands. Having cir
cled seven times, fall out. On hearing the drums, advance . . . "
Going through and explaining his commands several times, he then
drummed for them to advance, but the court ladies being all out of place,
[they broke into laughter] . . . Striking the gong, he had them kneel. Again
going through and explaining his commands several times, he drummed
for them to advance, but the court ladies were all out of place, and broke
into laughter. Three times he went through and explained his commands,
but still his orders were not carried out. Master Sun then summoned his
major and his field commander, and told them: "It says in The Art of War
fare: If one does not order them, or if one's orders are not understood, it is
the fault of the commander. If one has already issued orders and has ex
plained them, it is the fault of the field officers. The Art of Waifare also
says: In rewarding the good, begin from the lowliest; in punishing . . . "
[King Ho-lu said·] ". . . please excuse them."
Master Sun replied: "The ruler . . .
. . . [Master Sun said·] "Now if you direct them to assume a circular for
mation, their circle will satisfy the compass; if you direct them to assume
a square formation, their square will satisfy the set square."
. . . for six days King Ho-lu did not . . .
. . . Master Sun, bowing several times, arose and said: "You now know
the way of warfare . . . far and near practice this doctrine, and take it as
their constant rule. This unadorned doctrine is the way of the comman
der. For the masses . . . nothing is more exalted than authority. If the com
mander acts with authority over his men and enforces discipline among
his officers, the entire army will have faith in his authority, and will con
quer the enemy."
• • •

"

· . . and use it, . . . will get. As the thirteen chapters . . .
· . . the way elucidated and the attainments spoken of in the thirteen chap
ters is really what the commander told . . .
· · . M aster Sun said: "In the meantime we will try them, and if they get it
we will use them. There is nothing that is not . . .
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. . . and try them . . . getting . . .
. . . to Master Sun, and said: "We have those within and without and tl
noble and the base." Master Sun . . .
". . . I, your ruler, would like to practice it." For the duration of the meal .
". . . the commander, I would not dare to not . . .

S U N "" T Z U :
PA R T I I I
TEXT RECOVERED FROM
LATER WoRKS

[EDITOR's NOTE: The textual materials that comprise Part III are
passages recovered from later encyclopedic works and commen
taries. I have grouped these passages into "chapters," sometimes on
the basis of a shared theme, and sometimes because they come from
the same source or archaeological site. The specific reference for
each passage is indicated in the endnotes.]

C H A PT E R 1

A CoNVERSATION BETWEEN
THE KING OF Wu AND SuN WU 242
(i)"

•

The topic of this passage, "scattering terrain," is defined in Chapter I I above: "Where

a feudal ru ler does battle within his own territory, i t i s a terrain that permits the scattering of
his troops." Master Sun i s explicit in his warning, "On scattering terrain do not fight "
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The King of Wu enquired of Sun Wu, saying: "If on 'scattering terrain'
my officers and men are thinking of their homes, and cannot engage the
enemy in battle, we must consolidate our defenses, and not go out against
him. If the enemy then attacks our smaller walled cities, plunders our
fields and meadowlands, prevents us from gathering our crops, blocks off
our main thoroughfares, and, waiting until we have nothing left, attacks us
in earnest, then what are we to do?"
Sun Wu replied: "If the enemy has penetrated deep into our territory,
many of our walled cities and towns will be to his back. His officers and
men will take the army as family, and with a united resolve, will think
nothing of going to battle. But our troops are fighting on the home front,
are comfortable on their native soil and have a great love of life. If you de
ploy them in a defensive position, they are not solid; if you send them into
battle, they will not win.
"You should assemble a large number of troops, lay in ample provi
sions, stockpile cloth, fortify your walled cities, and guard the strategic
passes. Dispatch light infantry to cut off the enemy's supply lines. If he
tries to provoke an engagement do not give it to him. His supply wagons
will not get through, and the countryside will have nothing left for him to
pillage. With his whole army in the grips of hunger, you can succeed in
drawing him into a blind. If you engage him in battle, you must make the
most of strategic advantage (shih). Making the most of strategic advantage
(shih) means occupying the key passes and lying in ambush. Where there
is no such terrain, hide in the shadows and the mist, go by way of places
where it would never occur to him you would go, and attack him when he
is off his guard."
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(ii) *

The King of Wu enquired of Sun Wu, saying: "We have reached mar
ginal terrain, and have begun to press into enemy territory. Officers and
men alike are thinking of the return home; it is hard to advance, and so
easy to withdraw. With no passes or natural hazards to their backs, the

•

The topic of this passage, "marginal terrain," i s defined in Chapter I I above: "Where

one has penetrated only barely into enemy territory, it is marginal terrain." M aster Sun i s ex
plicit in his warning, "Do not stay on marginal terrain."
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armies are fearful. The commanders want to advance, and their officers
and men want to withdraw; superiors and subordinates are of two minds.
Moreover, the enemy is amply defended. He has reinforced his walled
cities and fortifications, and strengthened his chariot and mounted de
tachments. With some of his forces blocking .our front and others attack
ing us from the rear, what are we to do?"
Sun Wu replied: " [A situation in which our troops have entered enemy terri
tory, the enemy is secure behind his walls and does not bring the battle to us, our offi
cers and men are thinking of the return home, and for us to withdraw would be
difficult indeed is called occupying marginal terrain. I# should select our elite
mounted troops and place them in ambush on the main thoroughfore. As we with
draw, the enemy will give us chase, and when they reach us, we attack them.t3
When an army is on marginal terrain, the officers and men are not one in
spirit, they are doing what they must only because they are on enemy
ground, and are going into battle without the heart for it. Therefore, do
not approach the enemy's major walled cities, and do not advance on his
main thoroughfares. Set up decoys and feign confusion, and give the
enemy the impression we are about to quit our position. Then select our
elite mounted troops, and send them on ahead into enemy territory under
a cloak of silence to seize cattle, horses, and livestock. When our armies
see the spoils, they will be ready to advance without fear. Separate off our
best troops and lay them secretly in ambush. If the enemy comes, arrack
him in full fury; if he does not, break camp and quit the position."
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(iii)*

The King of \Vu enquired of Sun Wu, saying: "The enemy has been
first to reach contested terrain, has raken up key strategic positions and
has secured the advantageous ground. I n an effort to check our mounted
detachments, he then dispatches some of his select troops and crack offi-

' The topic of t h i s p assa�e, "contested terrain," is detined in Chapter

II

abore: " G round

tha t �i\"l'S us or the enL"Ill\" the ;}(1\";l!Hage i n occu r r i n g i t is contested terrain." \laster Sun i s
explicit i n h i s warning, ''Do n o t atr<lC� the L'llL'IlH" on contested tcrr<J i n."
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cers to attack us while others are kept defending their position. What arL·
we to do?"
Sun Wu replied: "The principle governing contested terrain is that if
you let the enemy have it, you can get it, bur if you try to get it, you will
lose it. If the enemy has occupied the contested terrain, move carefullv
and do not attack him. Feign retreat and withdraw. Set up the flags and
sound the drums, and hasten to the enemy's most viral points. Drag brush
behind the troops and raise the dust to confuse the ears and eyes of the
enemy. Separate off our best troops and lay them secretly in ambush. The
enemy must come out to the rescue. What he wants we give him, and what
he abandons we take. This is the way of contested terrain.
"If we are first to arrive, and the enemy tries to use this strategy on us,
select out our finest troops and reinforce the defenses of our position, and
send our light infantry in pursuit. Deploy a detachment to lay in ambush
in some difficult stretch of terrain, and when the enemy comes out to
meet our pursuing force, our concealed troops launch an attack from both
sides. This is the way to rake the complete victory."
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(iv)'

The King of Wu enquired of Sun Wu, saying: "On intermediate ter
rain, we want to cut off the enemy line and prevent him from advancing.
We must preserve our border walled cities intact and fortify their de' The topic of this passage, "intermediate terrain," is defined in Chapter I I above:
"Ground accessible to both sides is intermediate terrain." Master Sun is explicit in his warn
ing, "Do not get cut off on intermediate terrain."
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fenses, make a deep cut in the main road and reinforce our hazards and
blockades. What if we have not planned in advance and the enemy is al
ready prepared, so he can advance at will and yet we cannot get away;
Where the numerical strength of our armies is about the same, what an:
we to do?"
Sun Wu replied: "Since we cannot leave and yet the enemy can come
at will, we deploy a detachment and secrete the men in ambush. We are
vigilant in our defenses, but give the enemy the impression we are not up
to battle. Then when the enemy arrives, our troops in ambush will appear
from hiding places where it would never occur to the enemy they would."
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(v)*

•

The topic of this passage, the "strategically vital intersection," is defined in Chapter I I

above: 'The territory of several neighboring states at which their borders meet is a strategi
cally vital intersection. The first to reach it will gain the allegiance of the other states of the

empi re." Master Sun is explicit in his injunction, "Form alli ances with the neighboring states
at strategically vital intersections "
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The King of Wu enquired of Sun Wu, saying: "The strategically vital
intersection must be reached before the enemy forces, but our road is long
and we have gotten under way after the enemy. If, even with racing our
chariots and galloping our horses, we cannot possibly reach the intersec
tion before the enemy, what are we to do?"
Sun Wu replied: "The territories of our neighboring rulers border on
three sides and our thoroughfares go in all four directions. Our military
strength is about the same as the enemy's, but there are other neighboring
states involved. What is meant by arriving first is we must send lavish gifts
by swift envoys and effect alliances with our neighboring states, so that re
lationships are intimate and there is mutual good will. Even if our armies
arrive after the enemy, we are more numerous by virtue of these alliances.
Dispatch our select troops and crack officers to check enemy operations
and get the upper hand. People sympathetic to our troops will provide us
with the full complement of supplies and provisions, and will act as look
outs for our chariots and mounted troops in their comings and goings.
While we have abundant support, the enemy will have lost all those who
might have sided with him. The neighboring states will be one flank in our
united front, the sound of our drums will rock the heavens, and we will at
tack as one. The enemy will be alarmed, and will not know how to re
spond."
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(vi)*

The King of Wu enquired of Sun Wu, saying: "Our forces have pushed
deep into critical terrain and have passed by many of the enemy's cities
and towns. Our supply lines have been cut off and stopped. If we try to go
•

The topic of this passage, "critical terrain," is defined in Chapter I I above: "When an

armr has penetrated deep into enemr territor)", and has many of the enemr's walled cities
and towns at its back, it is on critical terrain." !\laster Sun is explicit in his injunction, "Plun
der the enemr's resou rces on critical terrain."
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back now, there is no way we will make it. If we try to feed off of rh ,
enemy, he is sure to put up a fight. What then are we to do?"
Sun Wu replied: "Generally when an army has occupied critical tcr
rain, the officers and men rely on courage in pressing ahead. If the suppl ·.
lines arc broken, they plunder to provision themselves. If the rank and ti k
get grain or cloth, it is all handed over to the superiors. When many rL·
ceive rewards, the men will have no thought of going back. If we intend ! 1 ,
launch another attack, we must be thoroughly prepared with deep ditchl· ,
and high barriers, giving the enemy the impression it will be a long anl!
protracted battle. If the enemy doubts our capacity to move on his road�.
he himself will recall his troops from guarding vital arteries. Under ;1
cloak of silence we can then dispatch a detachment of light chariots at th,·
quick. Under the cover of a cloud of dust, we can use horses and cattle r "
bait him. If the enemy sends his troops out, sound the drums and go afte1
him. Conceal our troops, and when the enemy has walked into the am
bush, fall on him from all sides. His defeat is assured."
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(vii)'

The King of Wu enquired of Sun Wu, saying: "We have entered diffi
cult terrain and, with the mountains and rivers, passes and natural haz
ards, the road is hard to follow. We have been pressing on for a long time,
•

tains

The topic of this passage, "difficult terrain," i s defined i n Chapter I I above: "Moun

and forests, passes and hazards, wetlnnds and swamps, and any such roads hard to tra

verse constirute difficult terrain." Master Sun is explicit in his injunction, "Press ahead on
difficult terrain."
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and our troops are exhausted. The enemy occupies the ground ahead, and
has also set an ambush behind us. He has established camp to the left of
our forces, and has set up defenses against our right flank. His fine chari
ots and elite mounted troops threaten our precarious route. What are we
to do?"
Sun Wu replied: "First dispatch our light chariots to advance about ten
li in front of the main force to keep an eye on the enemy. Prepare to e n 
gage the enemy in battle amid the passes and natural hazards of this diffi
cult terrain. Divert the troops to the left and to the right. On the signal of
the high command, select vulnerable targets and take them, with all of thl·
men regrouping back at the main road. Break off the operation once the
troops are exhausted."
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(viii)*

•

The topic of rhis passage, "rerrain vulnerable ro ambush," is defined in Chaprer I I

above: "Ground rhar gives access rhrough a narrow defile and where exir is rorruous, allow

ing an enemy in small

numbers ro arrack our main force, is rerrain vulnerable ro ambush."

Masrer Sun is explicir i n his inju ncrion, "Devise conringency plans on rerrain vulnerable ro
ambu sh."
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The King of Wu enquired of Sun Wu, saying: "We have entered terrain
vulnerable to ambush. Directly in our path is a formidable enemy, and t• ,
our back are natural hazards and rough terrain. The enemy has cut off our
supply lines, and wants us to think our best advantage lies in flight. H,·
sounds his drums and raises a hue and cry, yet does not advance on us, try
ing to gauge our battle strength. What are we to do?"
Sun Wu replied: "On terrain vulnerable to ambush, we must seal ofi
the passes. If we show the men there is nowhere to go, they will take thei r
fellows-at-arms as family, everyone will be united in spirit, and the entirl'
army will fight as one. Prepare several days' provisions at once, but do not
let the enemy see the fire and smoke, thus creating the impression that ou r
forces are run-down, disorderly, and few in number. The enemy force'
will take our measure, and in preparing against us are sure to think we art'
of little consequence. Arouse the officers and men, and rally them to rise
up in fury against the enemy. Detail our superior fighting men in attack
formation and in ambush. With defiles and natural hazards on all sides.
sound the battle drums and launch the attack. If the enemy forces offer re·
sistance, lash out at them suddenly and in full fu ry. Those on the front lim·
carry the fight and those behind buttress them, working together to ran1
the enemy position."
The King of Wu again enquired: "The enemy has fallen into our am·
bush, but takes cover and plans his strategy carefully. He offers us some con ..
cessions, encircles us with his standards, and mills about as though his ran��
are in disorder. We do not know what to make of it. What are we to do?"
Sun Wu replied: "Dispatch a thousand men to take care of the standard
bearers, send a detachment to block off the main arteries, and send d.c
light chariots ahead to harass the enemy. Deploy our main force in battl e
formation, but do not pounce on him. Join him in battle and do not with
draw. This is the way to defeat his strategy."
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The King of Wu enquired of Sun Wu, saying: "Our army has moved
across our own borders and has entered enemy territory. The enemy ar
rives in force, and throws a cordon around us several times over. We want
to break through his lines and escape, but the enemy has blocked off the
roadways in all directions. We want to arouse the officers and inflame the
rank and file so our men are willing to sacrifice their lives in bursting
through the blockade. What are we to do?"
Sun Wu replied: "Gouge out deep ditches and pile up high barriers,
showi ng the enemy we are prepared to defend our ground. Lie still and
lllotionless, thereby concealing our strength from the enemy. Solemnly
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inform the entire army that our situation is a last-ditch fight to the deatl,
Slaughter the oxen and burn the wagons to feast our troops, cook up all ,,,
the remaining provisions, and fill in and flatten our wells and cookin,:
holes. Shave your head, throw away your official cap, and give up an1
thought of living. The commander has no fu rther strategies; the officer·
and men are armed with their death resolve. At this, wipe down the armor
sharpen the blades, unite the men in spirit and strength, and launch the at
tack on two flanks. With the thundering of our drums and our ferocioth
battle cries, the enemy will be terrified, and will not know how to stop m
Divide our crack troops into two divisions to smash through enemy line,
and launch a stinging attack on his rear lines. This is what is called snatch
ing life from a disaster of our own making. Thus it is said:
To fail to think fast when surrounded by the enemy
is to have your back pressed to the wall;
And to fail to take the battle to the enemy when
your back is to the wall is to perish.
King Wu again enquired: "What do we do if it is we who have surrounded
the enemy?"
Sun Wu replied: "Our mountains and valleys, high crags and defile>,
are difficult for the enemy to traverse. His predicament is called the in
vader with his back to the wall. As for how to attack him: Conceal our
troops in unlikely hiding places, and give the enemy a way out so he think:
there is a road to safety. He will pass through the corridor in an effort t< ,
save himself, and is sure to have no heart for battle. Take this opporrunin
and attack him, and even though he may be more numerous, you are s•u.
to smash him."
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The topic of this passage, "terrain from which there is no way om," is defi n ed in Chap
abo1·c: " G round on which n>u will survive only i f vou fight with all your might, but
Will perish i f vou t<1il to do so, i s terrain with n o wa1· out." \laster Sun is explicit i n his i n 
JUnction, "On terrain from w hi c h there i s no way out, take t h e battle to the cnem1· "
•

ter I I
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The King of Wu enquired of Sun Wu, saying: "We occupy terrain fn q
which there is no way out, and our supply lines have already been cut. T i. L·
enemy ambushes us on the rough terrain, and we can neither advance l l · • r
retreat. What are we to do?"
Sun Wu replied: "Put our stores to the torch and use up whater, r
goods we have left. Inflame the officers and incite the rank and file so th, ,
have no thought of living. With war drums and battle cries mounting \ "
the heavens, advance o n the enemy without looking back. Enter the fr.,
having resolved to win or die, being fully aware that the only alternati1 c
to death is to do what is needed in the struggle.
"If it is the enemy who is on terrain from which there is no way ou , ,
and the morale and courage o f his officers and men i s a t its height, the w ar
to attack him is this: Be responsive to the enemy's moves and do not taL
him head on. Secretly deploy troops to safeguard our advantages, cut o t (
the enemy's supply lines, and watch out for the surprise ambush. Go inh
hiding where we cannot be seen, dispatch the archers and crossbowmen,
and have them all hold their ground."
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(xi)

The King of Wu enquired of Sun Wu, saying: "The enemy occupies
the mountains and passes, and constantly uses his terrain advantage
against us. He moreover has all he needs of supplies and provisions, and
though we harass him he does not come out. And as soon as he sees an
opening, he breaks through and pillages. What can we do about this?"
Sun Wu replied: "Divide up and deploy the army to safeguard our crit
i cal points, and prepare against the enemy thoroughly and with utmost
vigilance. Covertly explore the enemy's situation, and wait in readiness
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for the least sign of negligence. Try to tease him out with seeming oppo1
runities, and put an end to his herding and gathering so that for an l'\
tended period he brings in nothing. He will change his posture of his m1 :
accord. Wait for him to leave his stronghold, and then snatch what he cm
ets the most. Though the enemy might occupy strategic passes and te>
rain, we are still able to smash him."

C HAPTER 2

SuN Wu DiscussEs
THE COMMANDER
(i)
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The military treatise of Sun Wu says: "Before the army's watering hole has
been reached, the commander does not speak of thirst; before the fires
have food on them, the commander does not speak of hunger."244
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(ii)

Master Sun said: "The traits of the true commander are: wisdom, hu
manity, respect, integrity, courage, and dignity. With his wisdom he hum
bles the enemy, with his humanity he draws the people near to him, with
his respect he recruits men of talent and character, with his integrity h e
makes good on his rewards, with his courage he raises the morale of hi>
men, and with his dignity he unifies his command. Thus, if he humbles hi>
enemy, he is able to take advantage of changing circumstances; if the peo
ple are close to him, they will be of a mind to go to battle in earnest; if he
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employs men of talent and wisdom, his secret plans will work; if his re
wards and punishments are invariably honored, his men will give their all;
if the morale and courage of his troops is heightened, they will of them
selves be increasingly martial and intimidating; if his command is unified,
the men will serve their commander alone."245
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(iii)

Sun-tzu: The Art of Warfare states: "Where men are committed to fight
to the death, their superiors are able to make good use of them. Even
when they are taking it easy and are at their leisure, commands will still be
carried out."246
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(iv)

Sun-tzu: The Art of Warfore states: "Exalt him and he is not arrogant;
commission him and he does not act autocratical ly; support him and he
does not conspire; threaten him and he is not afraid. Thus the actions of
the able commander are as incorruptible as a jade insigniu m.""-

1 74
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Sun-tzu: The Secret Essentials of the Art of Warforem states: "Because the
able commander plans and calculates like a hungry man, he is invincible
in battle and unconquerable in the attack."�49
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(vi)

Sun-tzu: A Discussion of the Art of Waifare250 states: "It takes a person of
civil virtue to bring peace to the empire; it takes a person of martial virrue
to quell disorder in the land. The expert in using the military has three
basic strategies that he applies: The best strategy is to attack the enemy at
the level of wisdom and experience; the second is to expose the injustice
of the enemy's claims; and the last is to attack the enemy's battle position
(shih)."251
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(vii)
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Master Sun said: "The traits of the true commander are: courage, wis
dom, humanity, and integrity."';'

(viii)
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Master Sun said: "The commander will surely choose those who
most fortunate.":;;
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C H A PT E R 3

SuN Wu DiscussEs
DEPLOYING THE ARMY
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Master Sun said: "On marching through terrain with natural defiles, grave
mounds, and the ruins of old walls, the army cannot tarry."2H
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(ii )

0

Sun-tzu: The Art of Warfore states: "The forests lie thick and tangled, the
vegetation is lush and overgrown."'';
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(iii)

Master Sun said: "Therefore it is said: Terrain covered with thick brush
and lush foliage is used for escape and for hiding; ground marked with
deep valleys, defiles, and narural hazards is used to ward off chariots and
mounted troops; narrow passes and mountain forests are used for the few
to attack the many; terrain covered with marshy jungle and dark thickets
is used to conceal one's position."156
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(iv)

Master Sun said: "Lowlands covered with quagmires and labyrint h'
are called natural wells."257

C H A PT E R 4

THE PROGNOSTIC"'ATIONS
OF SuN-TZU2''·�
(i)

182

·

Sun-tzu

Tht Prognostications of Sun-tzu says: "The com hi ned army is about to set
off. When the standards and banners are unfurled, they flutter in the di
rection the army is to go. This means Heaven is sending it on its way. It
must strike quickly and will capture the enemy's high command.
The combined army is about to set off, and the standards and banners
droop limply as though rain-soaked. This means Heaven has opened up a
deluge on them, and its officers will be lost.
The combined army is about to set off, and the standards and banners
flap around every which way on their staffs, without blowing in any par
ticular direction. This army will not return.
The combined army is about to assume battle formation, and it rains in
torrents. This is an army awash. It should not go to battle in formation.
The combined army is about to enter battle. Clouds gather above that
are flaming red in color. Do not use battle formation in engaging the
enemy. The first one to deploy in battle formation will not retrace his
steps.
The combined army has just set off. Strong winds blow up in front of
the troops. If the winds sweep to the right and cut off the advancing
forces, the army's commanders will perish; if the winds sweep to the right
behind the troops, the army will capture provisions."259
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(i)

Master Sun said of those cloudlike vapors that govern a situation that
they are neither cloud nor smoke nor mist. Where they take the shape of
birds or animals, it is auspicious for the aggressor and a bad omen for the
defending forces.260

CHAPTE R 5

SuN Wu DrscussEs THE " ErGHT
DrvrsroN FoRMATIONmbl
(i)

Master Sun's "eight-division formation" includes the armored personnel
style chariots. �6�
(ii)

The Sun-tzu: The Art of Waryare states: "The extended battle formatio n
deploys winged flanks."�1"
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(iii)

The Eight-Division Formation Diagrams264 states: "In deploying in this
formation, make the rear the front line, and the front line the rear. It has
fou r heads and eight tails, so wherever the enemy strikes is its head. And
when the enemy bursts through the lines, the head and tail can both come
to the rescue."265

C HAPTE R 6

THE CLASSIC OF THE
THIRTY-TWO RAMPARTS 266
(i)
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Redep loy the army and redistribute the banners i n res po nse to the
enemy's intentions. Move the troops u nder a cloak of silence into their
battle formation, and l ay detachments in ambush. If the enemy is last to
arrive at the battlefield, be fi rst to launch the attack. If you use this battle
strategy, you will defeat him.

CHAPTER 7

HAN DYNASTY BAMBOO STRIPS
FROM TA·T'uNG CouNTY 267
(i)

Master Sun said: "As for these thirteen chapters . . . 26

(ii)

9
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" H ow do we take the victory?" Master Sun re p lied, " . . .
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(iii)

D

Cited i n Battle Ordinances, Master Sun says: "To be able to face three . . .

"

(iv)

J:J.
D
D

Cited i n Ordinancesfor Joining the Enemy in Battle, Master S u n says: "On
the battlefield exalt concerted achievement, thereby . . .
"
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(v)

Cited in [ . ] Ordinances, M aster Sun says: "As the army advances con
cern yourself if the war chariots break ranks, and . . . each other . . .
. .

"
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(vi)

The Master said: "In deploying the troops concern yourself if the fo r
mation is not solid, for if the formation is not solid, the front line wiii iJl'
crushed, and . . .
"

C H A PT E R 8

M ISCELLANEOUS
(i)

The Sun-tzu: The Art of Waifare states: "Stable, it is like a mountain
peak; at rest, it is like a deep abyss."�""
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(ii)

Master Sun said: "Weak and strong, short and long, are mixed togethe;
in their use."-' 70

(iii)

f.\1aster Sun J went on to say: "At a distance, use your crossbow; at cln"
quarters, use your hand weapons. Hand weapons and crossbow arc of m u
tual aid."�-1

·
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(iv)

�0

[Master Sun] went on to say: "Use a ratio of ten infantry to each
lllou nted soldier in attacking." 2 71
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·

Sun-tzu

(v )

Master Sun said: "A city might have walls of iron and be surroundc • '
by moats o f boiling water, but i f it i s inadequately provisioned, even
Chiang T'ai-kung or a Mo Ti would be unable to defend it."27 3
··

APPENDIX

B A C K G R O U N D T O T H E E X C A V AT I O N
AT Y I N - C H ' O E H - S H A N

Lin-i is a city and prefecture some 1 20 miles southwest of Ch'ing-tao
(Tsingrao) in Shantung province. The mountain, Meng-shan, stands to
the north of Lin-i city. To the south of the city, there are flat farmlands
which the I river traverses from north to south. The prefecrure of Lin-i
takes its name from the fact that in its eastern reaches, it "meets" (lin) the
I river.
Prevailing opinion has located Lin-i in what was, during the Warring
States period, the southern portion of the state of Ch'i-the state that
Sun Pin served as military adviser. It is also very near to the border of
what was Confucius' home state of Lu. Approximately two thirds of a
mile south of the old city wall, there are two small rises that run east and
West, the eastern hill being called Chin-ch'iieh-shan (Gold Sparrow
mountain) and the western hill, Yin-ch'iieh-shan (Silver Sparrow moun
tain).
In April 1 972, during a construction project, two major finds dating
from the Western Han dynasty (202 B.C.-A.D. 9), designated Tomb # 1 and
Tomb #2, were discovered at Yin-ch'iieh-shan. They were excavated
Under the direction of the Shantung Provincial Museum. Three institu
ti ons took responsibility for the find: The Institute of Scientific Technol
ogy for the Preservation of Artifacts, The Shantung Provincial Museum,
and the Forbidden Palace Museum. From 1 972 to 1 974, a team of scholars
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The Yin-ch 'iieh-sban excavation site at Lin-i cif)' in Shantung pro·vincc

including Lo Fu-i, Ku T'ieh-fu, and Wu Chiu-lung did initial reconstnJ<
tion work on the texts found in the tombs. In 1 974, the preliminary rest'
of the find were published under the name of the Committee for the 1.:
construction of Yin-ch'i.ieh-shan I Ian Dynasty Bamboo Strips (hereall <
the Yin-ch'i.ieh-shan Committee). The committee, having focused first
the texts of the Sun-tzu and Sun Pi11, completed a preliminary editing �� ·
annotation of all of the strips. The translations in this book are based '
the ongoing published work of this committee.
The crypts in both tombs are rectangular pits dug out of the r<H
Tomb # 1 , running north and south, is 3. 1 4 meters long and � - � 6 mer•
wide; Tomb #2, also running north and south, is 2.91 meters long and I '
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mete rs across. Tomb #1 ranges from 2 to 3 meters in depth, and Tomb #2
is from 3.5 to 4 meters deep. Over the course of time, the upper covering
of both of the tombs suffered breakage and water collected within them.
The tombs are divided lengthwise into two sections, one section as a
crypt to contain a coffin, and the other to contain the various burial ef
fects. The coffin crypts are intact, and between the pit and the wooden
coffin, there is a very fine grayish clay. The structure of the coffin crypts
in both tombs is approximately the same: Tomb # 1 is 2.64 meters long,
1.76 meters wide, and I meter deep; Tomb #2 is 2.41 meters long, 1 .56
meters wide, and .88 meters deep. In each of the coffin areas, there are
skeletal remains that have decomposed to the extent that sex is impossible
to determine, but the extension and direction of the corpse can be dis
cerned. Both tombs contain a wealth of burial effects (see diagrams).
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Diagram of Tomb #1 at Yin-ch'iieh-Jhan
1 -4

earthenware pots

2 7-30

lacquered ear-shaped cups

5, 6

earthenware howls

31

wooden vessel

7-10

earthenware tripods

32

wooden gameboard

II, 12

earthenware containers

3 3-3+

wooden canes

13

cocoon-shaped earthenware

35

l acquered pillow

por wirh fou r legs

36

lacquered roiler case

I +- 1 6

earthenware jars

37

coarse wooden comb

1 7-20

earthenware figurines

38-40

tine wooden combs

21

earthenware \'esse! with

+I

comb stand

cover

+2

bronze m irror

22-2 3

earthenware containers

+3

bamboo basket

2+-25

lacquered plare wirh colored

+l

chestnuts

ornamentation

+5

35 pa11-lia11g (half-tael) coins

26

wine goblet
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Diagram of Tomb #2 at Yin-ch'iieh-shan
1

3-4
5-6
7-8
9-12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

earthenware jar with characters
earthenware jar

22
2 3-25

earthenware pots with

38 pan-liang (half-tael) coins
lacquered howls wirh
colored ornamentation

26
2 7-32

lacquered ear-shaped cups

colored ornamentation

33

colored ornamentation

3+
35-38

coarse wooden comb

earthenware tripods with
earthenware figurines with

39-40

colored ornamentation

lacquered ladle

lacquered toilet case

41
42

lacquered rube

43

broken piece of a lacquered

H
45
46-47

lacquered toilet case

colored ornamentation
earthenware containers with

oval wooden container
remains of a wooden owl
wooden cane
wooden pillow
wooden handle
small lacquered container
bronze mi rror

48-4'1
50

small lacquered howl

fine wooden comb
small wooden heads
lacquered howls
wooden gate
circular box
plain lacquered howl
l acquered ear-shaped cups
with colored ornamentation
lacquerc·d ear-shaped cups
bronze

pm
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D AT I N C; T I-l E T O M B S A N D I D E N T I F Y I N G
T H E O C C U PA N T S

There are several factors that shed light on the basic questions: when <l n d
who? From the shape, ornamentation, and style of the vessels contained ; 1 1
the tombs, and from the tombs themselves, we can determine they da 1 c
from early Western Han. The pottery burial vessels still preserve tl 1 c
legacy of Warring States rirual vessels.
The seventy-four ancient coins found in the tombs are imporra'Jt
clues, and enable us to make a closer estimate of the dates. Wu Chiu-h1 i l J
speculates these coins might have been used to secure the thin silk curds
that bound the bamboo strips of the manuscripts together.m From Ton1b
# I , thirty-six coins-thirty-five pan-liang(half-tael) coins and one sa11-d'u
(three-chu) coin-were recovered. In Tomb #2, thirty-eight of the p1111liang coins have been found.
According to the "Chronicle of Emperor Wu" in the History of the Ht/JI
Dynasty.�'5 the san-chu coin was first minted in 1 40 B.C. and then discoll
tinued shortly thereafter in 1 36 B.C. Thus, neither tomb could be earl in
than 1 40 B.C. Again, although so many pan-liang coins were found in t h e
tombs, not one wu-chu (five-chu) coin minted under Emperor Wu from
1 1 8 B.C. was found. One can thus speculate that both tombs date from he:··
tween 1 40 and 1 1 8 B.C. during the Western Han reign of Emperor \\ u
(r. 1 4 1 -86 B.c.).
This date can be further refined, at least in the case of Tomb #2. In <h i 
clition to the pan-liang coins, a calendar was recovered that begins in I .� +
B.C. and covers a thirteen-month period. This narrows the date of To 1 11h
#2 to 1 34-1 1 8 B.C.
As to who was buried in these tombs, engraved on the bottom of til · '
lacquer cups from Tomb # I in clerical script (li-shu) are the two char:Jc·
ters, "Ssu-ma." From its appearance we can determine it is not the impr i 11t
of the craftsman who made the vessel, but rather the surname of t l :c'
owner engraved onto the vessel at some later date. "Ssu-ma," then, \\ ; ; s
probably the name of the occupant of Tomb # I . Ssu-ma could also h :1 • c·
been this person's official title. The History of the Han Dynasty states t h . : r
"the militarist school possibly derives from the ancient office of Ssu -11 · 1
the royal office of military preparations."::r. According to this s a l ' ' ' '
source, "for se\'enty years from the beginning of the reign of Em p e r• . r
Wu," there was the custom of "taking the name of one's office as one's s t ; r
name.":·- Taking into account the collection of specifically military btH i k '
f(JUnd in the tomb together w i t h this custom, it has been speculated t k 1
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the occupant or his family had taken this military office as a surname.
However, it is perhaps more likely that a person would engrave his name
than the title of his office on to a cup, and by this time, "Ssu-ma" had al
ready become a popular surname. If "Ssu-ma" was the name of the occu
pant's office, it is also likely it was the surname of the occupant.278
Burial effects were customarily things in daily use or of some particu
lar value. From the large collection of military works found in Tomb # I ,
we can assume the occupant was someone who knew about the art o f war
fare or who was connected with the military in some way. The absence of
weapons of any kind might suggest this interest stopped somewhat short
of the occupant's being an active military man.
On the shoulder of an earthenware jar found in Tomb #2 there are the
four characters Shao-shih shih tou-"ten pecks of the Shao family." This
would suggest the occupant of Tomb #2 was surnamed Shao.279
The sum of this rather limited evidence has led to speculation that the
occupants of Tombs # I and #2, dated 1 40-1 1 8 B.C. and 1 34-1 1 8 B.C. re
spectively, were husband and wife, perhaps surnamed Ssu-ma and Shao.
Even though the actual burials date from this period, it should be remem
bered that the texts themselves may have been copied considerably ear
lier.
The texts with which we are concerned were discovered among the
lacquerware, pottery, bronzeware, coins, and various other burial effects.
The bamboo strips constituting these early documents were found in both
tombs.

T H E F I R ST P U B L I S H E D R E P O R TS

After the initial find, the Yin-ch'i.ieh-shan Committee devoted some two
years of research to the 4,942 strips and fragments before making the pre
limin ary results of this research known to the world in the February 1 974
issue of the academic journal Cultural Relics ( Wen-wu). In addition to the
parti al texts of the Sun-tzu: The Art of Warfore and the Sun Pin: The Art of
Waifare, portions of the following texts were tentatively identified and
publish ed:'80
I.

Six StrategieJ" (l.iu-t'ao)-illustrated Wen-wu ( Cultural Relics) (here
after, WW ) I 9 H:2; transcribed i n IVW 1 977:2, pp. 2 1 ff.-54 pieces
2. ,Haster Wei-liao ( nei-/iao-tzu)-illustrated WW 1 972:2; transcribed in
WIV I 9H:2, pp. 30ff.- 36 pieces
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3. Marter Kuan (Kuan-tzu)-shown WW 1 974:2 and 1 976: 1 2 ; transcri\ ,.. d
i n WW 1 976: 1 2, pp. 36ff.-l 0 pieces
4. Marter Yen ( Yen-tzu)-shown WW 1 974:2- 1 1 2 pieces
5. Marter Mo (Mo-tzu)-shown WW 1 974:2-1 piece (plus 42 add i ti o 1 1 · !
pieces resembling lost chapters)
To a greater or lesser extent these partial texts all seem to deal with I I J J I ; 
tary affairs. Another group o f texrual materials, although primarily d L . . . .
ing with yin-yang theory and prognostication, also relates in some wa\ ,., ,
military affairs. There is speculation that these materials might in S ( l l : L'
part be divination texts from the lost Mircellaneour Prognorticationr of .� 111:
tzu: The Art of Wmfore,!8 1 or perhaps treatises on divination originally , , , _
eluded in Sun Pin: The Art of Warfare. These materials include:
Yin- Yang of Marter Tsao ( Tsao-rhih yin-yang)-24 pieces
Wind Direction Divination (Feng-chiao-chan)-5 1 pieces
8. Portent mtd Omen Divination ( Trai-i-chan)-5 3 pieces
9. unknown texrual material concerning divination-82 pi eces
6.
7.

There is also one veterinary text dealing with the physiognomic exami1:.1·
tion of dogs:
1 0.

The Clauic on Examining Dogr (Hriang-kou-ching)-1 1 pieces

From Tomb #2 was unearthed the oldest and most complete ancient el i ·
endrical record we have to date, which, as such, has considerable value h l l'
the srudy of calendrical methods during the ancient period:
I I.

A Calendrical Recordfor the Firrt Year of theyiian-kuang Reign Period of
Emperor Wu of Han: 134 B.C. (Han Wu-tiyiian-kua11gyiian-nien li-p 'u )32 pieces

·

Perhaps the most significant and exciting texrual material uncovered ; n
Tomb # I i s the additional text o f the extant Sun-tzu: The Art of U itrf,, ,
and the portions of the long-lost Sun Pin: The Art of IVarfare. The i n i f ! . d
description o f these materials i n a report o f the Yin-ch'i.ieh-shan C l l 1 '
mittee published as Yin-ch 'iieh-Jhan Han-mu chu-cbien I in july 1 97 5 "� ,. , : : ·
rains the following information:
1 2. Sun-tzu: Tbt• Art of IVmjim (Suu-tzu piug-fo)- 1 96 pieces: I I colll
plete ones, 1 2 2 partial s lips, and 63 fragments, totaling 3 , 1 60 c h ;l l':1
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ters. Fragments from all 1 3 chapters of the received text have been
identified, together with 68 pieces from what seem to be 6 previ
ously unknown chapters.
1 3. Sun Pin. The Art of Warfare (Sun Pin ping-fa)-3 64 pieces: 1 87 com
plete ones, 1 09 partial slips, and 68 fragments, totalling 8, 700 char
acters.
Considering for comparison that the Lao-tzu is approximately 5,000 char
acters in length and the thirteen-chapter Sun-tzu is about 6,000, the sup
plement to the Sun-tzu of over 1 ,200 characters and the newly recovered
Sun Pin, though it has been revised downward to about half of this initial
8,700 figure, are substantial documents.
The updated report of the Yin-ch'ueh-shan Committee is summarized
in the Introduction.
T H E B A M B O O S T R I P M A N U S C R I P TS
A N D T H E I R D AT E S

In ancient China, "books" were generally written on bamboo, wood, or
silk. From the extant classical records, it would seem that bamboo strips
were already in use during the Shang dynasty (traditionally, 1 75 1- 1 1 1 2
B.C.). The character ts'e, a graph depicting symbolically "rolls of strips," is
frequently seen on the oracle-bone inscriptions that date from the Shang
dynasty.
Certain material factors have contributed to a siruation in which, after
two thousand years, these strips have been recovered in a still legible con
dition. The strips in these tombs were buried quite deep and out of the
sunlight, and hence kept at a low and relatively constant temperarure. The
tombs themselves were carved out of the rock from the top down, and, as
a consequence, were relatively easy to seal tightly. The fine, gray gluti
nous clay must have functioned as a relatively water-tight sealant. The
combination of these factors certainly has had a bearing on the condition
of the strips. Still, after such a long time immersed in the muddy water
that evenrually did leak in, the strips were much discolored, had become
Very fragile, and are now easily fragmented.
Most of the strips came from Tomb # 1 . A total of more than 7,500
strips and fragments were found in the northern corner of the burial
effects pit between the lacquerware and pottery. Few of these are whole;
rnost are fragments; many have only one or two characters. Of the 7,500
Strips, then, 4,942 constitute the working core of the reconstructed texts.
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Physically, the complete strips divide into long and short strips. The J , ' I i i!
ones are about 2 7.5 em with most having a width of 0.5 to 0.7 em <l n d ;1
thickness of 0.1 to 0.2 em. Almost all of the texts are copied on the I. I!
strips. Only the divination texts seem to be found on the shorter ones \ ll
of these shorter strips are fragmentary, but the estimated length is a h-. . , , r
1 8 em with a width of about 0.5 em. The bamboo strips were origi n ; , • ; ,
bound into scrolls o r ts'e and tied with cords, but the cords rotted a11 w
long ago, and hence were not in place to preserve the order when 1 ' ;,:
strips were recovered. Most of the long strips were originally joined 11 ; t h
three cords, with those a t the top and bottom about 2 e m from the enu,
and one in the center. The shorter strips and some of the long strips 1 1 l': L'
joined with only two cords, with the cords at the top and bottom bei n �
about 2 e m from the ends.
Tomb #2 produced a total of 32 bamboo strips found in the southeast 
ern corner with other burial effects. These strips constitute the calend:: 
ca i register for the first year of the yiian-kuang reign period, the sevem:1
year of Emperor Wu of the Han dynasty ( 1 34 B.c.). They are about 69 c n 1
long, I em wide, and 0.2 em thick, and were joined together with thr,··.·
cords.
The characters on the strips from Tomb # I are all in clerical script ( /:
shu), which had become the standard style with the unifi c ation of Chine' •'
states under the state of Ch'in in 2 2 1 B.C. Given that the strips belong 1< ,
an early period i n the standardization of the clerical script (li-shu), thc'
are a substantial resource for investigating developments in the constru.
tion of the character and the style of writing during the process of transi
tion from the seal-style (chuan-shu) to the clerical-style script. They w e n·
written with a brush using black ink. The immediate observation th;1:
some of the characters are well formed and symmetrical while others ar,·
more crude leads to the assumption that they are not the product of on•·
hand. Because they were not written by one person or at one time, there i :
some variation in the written form of the characters and in the length o '
the lines of text. In the written form of the characters, filr example, tlw
strips divide into the two large categories of standard and cursive, with
each of these including several different hands. Most complete strips han·
over thirty characters, but some of those written with characters close to
gether have over forty, while those written with some space between the·
characters have only twenty-odd. There is not always internal consistenn
within the texts. The same text can include several different hands and
may vary in the length of lines.
The basic unit of text is the chapter ( p 'im). Some of the chapter titkc
·
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are written on the back of the first strips, some are written on strips by
themselves, and some are written at the end of the chapter. This variation
can be explained if we understand the physical structure of the classical
Chinese "scroll," or ts'e. Most ts'e would have the last strip of text as its
core, and then be rolled up from left to right (from the end of the text ro
rhe beginning) with the characters facing inward ro protect them. Once a
ts'e was rolled up in this manner, the outer surface of the first strip i n the
text could then be used for recording the title of the first chapter on the
scroll as a way of facilitating easy reference.
In some cases a scroll would contai n only the one chapter with the title
written on the outer surface of the first strip, that is, the back of the first
srrip. But if it contained more than one chapter, typically rhe ririe of the
first chapter in the scroll would be written on rhe outer surface of rhe first
strip, and the titles of the remaining chapters would be written either on
separate strips at the beginning of each chapter, or at rhe end of the chap
ters. Several of the shorter chapters of the reconstructed Yin-ch'i.ieh-shan
bamboo scrolls have the titles on both the back of the first strip and at the
end, while some of the others just have the title at the end. The former
were probably the first chapters in a scroll, while the latter chapters were
contained somewhere within the scroll.
For example, on the strips that constitute "The Eight-Division Forma
tion" and "Terrain as Treasure" chapters of the Sun Pin: The /lrt of Waifare,
there is a similarity in the form of the characters and in the length of the
lines, suggesting that they belong to the same scroll. But "The Eight
Division Formation" chapter has its title on both the back of the first strip
and at the end of the chapter. This chapter then was probably the first
chapter of the scroll. "Terrain as Treasure" has irs title at the end, but not
on the back of the first strip, and hence was probably a chapter following
"The Eight-Division Formation" within the scroll.
In the Yin-ch'i.i eh-shan bamboo scrolls, each chapter that has a title on
an individual strip has no title on either the back of the first strip or at the
end. For example, the fragments of the thirteen chapters of the Ob�ying
Ordinances (Sbou�(a) are like this. We can surmise that in these bamboo
scrol ls, those chapters that have their titles on individual strips, and those
that have them on the back of the first strip, did not belong to the same
scrol l.
In addition to the bamboo strips fimnd in Tomb # 1 , several slats of
Wood wen:� found with what seems to be a listing of the titles of the chap
ters on them. A wooden slat was probably bound to the outside of each
scroll as a table of contents.
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Li Hsiieh-ch'in describes four wooden slats that list the chapter titk <
# 1 has the thirteen core chapters of Sun-tzu: The Art of Warfare; #2 has r h l'

thirteen chapters of the Obeying Ordinances and Orders (Shou-fa shou-liug.�
#4 has the Yin- Yang of Master Ts'ao ( Ts'ao-shih yin-yang). Wooden slat # �

has only a few characters remaining, but at least two lines, "Fatal Weak
nesses of the Commander" (chiang-pai) and "Common Mistakes of the
Military" (Ping chih heng-shih), seem to refer to chapters that have been in
eluded in the supplemental Part II of Sun Pin: The Art of Warfare.281 Th,:
style of the characters is similar to those strips that we can be sure belon:"
to Sun Pin: The Art of Warfare. Some of the other titles on this slat seem t• ,
refer to discussions on government. This does not preclude the possibilir1
that slat #3 was originally part of the table of contents for Sun Pin: The , Jrt
of Warfare. As Li Hsiieh-ch'in observes, the other military texts Sun t:: u
Six Strategies, and Master Wei-liao--all include discussions of govern
ment.284 The fact that there is no fuller table of contents for the Sun Pm
The Art of Warfare, however, makes the process of reconstructing this par-
ticular text more difficult
-

-

.

.

NoTEs

References to Sun Pin: The Art of Waifare are to the Yin-ch 'ueh-shan Han-mu
chu-chien Collection I, prepared by Yin-ch'iieh-shan H an-mu chu-chien
cheng-li hsiao-tsu (Committee for the Reconstruction of the Yin-ch'iieh
shan H an strips) and published in 1 985. For those chapters originally in
cluded in the Sun Pin but excluded from the 1 985 publication, I refer to
the Sun Pin ping-fa published by Yin-ch'iieh-shan H an-mu chu-chien
cheng-li hsiao-tsu (Committee for the Reconstruction of the Yin-ch'iieh
shan H a n strips) in 1 975.
I. The Chinese expression for China, "chung-kuo, " often translated as
"Middle Kingdom," dates back to pre-imperial days, and refers to a
plurality of "central states," not one unified political entity. The En
glish name, "China," is reportedly taken from the state of Ch'in, which
was the ultimate victor in establishing a unified empire in 22 1 B.C.
2. For a short history of the Sun-tzu in European languages, see Appendix
III in Samuel B. Griffith ( 1 963), "Sun-tzu in Western Languages."
3. I retain the untranslated title Lao-tzu throughout for two reasons.
Firstly, there is an ambiguity with respect to its meaning: It could rea
sonably be translated as either "Master Lao" or "the old Master." Sec
ondly, there is the recognition factor.
4. D. C. Lau ( 1 982).
5. Wen-wu (Cultural Relics) 198 1 .8: 1 1-1 3. Ting-hsien Tomb #40 dating
from the Han dynasty has yielded bamboo strips totaling approxi
mately half of the received Analects. :\!though the Analects was one of
the earliest texts to find its canonical form, several alternative versions
circulated until it was edited into its present form by Ho Yen (A.D.
1 90-249). It is reported that there are some important differences be-
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tween this Han dynasty version and our present text. The sectioning . , :
passages is often not the same, and if we take grammatical particles i n
account, there are variants in almost every passage.
The Wen-wu (Cultural Relics) 1 98 1 .8: 1 1-1 2 report on the Master Uen ,,
covered from the Ting county tomb sheds important new l ight on t !
Master Wen. Reasons for taking the H an strips text as more aurhoritan ,
than the received text are several. Firstly, of course, is its incontrorcT
iblc presence in a tomb that can be dated back to the Han dynasty.
Secondly, the strucrure of the Han strips text is consistent with r : ,
!Waster U·en as described in the library catalog of the Han dynasty cou ' :
The History of the Han D_ynasty lists "Master Wm in nine chapters" in r i , . .
"Record o f Literary Works" ( Yi-wen chih) o f the History of the Hau { ) ; ..
nasty, a catalog of the imperial library completed during the first c c 1 ·
rury .-\.D. A commentary is appended, identifying Master Wen � ' 1
disciple of Lao-tzu who lived as a contemporary of Confucius, and " 1 , '
was asked questions by King P'ing o f Chou. Some passages of the l L\< ,
strips text arc similar in content t o the received Master Wen; some� ' "
them are entirely different. On the passages i n the Han strips text th:ll
parallel the received .Master Wen, the occurrences of "Master \\c, , ·
have been changed in the received text to read "Lao-tzu," and Masrc·t
Wen has become the srudent asking the questions. On the H an stri p ' .
consistent with the description in the History of the Han Dynasty accou n t
King P'ing asks the questions, a n d Master Wen answers them.
Thirdly, it would seem likely that the text would be named for :\Ia:.
ter Wen the teacher rather than Master Wen the disciple.
The discovery of the Master Wen from the Ting county tomb u < > :
only gives this text new starus as an indisputably ancient work, but fu :
ther, for the history of early Chinese thought, adds new texrual m ate
rial that has previously been unknown to us.
A great deal of scholarly attention is being invested in these four dm "
ments. Robin Yates is presently working on an annotated trans! a tit "
that is forthcoming in this same Classics of Ancimt China series. The" '
documents have, i n recent scholarship, notably by R. P. Peerenboo n :
been used to articulate a definition o f " Huang- Lao" Taoism, a speci l ; ,
mixrure of Taoist a n d Legalist thought that emerged in the early I Ll '
dynasty. This clarification is particularly important, because m :1 1 <
scholars continue to use the "Huang-Lao" category a s a catch-all ! ; '
any and all early H a n philosophical works that make reference to Ta• '
ism. See Pcerenboom ( 1 993).
I am working on an annotated translation of Su11 Pin: T/.Je ,1rt of II i11l;, .
that will appear in this same Classics of .--Jucimt C/.Jina series.
Wu Chiu-lung ( 1 9 8 5 ):9.
Chang Chen-tsc ( 1 9R4):2 (preface).
.• ·
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Wu Chiu-lung ( 1 985): 1 3.
Historical Records ( 1 959): Chapter 65.
See Intrigues of the Warring States ( 1 920):4/6b; cf. Crump ( 1 9 79): 1 54; 7 /8b,
380; and Historica! Records( 1 959):279, 1 845-1 846, 1 962, 2 343, 2 3 5 1 , 3300.
See Lii-shih ch "un-ch'iu ( 1 9 3 5):802.
History of the Sui Dynasry ( 1 973): 1 0 1 2-1 0 1 3.
Su Ch'in is frequently fou nd in the list of commoners who became high
ministers of state. Although Su Ch'in figures frequently in the Histori
cal Records and the Intrigues of the Warring States that chronicle events of
this period, there has been considerable specu lation concerning the
historicity of these accounts. See ). I. Crump ( 1 979): 1 3- 1 5. For tradi
tional views on Su Ch'in's dates, see Ch'ien Mu ( 1 956):306 who, follow
ing Ssu-ma Ch'ien, places him as having died in 32 1 B.C.
The discovery of the Documents of the Warring States Strategists ( Chan
kuo tsung-heng-chia shu) in Tomb #3 at Ma-wang-tui in 1 9 7 3 has pro
vided us with textual materials not available to China's earliest
historians that are enabling scholars to revise significantly the histori
cal profile of Su Ch'in, and the dares of his life. This text, daring from
1 95- 1 88 B.C., was initially thought to be a version of the Intrigues of the
Warring States, but since the Intrigues of the Warn"ng States was not com
piled by Liu Hsiang until the late first century B.C., further study has
shown that the Documents of the Warring States Strategists was copied from
at least three independent sources. See Blanford ( 1 99 1 ): 1 98n 1 2. It con
sists of twenty-seven passages, ten of which in some form appear in Liu
Hsiang's Intrigues of the Warring States and eight of which appear in Ssu
ma Ch'ien's Histon"cal Records. Discou nting the overlap between these
two records, sixteen passages are new.
In his 1 976 article, "Precious H istorical Materials Unseen by Ssu-ma
Ch'ien," T'ang Lan asserts that Ssu-ma Ch'ien never saw any firsthand
historical materials recounting the thoughts and ideas of Su Ch'in and,
as a consequence, confused the order of persons and events, introduced
various errors concerning these same events, and even invented some
episodes. Chronologically, Ssu-ma Ch'ien inadvertently pushed those
events of Su Ch'in's life that occurred at the beginning of the third cen
tury B.C. back into the end of the fourth century B.C. T'ang Lan suggests
that the Historiml Records accou nt of Su Ch'in is more like a historical
novel than a chronicle of events. It is clear that these newly recovered
documents will be of inestimable \·alue in sorting out the sequence of
e\·ents during the key era when the Warring Stares period was drawing
toward its climax, and in reevaluating the role played by Su Ch'in.
Samuel B. Griffith ( 1 963 )J-1 1 .
See Joseph :\' eedham t'fa!. and Robin Yates (forthcoming). Jerry :\' orman
and \ lei "1\u-lin ( 1 976):29 3-294 make a case for an Austroasiatic origin
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of the crossbow and the term for it, nu, on philological and historic; !
grounds, suggesting that the Chinese acquired this weapon from thv
proto-Tai and Vietnamese sometime in the third or fourth century B.(
D. C. Lau ( 1 982): 1 34.
Sun-tzu 3: I l l .
Sun Pin (1 985):50-5 1 .
Sun Pin ( 1 975): 1 1 5- 1 1 6, "Male and Female Fortifications."
Historica1 Records ( I 959): 2 1 6 1-2 1 62.
Historical Records ( 1 959): 1 466.
SeeJ.J. L. Duyvendak ( 1 928).
See particularly Chapter I 0, "The Method of Warfare"; also, Chapter ,
I I and 1 2. Duyvendak ( 1 928):244-2 52.
See John Knoblock ( 1 990):2 1 1 -2 34.
Han Fei-tzu so-yin ( 1 982):49. 1 2.25. See Burton Watson ( 1 964):1 10.
See Historical Records ( 1 964):2 1 62.
See Li Ling ( 1 98 3):5 52-553.
Pan Ku ( 1 962): 1 7 3 1 . The military writers are listed u nder the Taoist
school.
SeeJohn Fairbank i n Frank A. Kierman,Jr. ( 1 974):7; H. G. Creel ( 1 970 J
Chapter 1 0, especially pp. 247-2 57.
See for example Analects 9/26, 1 3/29, 1 3/30, and 1 6/7.
See Mark Lewis ( 1 990): chapters 2 and 3 for a thorough discussion or
this changing situation in classical China.
See L a i H ai-tsung ( 1 984) for a discussion o f t h e changing role of the
military in early China.
The concept shih, translated as "strategic advantage," for example, can
be traced in the Legalist, Confucian, and even Taoist philosophical
sources back to a specifically militarist notion of battle advantage. Sec
Roger T. Ames ( 1 98 3): Chapter 2.
See Analects 2/ 1 2 and 1 3/23. See also 1 / 1 2, 2 / 1 4, and 1 5/22. An expli
cation of this one passage is really the central theme of Hall and Arne>
( 1 987), Thinking Through Confucius.
Analects ! 5 /29.
Michel Foucault's The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sci
ences is a self-conscious response to Borges's category. See Foucault
( 1 97 3):xv.
Analects 1 3/23.
Hsi.i Wei-yi.i ( 1 9 3 5):540.
Discourses of the States (Kuo-yii) 1 6/4a-b.
Wing Tek Lum ( 1 98 7): 1 05.
Graham ( 1 9 8 1 ):275.
See Paul Demieville's essay, "Philosophy and Religion from Han ro
Sui" in Denis Twitchett and Michael Loewe ( 1 986).
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46. Analects I 9/2 1 .
47. SeeJohn Fairbank ( 1 987):8 3-94.
48. Analects 2 / 1 and 1 5/5.
49. John Fairbank, "Introduction: Varieties of the Chinese Military Expe
rience" in Frank A. Kierman,Jr. ( 1 9 74):8.
50. Shih is written as chih in the ancient texts.
5 1 . For a n exploration o f the later political i mplications o f this term, see
Ames ( 1 983):Chapter 3 pasrim.
52. Sun Pin ( 1 985):62-63.
53. Sun-tzu 5: 1 20- 1 2 1 .
54. Sun-tzu 5:1 20.
55. Sun-tzu 1 : 1 04.
56. Sun-tzu l l : I 58.
57. See for example Lao-tzu 36, 40, 50, 57, and 78. This same understanding
of the narure of change can be found in such disparate sources as the
Book of Changes and the Confucian Analects.
58. Sun Pin ( 1 97 5): 1 2 1 .
59. Sun-tzu 5: 1 20.
60. Sun Pin ( 1 975): 1 2 1 .
6 1 . Sun Pin ( 1 975): 1 2 1 .
62. Sun Pin ( 1 9 75): 1 2 1 .
63. Sun Pin ( 1 985):48. See also Sun-tzu 6: 1 26-1 2 7.
64. Sun-tzu 6: 1 2 7.
65. Sun Pin ( 1 975): 1 22.
66. See Lau ( 1 965):3 3 2-3 3 3 and Ames ( 1 98 3):67.
67. Sun-tzu 6: 1 2 5.
68. Sun-tzu 4: 1 1 6.
69. Sun-tzu 6: 1 2 5.
70. Sun-tzu 1 : 1 05.
7 1 . Master of Huai Nan ( 1 968): 1 5 /8a-b.
72. Sun-tzu 6: 1 2 7.
73. Sun-tzu 2: I 08.
74. Sun-tzu 1 2 : 1 65.
75. Sun-tzu 6: 1 2 7.
76. Sun-tzu 2 : 1 07- 1 08.
77. Suu Pin ( 1 985):58.
78. Suu Pin ( 1 985):59.
79. Sun Pin ( 1 985):48.
80. Suu-tzu 3: I l l .
8 1 . Sun Pin ( !985):59.
82. Sun-tzu 1 : 1 0 3 .
8 3. Suu-tzu 3: 1 1 1 - 1 1 2.
84. Sm1-tzu 4: 1 1 5.
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85. Sun-tzu 6: 1 2 3.
86. Sun-tzu 8: 1 36.
87. Sun-tzu ! ! : ! 57.
88. Sun-tzu 6: 1 25.
89. Sun-tzu 2 : 1 07.
90. Sun Pin ( 1 98 5):48.
9 1 . Sun-tzu I 0: 1 50.
92. Sun-tzu 1 : 1 0 3 . See also Sun-tzu III :2: ii , p. 226.
93. Sun-tzu 3:! ! 2.
94. Sun-tzu 2 : 1 09.
95. Sun-tzu 3:1 1 3. Compare Sun Pin ( 1 985):58:
There are five conditions th at ensure constant victory: to have tiJ,
full confidence of one's ruler and full authority over the army w i i !
lead to victory; . . .
96. Sun-tzu 8: ! 3 5.
9 7. Sun-tzu 1 0: 1 50.
98. Sun-tzu 1 3: I 7 1 .
99. Sun-tzu 6: 1 2 5.
1 00. Sun-tzu \ 3: 1 69.
1 0 1 . Sun-tzu 5:1 20.
1 02. Sun-tzu 1 3: 1 69.
1 03. Sun-tzu 1 3: 1 7 1 .
I 04. Sun-tzu 3: I l l .
1 05. Sun-tzu 3: I l l .
I 06. Sun-tzu 4: 1 1 6.
1 07. Sun-tzu 4: 1 1 6.
1 08. Sun-tzu 1 : 1 05.
1 09. See D. C. Lau ( 1 965): 3 3 1-332.
1 1 0. Sun-tzu 8: 1 3 5.
I l l . Sun-tzu 6: 1 25.
1 1 2. Sun-tzu 6: 1 26.
1 1 3. Sun-tzu l : l 04-1 05.
1 1 4. Sun-tzu 3: 1 1 3.
1 1 5. The basic meaning of the character piug translated here as "war" : ·
"arms" or "weapons." By extension in different contexts it means "s,JI
diers," "army," and "war" itself.
1 1 6. The Han strips text has an additional phrase here:
Complying with or defying these conditions will d.:: t ermine milit;Jr
victory.
1 1 7. I have followed Wu Chiu-lung ( 1 990) in adding this phrase from th·
Han strips.
1 1 8. Chim1g can be read as "commander" rather than as a particle indicati 1 �·
futurity. .-\ n altern ative translation, then, would he:
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If a commander heeds my assessments, to employ him is certain vic
tory. Keep him. If a commander docs not heed my assessments, to
employ him is certain defeat. Dismiss him.
I have adapted this passage from D. C. Lau's review of Samuel B. Grif
fith's translation. Lau ( 1 965): 3 3 2 points out that the key to understand
ing this passage is sua11: "counters or, more precisely, counting rods
which are used to form numbers. . . . In the final calculation, the number
of rods is totted up, and for the side that has scored more rods victory
is predicted."
The character fan, conventionally translated "in general" or "gener
ally speaking," is taken care of here and elsewhere through the text by
treating this kind of introductory phrase as a caption. Sec D. C. Lau
( 1 965): 32 3-3 24.
A thousand li amounts to several hundred miles.
I read the ku here--often translated inferentially as "rhereforc"-as
simply a passage marker. This is a familiar usage of ku in the classical
corpus, and there is a real danger if we insist on a formu laic translation
that suggests linear inference where there is none.
There is an ambiguity in this passage. D. C. Lau ( 1 965):3 34-3 3 5 uses
contemporaneous texts to construct a persuasive argument that the
"ch'iian " as it occurs in ch'iian kuo and the other parallel binomials is a
technical term meaning "to preserve intact." I have followed his read
ing of this passage. The more standard interpretation would be:
It is best to preserve the enemy's stare intact; to crush the enemy's
stare is only a second best. It is best to preserve the enemy's army,
battalion, company, or five-man squad intact; to crush the enemy's
army, battalion, company, or five-man squad is only a second best.
Mark Lewis ( 1 990): 1 1 6 has this reading. :\nor her possible reading
would be:
It is best to preserve a stare intact, and only second best to crush it; ir
is best to preserve an army, battalion, company, or five-man squad in
tact, and only second best to crush ir.
I follow D. C. Lau ( 1 965):3 34-3 3 5 in his reading of "chiia11 " as a techni
cal term here.
I follow the arguments of Wu Chiu-lung et al. ( 1 990):42 in reversing
these rwo phrases, which originally read:
. . . when double, divide him; when you and the enemy are equally
matched, be able to engage him . . .
Many of the commentators rcconsrruc the grammar here in imagina
tive ways to arrin: at the alternative reading:
Thus, if a small force simply digs in, it will fall captive to a larger enemy,
I have opted t()r a more literal translation that seems to make perfect
sense.
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Mark Lewis ( 1 990): 1 09 identifies this guard as "the pole mounted o , ,
the side of a chariot to keep it from overturn ing."
See note 1 2 2 above for ku as a passage marker.
Several texts have "in every battle will be defeated," but both the
rhyme and the meaning recommend "be at risk (tai)" over "be de
feared (pai)."
See D. C. Lau ( 1 965):3 32-333, for a discussion of the various meanings 1 1 1
hsing, here translated "strategic positions." See also Ames ( 1 983 ):Chapter
3 for a discussion on the relationship between hsing and shih, "strategi,·
advantage/political purchase."
Compare the Master of Huai Nan ( 1 968): 1 5/ 1 4a.
Many of the commentators have an alternative reading of this passage:
"He who cannot win takes the defensive; he who can win attacks."
I follow the word order on the Han strips here. All of the received texrs
have an alternative reading:
If one assumes a defensive posture, it is because one's strength is de
ficient; if one launches the attack, it is because one's strength is more
than enough.
Both versions make good sense. The H an strips version is familiar in
the H an dynasty histories; see, for example, the History of the Han IJ.y
nasty, Pan Ku ( 1 962):298 1 , and the History of the Later Han Dynasty, Fan
Yeh et a!. ( 1 965):650. However, the version found in the received texr�
also occurs in the History of the Later Han Dynasty, Fan Yeh et a!
( 1 965):2 305, and the commentary of T�'ao 1Vao ( 1 5 5-220) on the Suu
tzu is based upon the received text version. It would appear the change
in the transmission of Sun-tzu had already been made in the later H a n
dynasty. See Yin-ch'iieh-shan Committee ( 1 985):8n 7.
I am following the H an strips version here. The Sung edition reads:
Therefore, in the battle victory for the expert neither wins him rep·
utation for wisdom nor credit for courage.
See note 1 2 2 above tor ku as a passage marker.
Compare the Master of Huai Nan ( 1 968): 1 5 /6b.
The "way" is defined in Sun-tztt 1 : 1 03 in the following terms:
The way (tao) is what brings the thinking of the people in line with
their superiors. Hence, you can send them to their deaths or let rhe111
live, and they will have no misgivings one way or the other.
"Regulation" is also defined in the same chapter 1 : 1 03:
:\nd regulation entails organizational effectiveness, a chain of com
mand, and a structure for logistical support.
follow the Han strips version here. There is corroboration for ir in
Lao-tzzt 47 and kua11-tzu 2:75-1 30. The alternatil'e reading is " . . . and
thus is able t(Jrmulate policies gorerning the outcome of the war."
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It is difficu lt to be certain about these classical measu res because of re
gional and temporal disparities, but the units referred to in this passage
probably indicate about a 600 to I differential.
!40. The Han strips text has two drafts of this particular chapter that, each
written in a different hand, can be separated into "A" and "B" texts. I fol
low both "A" and "B" versions of the Han strips text here in substituting
the phrase "the army that has this weight of victory on its side" for "the
victorious army" in the received texts. Compare the Master of Huai Nan
( 1 968): 1 5 / 1 1 b.
1 4 1 . This passage reads literally:
. . . it is the dividing and counting of numbers that makes managing
many soldiers the same as managing a few.
1 42. The expression here is literally "forms and names" rather than "flags
and pennants." I follow Robin Yates ( 1 988):220-22 2 who makes his ar
gument on the basis of the following passage which he translates from
the Mo-tzu:
The standard method/procedure for defending cities is: Make gray
green flags for wood; make red flags for fires; make yellow flags for
firewood and fuel; make white flags for stones; make black flags for
water; make bamboo flags for food; make gray goshawk flags for sol
diers that fight to the death; make tiger flags for mighty warriors; make
double rabbit flags for brave [ ) J soldiers; make youth flags for fourteen
year-old boys; make grasping arrow flags for women; make dog flags
for crossbows; make forest flags for ch'i halberds; make feather flags for
swords and shields; make dragon flags for carts; make bird flags for cav
alry. In general, when the name of the flag that you are looking for is
not in the book, in all cases use its form and name to make [the design
on the flag].
See also Robin Yates ( 1 980):387-390.
Yates argues persuasively that many expressions such as "forms and
names (hsing-ming)" that were to become central political terms in the
fourth and third centuries B.C. originated with often more concrete mil
itary terminology in centuries prior to it. "Forms and names" in later
Legalist doctrine came to mean "accou ntability," where one's actual
performance wou ld be carefully weighed against what one had prom
ised as a result. I have made the same connection between military
terminology and later political vocabulary with respect to "strategic
advantage ( shih)" see :\mes ( 1 983):65- 1 0i.
1 43. I folio\\' the Han strips text here that corroborates the commentarial
emendation.
1 44. These terms arc commonly translated as "rc�JUlar" and "irregu lar," but
this does not capture their corrclatil·ity. In military lant,JU agc, "regul ar"
! 3 9.
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and "irregular" conjures forth a distinction between "regular army" and
"irregu lar militia." The distinction here is between what can be antici
pared by the enemy and what catches him off guard-the element ul
surprise. Importantly, it might be an otherwise "regular" action that
surprises an enemy using guerri lla tactics.
The Han strips version has "rivers and seas," where the Sung text ha·.
"rivers and streams." It is their flowing that makes the rivers and seas i n
exhaustible.
All of the received texts have "like going around a ring without begin
ning or end," bur this seems to entail a later emendation.
I follow Wu Chiu-lung et a!. ( 1 990):75 in this reading. The alrernatii L"
more common version is:
. . . that the velocity of a bird of prey can even smash its victim t1 1
pieces is due to irs timing.
I follow the Han strips text here. The alternative is "He tempts rlw
enemy . . . "
I take the ku at the beginning of this passage as a passage marker. Sec
note 1 22 above.
Compare the Master of Huai Nan ( 1 968): 1 5: I I b.
I am following Yang Ping-an ( 1 985):73-75 and Wu Chiu-lung et a/.
( 1 990):85 in reconstructing this passage on the basis of the Han strips.
the received text, and the encyclopedic works. This reading is more
consistent with the demands of context. D. C. Lau ( 1 965):3 2 1 , prior to
the discovery of the Han text, argued for the unemended received rexr
that would translate:
Thus being able to wear down a well-rested enemy, to starve one rhar
is well-provisioned, and to move one that is settled lies in going b1
way of territory that the enemy does not make for, and making till
places where :r never occurred to him you would go.
Compare Sun Pin ( 1 985):5 1 .
Compare the Master of Huai Nan ( 1 968) : I 5 / I 5a , and l-ao-tzu 68.
The order of this passage is reversed and somewhat corrupt in the H a n
strips. Yang Ping-an ( 1 985):79 makes the point that in S u n Wu's own
world, his state of Wu compared with Ch'u and Yiieh could be fairh
described as small and weak.
I am following the Han strips version here. Most of the other redac
tions read "what good is this to them in determining the outcome?"
The Han strips does not have ku here--commonly translated as "there 
fore." Even if we retain it, it only functions as a passage marker.
I am following the Han strips text here. The Sung edition has:
. . . just as it is the disposition (hsiniJ of water to avoid high ground
and rush to the lowest point, so in disposirioning (h.riniJ troops, aroid
the enemy's strong points and strike where he is weak.
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I follow the Han strips redaction here. Many of the traditional texts have:

Thus an army does not have constant strategic advan tages (rhih);
water does not assume a constant form (hsing).
This change might have been made to avoid the character heng (trans
lated here as "invariable") that was the given name of Emperor Wen of
the Han (r. 1 79-1 57 B.C.), and hence taboo. The presence of heng in the
Han strips might suggest the text was copied before Emperor Wen came
to the throne, although during the Western Han, the taboo on the em
peror's name was not always strictly observed.
! 59. The Han strips text has:
To be able to transform oneself according to the enemy is called
being inscrutable.
I translate shen "spirirual, godlike, divine"-as "inscrutable" here, tak
ing this sense of shen from the Chou I (Book of Changes) ( 1 978):4 1 / hsi
shang/ 5: "What cannot be fathomed with ,yin and ,yang is called shen."
1 60. The Han strips text concludes with a round dot and an additional two
characters, shenyao-- the essentials of inscrutability." This could be an
alternative chapter title, or possibly a reader's summary of the contents
of the chapter.
1 6 1 . I read ku here as a passage marker. See note 1 2 2 above.
1 62. This passage seems out of place. Yang Ping-an suggests it belongs to the
following chapter, and has been mistakenly interpolated here. The
same passage appears again in Sun-tzu I I : 1 6 1 , where it also seems out
of context.
1 63. An alternative reading for this phrase is:
Use flags and pennants to divide up your nu mbers . . .
1 64. Although this phrase seems out of place here, its location is corrobo
rated by the Han strips text.
1 65. The Han strips redaction begins this passage with "for this reason"
while most other versions do not. Most commentators take this expres
sion "chiin cheng to refer to a lost text entitled '/ 'he Book of Military Poli
cies, similar to a text called Military Annals (chiin chih) cited in the
'l 'so-chuan (Duke Hsi 28 and Duke Hsiian 1 2).
1 66. I have followed the argu ments of the Yin-ch'iieh-shan Committee
( 1 98 5 ): 1 6 in retai ning the order of the Han strips text in reorganizing
this passage, inserting this sentence here instead of its location a few
lines later in the received texts.
1 6 7. On the basis of the Han strips text, I have replaced ;en with "the men"
(min) here and below.
1 68. The .llastl'r n( Huai .\'an ( 1 968): 1 5 /9b- 1 0a has a similar passage:
Thus the ski lled commander in using the troops makes them of one
mind and unities their strength, so that the courageous will not have
to ad\·ance alone, and the cowardlv will not get to retreat alone.
-
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I read ku here as a passage marker rather than as "therefore." Sec n o r ,
1 2 2 above. Several redactions omit it altogether.
1 70. Yang Ping-an interprets the "day" metaphor here to refer ro thv
progress of battle. Hence, his reading would be:
. . . at the outset of battle, the enemy's morale is high; as the battle
continues, it begins to flag; by battle's end, it has drained away.
D. C. Lau's interpretation of the text is persuasive. Sec Lau
( 1 965):32 1-322.
1 7 1 . This tally appears on the last strip. The Sung edition has a total of 4 ; 
characters, which i s close.
1 72. Literally, this chapter is entitled "Nine Contingencies (chiu pim).··
There has been a debate among the commentators whether or not ro
take the number "nine" literally, given that this passage seems ro enu
merate ten contingencies. Some suggest that as the largest primarr
number, "nine" should be construed in this text as "all of the various."
I take "nine" literally. The " [ Four Contingencies] " chapter recor
cred in the Yin-ch'iich-shan find is a commentary on this chapter. Ha1 ing elaborated on four of the contingencies, it then states:
. . . if the commands of the ruler arc contrary to these four conti n 
gencies, d o not obey them.
Thus it excludes this concluding summary proscription from its tally ot
four. If we do the same here and take the phrase "and commands from
the ruler not to be obeyed" as a sum mary proscription, we arrive at the
tally of nine. Other examples of this usage arc "nine heavens (chiu t'im)"
and "nine kinds of terrain ( chiu ti)."
I 7 3. The opening passage of Chapter 7 is identical, and commentators spec
ulate that it has been erroneously interpolated here in the process of
transmission. The uncharacteristic brevity of this chapter would sug
gest some substantial textual problem.
1 74. This particular kind of terrain, yi ti, is defined in Sun-tzu 1 1 : 1 5 3 in the
following terms:
Mountains and forests, passes and natural hazards, wetlands and
swamps, and any such roads difficult to transverse constitute difficul r
tcrram.
1 75. This kind of terrain, ch 'ii ti, is defined in Sml-tzu I I : 1 5 3:
The territory of several neighboring states at which their borders
meet is a strategically \'ita! intersection. The first to reach it will ga i n
the allegiance o f the other states o f the empire.
See D. C. Lau ( 1 965): 3 2 8 for a discussion of this passage.
1 76. This type of terrain, chiieh ti, is defined in Sun-tzu 1 1 : 1 60:
\\ihcn you quit your own territory and lead your troops across till'
border, you have entered cur-off terrain.
Sec lJ C. L a u ( 1 985): 3 2 7-328.
1 69.
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The kind of terrain called wei ti is described in Sun-tzu I I : 1 5 3-1 55:
Ground that gives access through a narrow defile, and where exit is
tortuous, allowing an enemy in small nu mbers to attack our main
force, is terrain vulnerable to ambush.
This kind of terrain, szu ti, is described in Sun-tzu I I : 1 5 5:
Terrain in which you will survive only if you fight with all your
might, bur perish if you fail to do so, is terrain with no way out.
Sec D. C. Lau ( 1 965):328.
In the " [ Four Contingencies]" chapter recovered in the Yin-ch'iich
shan find and translated below (Part 1 1:2 p. I 79), it elaborates on this
passage:
That there arc roadways not to be traveled refers to a roadway where
if we penetrate only a short distance we cannot bring the operations
of our vanguard into full play, and if we penetrate too deeply we
cannot link up effectively with our rearguard. If we move, it is not to
our advantage, and if we stop, we will be captured. Given these con
ditions, we do not travel it.
In the " [ Four Contingencies]" chapter recovered in the Yin-ch'iichshan find and translated as Part ll:2 p. I 79, it elaborates on this passage:
That there are armies not to be attacked refers to a situation in which
the two armies make camp and face off. We estimate we have enough
strength to crush the opposing army and to capture its commander.
Taking the long view, however, there is some surprise advantage
(shih) and clever dodge he has, so his army . . . its commander. Given
these conditions, even though we can attack, we do not do so.
In the "[Four Contingencies]" chapter recovered i n the Yin-ch'iieh-shan
find and translated as Part ll:2 p. 1 79- 1 80, it elaborates on this passage:
That there are walled cities not to be assaulted refers to a situation in
which we estimate we have enough strength to take the city. If we take
it, it gives us no immediate advantage, and having gotten it, we would
not able to garrison it. If we arc [lacking] in strength, the walled city
must by no means be taken. If in the first instance we gain advantage,
the city will surrender of its own accord; and if we do not gain advan
tage, it will not be a sou rce of harm afterwards. Given these condi
tions, even though we can launch an assault, we do not do so.
In the " [ Four Contingencies]" chapter recovered in the Yin-ch'iiehshan find and translated as Part ll:2 p. 1 80, it elaborates on this passage:
That there is territory not to be contested refers to mountains and
gorges . . . that are not able to sustain life. . . . vacant. Given these con
ditions, do not contest it.
In the " [ Four Contingencies]" chapter recovered in the Yin-ch\ieh
shan find and translated as Part ll:2 p. 1 80, it elaborates on this passage:
That there are com mands from the ruler not to be obeyed means that
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if the commands of the ruler are contrary to these four contingL'''
cics, do not obey them . . . . obey them. Where affairs . . . contingcnci,·
one understands how to use troops.
It is not clear what the "five advantages" are, although the com nH : • ,
caries are ready t o speculate that they refer to five contingencies listt·d
at the beginning of this chapter. The shortness of this chapter suggt''t
that much of the original text is missing, and perhaps with it, a mor,
conclusive explanation.
I read ku ("thcrehJre") here as a passage marker. See note 1 2 2 above.
I read ku ("therefore") here as a passage marker. See note 1 2 2 above.
This passage is problematic. I am following most of the commentarit
with this reading. :\ltcrnative interpretations of this passage are ( 1 ) " d ·
not ascend high ground that stands alone" (because you can then be sur
rounded), and (2) "descend rather than ascend to engage the enemy.''
Many of the commentators simply read this as "low ground to yoi ;
front a n d high ground ro your rear," and while this i s generally true, it : ·
also to simplify the insight. If your position forces the enemy to h a 1 c·
mountainous terrain to his rear, you thereby disadvantage him by cm
ring off his retreat. If you have an exit to your rear that can be easily de·
fended in the case of retreat, this is to give yourself advantage at the re;Jr
This passage reads literally, "the four emperors," but the reference ln.
been u nclear in the legend surrounding the Yellow Emperor, symbo1i,
ancestor of the Han peoples. Commentators have speculated that "fin1 r
Emperors" should read "four regions," or "fimr armies." In the newh
recovered chapter, "The Yellow Emperor Attacks the Red Emperor," 1 1
states:
[to the south he attacked the Red Emperor] . . . to the east he attackL·,!
the [Green J Emperor . . . to the west he attacked the White Em
pcror . . . to the north he attacked the Black Emperor . . . and h a r i n�·
defeated the four Emperors, he ruled over all under heaven.
Hence "the four Emperors" is not an error, but might refer to the an
cestors of those peoples occupying the territory in each of the fou r d i 
rections.
Compare an alternative account of these battles anributcd to Chiang ·
tzu in the T'ai-p'i11g_yii-lan ( 1 963 ):79 /369-3 70.
:\lthough this passage seems out of place, it docs occur here in the I I an
strips text. Sc1·eral commentators suggest that it has been crroneoush
interpolated here from the passage ncar the beginning of this chaptt'!
where it describes "positioning an army when near water."
Compare Suu Pi11 ( 1 985 ):6 1 .
.\ popular alternative reading of this phrase i s "if he has no treatr rc·r
sues f()r peace," but it would seem unnccessarv to sue f{lr peace i i'
treaty had in fact alreadv been completed.
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1 9 3. The Sung text has "military vehicles" instead of "troops," bur I follow
the Han strips text here.
I
have not translated the ku at the begi nning of this passage as "there
4.
19
fore," taking it to be simply a passage marker. See note I 22 above.
1 9 5. Compare Sun Pin ( 1 985):5 1 .
1 96. I follow Sun Hsing-yen ( 1 965) in emending this passage for the rhyme.
The unemended text reads:
Know the natural conditions, know the ground, and the victories will
be inexhaustible.
1 97. I am relying on D. C. Lau ( 1 965):32 1 here.
1 98. I follow the Han strips here in omitting "his troops," thereby preserving
the pattern of four character rhymed phrases.
1 99. Ts'ao Kuei was a native of Lu who in 68 1 B.C., disregarding his own life,
succeeded in recovering lands lost to the state of Ch'i by grabbing
Duke Huan of Ch'i and holding him at knifepoint. Chuan Chu was an
assassin i n the state of Wu who disregarded the certainty of his own
death to take the life of King Liao of Wu in 5 1 5 B.C. These stories are
recounted in Historical Records ( 1 959):2 5 1 5-2 5 1 8.
200. In the received texts, Mount Heng is written as Mount Ch'ang, but
given that the Han strips text has ''hmg, " ch mtg was probably substinued
for heng by scribes following the convention of avoiding the given name
of the emperor-in this case, Emperor Wen of the Han (r. I 79-1 5 7
B.C. ) . See note 1 58 above.
201. See lntng,ues of the Warn·ng States ( 1 920):7j3 3b; cf. Crump ( 1 979):4 1 2-4 1 3.
202. This passage suggests that the commander takes such measures as tying
up the legs of the horses and rendering the chariots inoperable to show
his troops there is no retreat, and to make plain his resolve to fight to
the death.
203. A common alternative reading of this ambiguous phrase is:
The principle of exploiting terrain is to get value from both your
shock units and )!Our weaker troops.
That is, a commander can maximize his effectiveness by coordinating
the quality of his troops with the features of the terrain.
204. The received texts have "keeping the enemy [literally, "others" (;en)] i n
the dark," but I follow the H a n strips text here that b a s "keeping people
(min) in the dark." It would appear that throughout this passage, scribes
made this substitution to avoid the personal name of Li Shih-min, first
emperor of the T'ang.
20 5. Most of the received texts include an additional phrase here:
He sets fire to his boats and smashes his cooking pots.
I follow the Han strips text in omitting it.
206. The Han strips version reads "On contested terrain, I would not allow
them to remain."
'
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The Han strips version reads " . . . on intermediate terrain, I would ma�,.
sure of my alliances."
The Han strips version reads " . . . at a strategically viral intersection. :
would pay particular attention to reliability."
The Han strips version reads " . . . on critical terrain, I would hurry U J
o u r rear divisions."
The Han strips text reads 'Therefore, the psychology of the [feud:1i
lords is: . . . "
I treat the sbih ku---co nventionally, "for this reason"-as a passa).:'
marker. See note I 22 above.
This passage occurs almost word for word in Chapter 7 : 1 30, but see1w
as our of place there as it docs here.
I follow the Han strips text in reversing the order of hegemon and kin�
to restore what is a familiar classical expression.
I follow the Han strips version of the text here, which seems more con 
sistent with the passage that follows. The received texts read " . . . !-(l:t
them to make the gains, but do not reveal the dangers."
There is an alternative interpretation of this passage, but it is not rl'
sponsible to the syntax of the text:
Therefore, the business of waging war lies in the pretence of accom
modating the designs of the enemy.
The text at this point is clearly corrupt, and any translation can only bl'
tentative.
I follow the Han strips version here, which repeats "fuel" i n the second
phrase rather than "smoke" or "sparks."
The Winnowing Basket (four stars), the Wall (two stars), the Win!!�
(twenty-two stars), and the Chariot Platform (fou r stars) are four of till'
twenty-eight constellations called "lunar mansions" (hsiu), equatori :l l
divisions that constitute segments of the celestial sphere. See Needha111
( I 970):229-2 8 3.
Yang Ping-an ( I Ci86 ): I 92 recommends emending this text to read:
If the wind blows in the daytime, follow through; if it blows at n ighc
do nor.
His argument is that the uncmended interpretation of this passage i�
not consistent with what follows.
I read the ku---conventionally, "thcreforc"-that begins this sentence :1�
a passage marker. See note I 22 above.
Yang Ping-an ( I 986):I 93 suggests a n emendation that \\'Ould reinforn·
the parallel structure:
�·atcr can be used to cut the enemy ofT; Fire can be used to dcpri1
him of his supplies.
Compare !.ao-tzu 68.
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I read ku---co nventionally, "thercfore"-as a passage marker. See note
1 2 2 above.
I follow the similar passage in l-ao-tzu 1 4 in interpreting this phrase.
I have emended this on the basis of the Han strips text. In the received
Sung text, it reads:
Thus, in the operations of the combined forces, no one should have
more direct access than spies, . . .
I follow Yang Ping-an here, but the more popular reading with the traditional commentators is:
It is necessary to search out the enemy's agents who have been sent
to spy on us, take care of them with generous bribes, and provide
them with a place to live.
The same passage in the Han strips version can be reconstructed as:
[The rise of the] Yin (Shang) dynasty [ was because of Yi Yin] who
served the house of 1-lsia; the rise of the Chou dynasty was because
of Lii Ya who served [in the house of Shang] ; I the n"se of the state of. . . ]
was because of Commander Pi who served the state of 1-lsing; the
rise of the state of Yen was because of Su Ch'in who served the state
of Ch'i. Thus only those farsighted rulers and their superior [com
mmtders who can get the most intelligmtpeople as their spies are destim:d to ac
complish great things.] .
The implication here i s that Yi Yin was a minister o f Chich, the classi
cally diabolical last ruler of the 1-lsia, and led troops against the throne
to install T'ang, the first ruler of the Shang dynasty. Lii Ya was a minis
ter of the equally evil Chou, the last ruler of the Shang dynasty, and
was i nstrumental i n overthrowing his sovereign and founding the Chou
dynasty. These are examples of historical figures who, having inside in
formation, could effectively topple the power at the center.
The mention of Su Ch'in here, a historical figure who lived many
generations after Sun Wu, introduces the problem of dating the Sult
tzu. See the discussion in note 1 6, above.
I have followed the Yin-ch'iieh-shan Committee ( 1 985) for the order of
these additional chapters.
"Six commanders" refers to the six high ministers of Chin: 1-lan, Chao,
Wei, Fan, Chung-hang, and Chih-po.
The yiiau and the cbm are classical units of land measure. The point
here is that a commander's tenure as ruler was related in inverse pro
portion to the taxes exacted from his people. Each household was al
lowed a fixed parcel of land, and the commander whose "square foot"
was the smallest could exact the most taxes. Fan and Chung- hang taxed
their people at 1 50 percent the rate of Chao.
This section elaborates four o f the contingencies discussed i n Ch apter
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8, "Adapting to the Nine Contingencies," above. See note 1 72, whi, ! :
suggests a n explanation for why five situations are addressed a s " ti l l . ,
contingencies."
This passage i s unclear on the H a n strips, and the Yin-ch'iieh-sh:• "
Committee's reconstruction is only tentative. If an army's strength 1
insufficient, it would seem too obvious that siege as a strategy must l"·
ruled out.
See the reference to the Yellow Emperor's attack on the Four Em perm ,
in Chapter 9, " Deploying the Army," above. This fragmentary chapr,· :
seems t o b e a later commentary on "Deploying the Army."
In other sources, the battle site is identified as "the fields of the h n
Springs." See, for example, Ssu-ma Ch'ien ( 1 959):3.
The terminology in this chapter i s somewhat obscure. Some commcil
tators suggest this passage uses terminology associated with the pro!'·
nostications of the Yin-yang Five Phases School that arose under Tso•
Yen (c. 305-240 B.C.)-"right/left," "yin/yang, " "facing/to the bad.'
"complying/going against." According to this school, all narural phl·
nomena and events in the processes of the world are defined in term'
of their place relative to the changing conditions of their context. ThL
description of the conquest of the Yellow Emperor also seems to refer
to the "five processes" ( wu hsing). The Master Han Fei 1 9. 1 .4 3 refer'
rather impatiently to such beliefs:
Thus it is said: Divining to the gods and spirits on tortoise shells j ,
not going to give you the victory; calculating your position "right 0 1
left," "facing or to the back" is not going to decide the battle. There j ,
no greater stupidity than, in spite of the irrelevance of such factor>.
to still rely upon them.
The Master I,Vei-liao ( 1977): 1-4 has a similar reference:
Master Wei-liao replied: "The Yellow Emperor's dispatching the
military to punish the disorderly and showing his generosity in tah
ing care of the people had nothing to do with calculating the auspi 
cious days, the yin and yang relations or his relative direction
described in the Heavenly Almanac. The Yellow Emperor was the Yel
low Emperor because of his ability to use people, and nothing else."
However, the Historical Records ( 1 959):261 7 has the following referenn·
to taking practical advantage of the terrain:
'J'he Art of Waifare recommends that the right flank of the army ha1 L'
its back to the mountains and hills, and the left fl ank have the water
and swamplands to its front.
This Historical Rtcords description is certainly consistent with the Ian·
guage of Chapter 9, " Deploying the .-\rmy," which describes the advan ·
rages of maintai ning high ground to the rear of the right tlank and
keeping to the sunny side, and also refers explicitly ro the conquest o l
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the Yellow Emperor over the four quarters. In addition, Sun-tzu is
rather practical in tone, and unsympathetic to divin atory "revelation."
In Chapter 1 3 above it states explicitly:
Thus the reason the farsighted ruler and his superior commander
conquer the enemy at every move and achieve successes far beyond
the reach of the common crowd is foreknowledge. Such foreknowl
edge cannot be had from ghosts and spirits, educed by comparison
with past events, or verified by astrological calculations. It must
come from people-people who know the enemy's situation.
If we insist that the terminology here reflects the influence of a Yin
yang Five Phases School, it would mean a relatively late date nor only
for this fragmentary commentarial chapter, but for the thirteen-chapter
Sun-tzu itself.
Of the fragments assigned to this chapter, I have tentatively translated
those strips which provide us with additional content.
Compare Chapter 9: 1 4 1 above, and Sun Pin ( 1 985):6 1 . "The natural net
is dense forest and underbrush, the natural well is a box canyon, and the
natural prison is terrain that is closed on all sides."
This is similar to a passage in Chapter I I : 1 59, "The Nine Kinds of Ter
rain."
I follow the order of the 1 98 5 Yin-ch\ieh-shan Han strips edition. See
Hattori Chiharu ( 1 987) for a revised ordering of these strips. I have
tentatively translated those remaining fragments where they provide us
with additional content-for example, the explicit references to the
"thirteen-chapter" text.
I have followed the reconstruction of Hattori Chiharu ( 1 987) in insert
ing this passage from the remaining fragments at this point in the text.
I have followed the reconstruction of Hattori Chiharu ( 1 987) in insert
ing this passage from the remaining fragments at this point in the rexr.
These eight passages have been reconstructed from treatise 1 59 of a
T'ang dynasty encyclopedic work in two hundred books, the T'ung-tien,
compiled by Tu Yu (73 5:-8 1 2). See T'ung-tien ( 1 988):4076-4079.
The T'ung-tien ( 1 988):4076 text does not have the first portion of this
paragraph. It is restored on the basis of the (Sung) Ho Yen-hsi com
mentary. See Sun Hsing-yen ( 1 965):2 26.
See the K'ung Ying-ra (5 74-648), ( 1 9 3 1 ):57 /4a commentary to Tso
chua11 (Duke Ai 1 ).
See Wang Fu's (76-1 57) Ch'ien-jit-lun ( 1 928):5 /8b (Advice to the Com
mander). It is difficult to tell what is being cited from Sun-tzu, and what
is Wang Fu's own commentary. The first sentence adds one additional
trait ("respect") of the commander to a list found in Chapter 1 : 1 03
aborc of the original thirteen-chapter text. But what follows this one
sentence appears to be Wang Fu's own elaboration.
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See the Li Shan (d.689) commentary to Wen-hsiian ( 1 9 3 1 ):9 /97.
See Pei-t'ang shu-ch'ao 1 1 5 /2 a.
This title does not appear in any of the early court catalogs, and m i g ! : ;
be an apocryphal text from some later period.
249. See Pei-t'ang shu-ch'ao 1 1 5 j 3 a.
2 50. This title docs not appear in any of the early court catalogs, and m i g l "
be an apocryphal text from some later period. Pi 1-hsi.in ( 1 9 3 7): 1 0 sta rn
that in later times, many descendants of Sun Wu wrote on military a (
fairs. This work might well have been the product of one of them.
2 5 1 . See the Pei-t'ang shu-ch'ao 1 1 6 j 1 a.
252. See T'ai-p'ingyii-lan ( 1 96 3):2 7 3 /4b. Compare the list of traits in Chap
ter 1 : 103.
2 5 3. Cited in Yang Ping-an ( 1 986):2 1 6.
2 54. Cited in Huang K'uei ( 1 989):2 5 1 . In chapter 9: 1 4 1 above, it states thar
in "encountering . . . narural defiles, quit such places with haste. Do n n r
approach them. I n keeping our distance from them, we can maneu l'l' l
the enemy near to them; in keeping them to our front, we can maneu
vcr the enemy to have them at his back."
2 5 5. See the Li Shan commentary to Wen-hsiian ( 1 9 3 1 ):3/89. Chapter 9:00(1
above has a similar passage that states:
If the army is flanked by precipitous ravines, stagnant ponds, reed>
and rushes, mountain forests and tangled undergrowth, they must lw
searched carefully and repeatedly, for these are the places where a m ·
bushes are laid a n d spies are hidden.
2 56. See T'ung-tien ( 1 988):4074.
2 5 7. In Chapter 9: 1 4 1 it states: "Encountering . . . narural wells, . . . quit such
places with haste." This passage is cited in Pi I-hsi.in ( 1 9 3 7):8 as coming
from T'ai-p'ingyii-lan.
258. The court catalog of the History of the Sui Dynasty has the entry, " JZ.,
Miscellaneous Prognostications of Sun-tzu in four scrolls." Sun-tzu Chapter
1 1 : 1 58 explicitly rejects prognostication as a positive source of militan
information: "proscribe talk of omens and get rid of rumors, and el'(�n
to the death they will not retreat." This makes any direct attribution o!
this work problematic.
2 59. See T'ai-p 'ingyii-lan ( 1 963): 328;'3b.
260. See T'ai-p 'ingyii-lan ( l 963):8j7a.
2 6 1 . Sun Pin ( 1 985):60 describes this deployment in a chapter entitled "The·
Eight-Division Formation":
Master Sun Pin said, "When putting the eight-division formation inw
battle operation, rurn whatever advantages the terrain permits to ac
count, and adapt the formation to meet these conditions. Divide your
main body in three with each of these detachments having a vanguard
force, and each vanguard having reinforcements to its rear. All should
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267.

2 68.
2 69.

270.
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move only upon command. Commit one detachment to the fray while
holding the other two in reserve. Use one detachment to acrually as
sault the enemy, and the other two to consolidate your gains. Where
the enemy is weak and in disarray, commit your elite troops first to
gain a quick advantage. But where he is strong and tight in formation,
commit your weaker troops first to bait him. Divide the chariots and
cavalry that will be used in combat into three detachments: one on ei
ther flank and one at the rear. On flat and easy ground, make greater
use of the war chariots; on rugged terrain use more cavalry; on terrain
that is sheer and closes in on both sides, use more crossbowmen. Tak
ing into account both the rugged and the easy terrain, you must dis
tinguish between safe ground and terrain from which there is no way
out. And you must occupy the safe ground yourself while attacking
the enemy where he has no way out."
Pi 1-hsiin ( 1 937):9 attributes this passage i ncorrectly to the Cheng
Hsiian (A.D. 1 2 7-200) commentary to the Chou-li. I do not know where
he found it. Such chariots used screens to conceal the occupants and
protect them from bolts and other projectiles.
See the Li Shan commentary to Wen-hsiian ( 1 93 1 ):9/93.
The commentary to the court catalog of the History of the Sui Dynasty
(Sui-shu) ( 1 973): 1 0 1 2 records that the Eight-Division Formation Diagrams
of Sun-tzu in one scroll has been lost.
This passage is cited in the Chang Yii commentary to Chapter I I of the
Sung edition of Sun-tzu with Eleven Commentaries (Shih-i chia chu Sun
tzu) ( 1 978):2 74.
There is no record of this text in the court catalogs until the Former His
tory of the Tang Dynasty, which might suggest its vintage.
In addition to the Han dynasty strips found in the Yin-ch'iieh-shan
tombs, another cache of strips dating from the late Western Han dy
nasty was discovered in 1 978 in Tomb # 1 1 5 of the Sun family com
pound in Ta-t'ung county, Ch'ing-hai province, and reported in the
Wen-wu (Cultural Relics) 1 9 8 1 no. 2. Six strips had "Master Sun" on them,
suggesting some relationship wirh the Sun-tzu.
This corroborates the received "thirteen-chapter" text referred to both
in the Yin-ch'iieh-shan Han strips and the Historical Records.
See the Li Shan commentary to Wen-hsiian ( 1 9 3 1 ):9/99. It is reminiscent of Chapter 7: 1 30 above:
Thus, advancing at a pace, such an army is like the wind; slow and
majestic, it is like a forest; invading and plundering, it is like fire;
sedentary, it is like a mountain; unpredictable, it is like a shadow;
moving, it is like lightning and thunder.
Cited from the T'uug-tien in Pi 1-hsiin ( 1 9 3 7):9.
Cited from the 'T'ung-tien i n P i 1-hsiin ( 1 93 7):9.
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2 74.
275.
2 76.
2 77.
2 78.
2 79.
280.
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Notes
Cited from the T"ung-tien i n Pi I-hsiin ( 1 9 3 7):9.
See Feng-su t"ung-yi ( 1 980):403. I f "Master Sun" here refers to Sun \\ ' ' ·
the mention o f M o T i (Master Mo) i s a n anachronism, a n d makes r ' . ,
relationship of this passage to the historical Sun Wu suspect.
See Wu Chiu-lung ( 1 985): 1 2.
History of the Han Dynasty (Han-shu) ( 1 962): 1 56, 1 1 64.
History of the Han Dynasty (Han-shu) ( 1 962):1 762.
History of the Han Dynasty (Han-shu) ( 1 962): 1 1 35-1 1 36.
I am grateful to my colleague Tao Tien-yi for helping me think r l , ,
through.
See Lo Fu-i ( 1 974): 35.
Compare Michael Loewe ( 1977).
See History of the Sui Dynasty ( 1 973):1 0 1 3.
Yin-ch'iieh-shan H an-mu chu-chien cheng-li hsiao-tsu ( 1 975b).
In the first assessment of the Yin-ch'iieh-shan fi n d i n 1 9 7 5 , the Suu /'u,
was reconstructed in thirty chapters. After another decade of srudy, ri•<·
committee in its 1985 publication reconsidered this attribution, and rc·
duced the number of chapters to fi fteen of these original thirty, ;H : J
added one new one to make a total of sixteen chapters. The fiften.
chapters excluded from the Sun Pin i n the 1 985 publication can be rc·
garded as "supplemental."
See Li Hsiieh-ch'in's preface to Li Ching ( 1 990):4 (preface).
·
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